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ABSTRACT
Intergroup Encounters in Grey-Cheeked Mangabeys (Lophocebus albigena) and
Redtail Monkeys (Cercopithecus ascanius): Form and Function
Michelle Brown

Across species and populations, encounters between neighboring social groups take a variety of
forms. In particular, intergroup encounters (IGEs) may or may not be aggressive and may
include the participation of males and/or females. The proximate causes of aggressive
participation by each sex, particularly among primates, is generally thought to be the availability
of mates and food. However, existing hypotheses of resource defense have rarely been explicitly
tested through identification of the proximate causes of male and female aggression. In this
dissertation, I sought to test the existing hypotheses by determining whether female food
defense, male food defense, and male mate defense occur in grey-cheeked mangabeys
(Lophocebus albigena) and redtail monkeys (Cercopithecus ascanius). With a team of field
assistants, I observed six mangabey groups for 15 months and four redtail groups for 12 months
at the Ngogo site in Kibale National Park, Uganda. We observed naturally-occurring IGEs in
both species, simulated IGEs among mangabey groups using playback experiments, and
measured the availability of food resources in botanical plots. I evaluated multiple aspects of
intergroup relations, including initiation of encounters, occurrence of intense aggression,
encounter outcomes, overall encounter rates, and the effect of neighbors’ long-distance calls on
group movements. For each IGE aspect, I determined the effects of group size and resource
value. I found strong evidence for female food defense by redtails and male food defense by both
species, weak evidence of male mate defense by redtails and no evidence for mangabeys, and no

evidence of female food defense by mangabeys. In addition, the specific conditions under which
food defense is expected to occur in primates were appropriate for male mangabeys, but not for
female or male redtails. This pattern of results indicates that existing hypotheses cannot
accurately predict which populations will exhibit food or mate defense by males or females, or
the specific social and ecological conditions that elicit defense. I also found that mangabeys
exhibited two types of IGE: whole group encounters, where the majority of two groups were in
visual contact, and subgroup encounters, where one or a few individuals left their group and
interacted aggressively with a neighboring group. Whereas whole group IGEs appeared to
function as defense of specific feeding sites, subgroup IGEs did not; instead, they appeared to be
a means of defending the core of the home range. Compared to earlier studies, the mangabey
groups in this study exhibited higher encounter rates and more pronounced aggression. Higher
group densities and more intense feeding competition have given rise to a dramatically different
pattern of mangabey intergroup relations. This study demonstrates the importance of considering
multiple IGE aspects, hypotheses, and food characteristics when evaluating the role of intergroup
relations in the lives of social animals.
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PREFACE

I have structured this dissertation in a way that reflects the natural flow of intergroup
encounters (IGEs), from beginning to end. This format allowed me to examine the many
behavioral aspects of mangabey and redtail encounters, to evaluate the causes and functions of
these encounters, and more broadly, to determine the sources of variation in IGE patterning
among species.
Chapter 1 is a review of the literature on IGEs in mammals and birds, with an emphasis
on primate encounters. I began by identifying the fundamental aspects in which IGEs vary and
highlighted the need for consistent terminology in describing IGE patterns. I then reviewed what
is currently known about the topic, starting with behaviors observed during IGEs and the
functions of those behaviors. I also discussed the factors that affect the outcome of IGEs – i.e.,
whether a group wins or loses an encounter – and the resulting patterns of space use. After
outlining the factors that cause different IGE patterns among birds, primates, and non-primate
mammals, I focused specifically on hypotheses regarding primate behavior. The review
concluded with a discussion of a preliminary model of primate IGEs.
In Chapter 2, I examined grey-cheeked mangabey responses to neighboring groups to
determine whether they exhibited mutual avoidance, or whether their intergroup relations have
changed along with population density in the last 40 years. I first examined long-range
encounters (where groups are separated by 200 – 1,000 m) to determine whether group
movements were affected by neighbors’ long-distance calls, and if so, the conditions under
which groups were likely to approach or avoid neighbors. I then examined the moments before a
short-range encounter (IGE) to determine the conditions under which a group approached a
xix

nearby neighboring group. For short-range encounters, I examined the responses of males and
females separately to determine if each sex was motivated by different factors, and used
playback experiments to test their responses under a range of social and ecological conditions.
Patterns of male and female aggressive participation are critical for identifying the
proximate causes of IGEs, and were the focus of Chapter 3. Existing hypotheses regarding sexspecific participation in primate IGEs predict that redtails and mangabeys exhibit the same
patterns of food and mate defense. I tested these predictions by comparing aggressive
participation by males and females in both species against a set of social and ecological
variables. I also evaluated the two types of mangabey IGE – whole group encounters and
subgroup encounters – to determine whether they were caused by the same factors.
In Chapter 4, I considered IGE outcomes (win/lose or draw) and the effects of encounter
outcome on food intake, travel costs, and long-term access to food resources for both mangabeys
and redtails. I examined whether there was evidence for differential access to food resources
among groups, which is the predicted result of between-group contest competition. I also
evaluated whether there was evidence that larger groups dominated smaller groups, or if
intergroup relations were governed by a pattern of site-dependent dominance.
Chapter 5 focused on the IGE rates of mangabeys and redtails. In particular, I used the
ideal gas model as an approximate means of calculating whether each species’ IGE rate was
higher or lower than the null expectation that groups encounter each other randomly in the
environment. I then examined the relationships between IGE rates and the size of home range
overlap areas, and determined which food characteristics affected the rate of each IGE type for
mangabeys (whole group vs. subgroup IGEs) and redtails (aggressive vs. non-aggressive IGEs).

xx

Lastly, I presented an overview of my findings in Chapter 6, using a comprehensive
theoretical structure that encompasses all IGE aspects. I evaluated whether patterns of IGE
initiation, escalation, outcome, and frequencies painted a consistent picture of mangabey and
redtail intergroup relations; I also evaluated whether the observed patterns matched the patterns
predicted by existing hypotheses of sex-specific participation. After a brief summary of how
mangabey and redtail IGEs compare with those of similar species, I concluded with a list of the
main findings from this study.

Ethical standards. Throughout my research, I adhered to the Animal Behavior Society
guidelines for the treatment of animals in behavioral research and teaching. This study was
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1
CHAPTER 1
INTERGROUP ENCOUNTERS IN GROUP-LIVING BIRDS AND MAMMALS,
WITH A FOCUS ON NON-HUMAN PRIMATES

INTRODUCTION
Competition is a pervasive aspect of animal life. In gregarious animals, it affects not only
how individuals within social groups interact, but also how entire groups interact with each
other. Whereas the diversity, patterns, and fitness effects of intragroup competition have been
studied in detail in many species, comparatively less attention has been paid to intergroup
competition, for largely logistical reasons (Cheney 1987; Fashing 2001). Intergroup relations
often vary within populations, necessitating detailed observations on multiple groups.
Additionally, unless all adult members of neighboring groups are habituated to humans – a
process that often takes months or years – the presence of an observer may bias the outcome of
encounters. Some researchers have used radio or satellite telemetry to surmount these problems
(e.g., Dawson 1979; de Villiers and Kok 1997; Findo and Chovancova 2004; Keuroghlian et al.
2004) but remote tracking of group movements does not yield crucial information about the
behavior of individuals during social encounters or the ecological context in which encounters
occur. Despite these obstacles, group-level encounters are no less important than intragroup
dynamics; intergroup encounters can affect individual fitness (e.g., Koenig 2000; Robinson
1988a; Rubenstein 1986; Suzuki et al. 1998) and possibly even the nature of within-group social
relationships (Sterck et al. 1997; van Schaik 1989).
An intergroup encounter (IGE) occurs when members of two social groups can see and/or
hear each other, and may include aggressive, neutral, and/or affiliative behavior from members
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of one group that are directed at the neighboring group (Cheney 1987; Lott 1991; Ostfeld 1990;
Waser and Wiley 1979). The patterning of a series of IGEs is here referred to as ‘intergroup
relations,’ and may vary across groups, populations, and species; e.g., IGEs may be largely
aggressive in one population but typically non-aggressive in another (Butynski 1990; Chapman
and Fedigan 1984; Lott 1991). Species with aggressive IGEs are commonly labeled ‘territorial’
and species with neutral IGEs as ‘non-territorial’, but these labels obscure the diversity of IGEs
and the causes of this diversity (Emlen 1957; Kaufmann 1983; Maher and Lott 1995; Waser and
Wiley 1979). To fully understand IGEs, one must consider the causal factors. These encounters
can vary in characteristics other than aggression level:

1. The identity of participants: encounters may be characterized by female and/or male
participation. Individual participation also varies with breeding status, dominance rank, and
degree of relatedness to group-mates and opposing groups, among other factors. Adults and
subadults are the most common participants, but juveniles may occasionally be involved.
2. The behaviors expressed by participants: IGEs may be direct, physical encounters, or indirect
encounters, mediated through the use of long-distance calls or scent marks. Participants may
direct their actions toward individuals of the same sex, the opposite sex, or both sexes in the
opposing group; and in some cases, participants may also direct their actions towards
members of their own group.
3. The social and ecological variables affecting IGEs: the rate at which encounters occur may
correlate with food abundance or spatial patterning, mating opportunities, or the presence of
young offspring; as a result, the rate and nature of encounters vary across seasons. Group
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density may also affect the rate and nature of encounters by influencing the degree of
resource limitation.
4. The factors determining success in IGEs: The outcome of a competitive IGE may be a
decided outcome (win/lose) or a draw. Success in an IGE is affected by the relative
competitive strength of each group, the value of the disputed resource (payoff) to each group,
and potentially also by the groups’ history of encounters.
5. The resulting patterns of space use: the home ranges of neighboring groups may overlap
completely, partially, or not at all. Similarly, the frequency with which a group exhibits
aggression towards neighbors may be tied to particular spatial locations (i.e., aggression may
be highest at the periphery of the range, in the core of the range, or at the site of specific
resources) or may be independent of location. Underlying the degree of home range overlap
and the frequency of intergroup aggression is the frequency with which groups intrude into
each other’s home ranges and the rate at which particular groups win aggressive encounters.

Variation in these parameters reflects the ultimate function of participation in IGEs:
competition for critical resources (e.g., food or mates). The diversity of intergroup relations and
the causes of this diversity are the subject of this review. In the following sections I summarize
key aspects of the literature, focusing solely on group-living animals. The grouping habits of
animal taxa vary widely (Lott 1991; Wilson 1975), but in the context of this review, only social
groups with relatively stable membership are considered. Temporary groups, such as short-term
aggregations or those formed seasonally for mating purposes, are excluded.
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Group-level encounters are particularly relevant for primates because most are gregarious
(Dunbar 1988). Primate groups often occupy the same home range over the course of years and
even generations (Jolly and Pride 1999), a pattern that differs from most other animals (Burt
1943; Lack and Lack 1933; Stamps 1994). In many non-primate taxa, for example, individuals
return to a general location every breeding season and re-establish territories (Hinde 1956; Nice
1941). For long-lived animals whose groups may occupy the same home range for many
generations, it is difficult to study patterns of home range establishment; however, one can study
patterns of range maintenance, which involves assessment of the nature of relations between
social groups.
Relations between primate groups have been studied infrequently, even though (1)
primates are some of the most thoroughly studied mammals, (2) they exhibit diverse IGE types
(Cheney 1987; Waser and Wiley 1979), (3) current socioecological models posit an integral role
of between-group contest competition in the evolution of primate social behavior (Sterck et al.
1997; van Schaik 1989; Wrangham 1980), and (4) IGEs are known to affect individual fitness in
some species (vervet, Chlorocebus aethiops: Cheney and Seyfarth 1987; toque macaque,
Macaca sinica: Dittus 1987; wedge-capped capuchin, Cebus olivaceous: Robinson 1988a).
Several hypotheses have been proposed to explain the relationship between, for example, food
abundance and the rate at which groups compete for access to these resources, but these
hypotheses are often contradictory (see discussion in sections II and IV) and do not explain the
overall diversity of IGEs. As a result, it is unclear precisely how IGEs – and by extension,
individual fitness – are shaped by environmental and social variables. Socioecological models
have enhanced our understanding of the causes of diverse types of social relationships within
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primate groups; it is now time to broaden our understanding of primate sociality by seeking
explanations for patterns of relations between groups.
The following review is organized into four main sections. The first addresses the
problem of applying generic labels to diverse phenomena. The second explores the many facets
of IGEs, including their functions, associated behaviors, resulting patterns of space use, and the
ecological and social factors affecting their expression. The basis of general differences in the
IGEs of primates, non-primate mammals, and birds is discussed in the third section. The review
concludes with the development of a model of IGEs in nonhuman primates.

I.

DEFINING INTERGROUP RELATIONS
Intergroup relations are typically described as either ‘territorial’ or ‘non-territorial,’ but

these labels have been defined in so many ways that they appear to have lost their usefulness
(Hinde 1956; Kaufmann 1983; Maher and Lott 1995; Waser and Wiley 1979). Some define
‘territoriality’ as exclusive use of an area (regardless of whether this exclusivity arises through
aggressive physical interactions, mutual avoidance, or avoidance by only one group) and others
define it as aggressive defense of an area (regardless of whether this defense results in exclusive
use). To further confuse matters, ‘territorial’ and ‘non-territorial’ labels are frequently applied
without explicit definitions. These nomenclatural issues are illustrated by Maher and Lott’s
review of 136 comparative studies of vertebrate spacing patterns: they identified 48 definitions
of ‘territoriality,’ of which the most commonly-used definition (defense of an area) appeared in
only 50% of publications. Some definitions consisted of behaviors, others of spatial outcomes
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only, and still others combined behaviors and spatial outcomes. Behaviors and outcomes often
do not correspond exactly, resulting in different labels by authors using different definitions.
The problem of defining ‘territoriality’ and other patterns of IGEs is more than an issue
of terminology: different behaviors can lead to the same spatial outcome (e.g., both aggressive
defense and mutual avoidance can lead to non-overlapping, exclusive-use areas) and the same
behavior, under different environmental conditions, can lead to different spatial outcomes (e.g.,
aggressive defense may result in exclusive areas when intruder pressure is low and widelyoverlapping ranges when intruder pressure is high; Maher and Lott 1995). More importantly, the
use of generic labels masks the fact that spacing systems are the product of behaviors with very
different functions. When meerkat groups (Suricata suricatta; Jordan et al. 2007), stallion-led
harems of feral horses (Equus caballus; Rubenstein 1986), and gibbons (Hylobates spp.; Gittins
1984) are labeled as ‘territorial,’ we lose sight of the fact that the spacing systems of these
species arise from very different behaviors, which serve different functions and respond to
different ecological and social pressures.
Finally, the behaviors and spatial outcomes that have been used to define ‘territoriality’
vary continuously rather than falling into discrete, natural categories; this means that any
definition of territoriality relies on an arbitrary demarcation along a continuum (Kaufmann 1983;
Lawes and Henzi 1995; Ostfeld 1990; Waser and Wiley 1979). Thus when territoriality is
defined as aggressive defense of an area, the question arises as to how much aggression is
necessary before the species can be considered territorial. If a group exhibits aggression in only
50% of its IGEs, can it be considered territorial (Lawes and Henzi 1995)? 1 Similarly, when

1

Note also that a group may exhibit ‘facultative territoriality’ (Butynski, 1990; Struhsaker and Leland,
1979), in which aggressive defense of an area is exhibited only under specific social and ecological
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territoriality is defined as exclusive use of an area, what fraction of the range must be exclusive?
Following Emlen (1957) and Waser and Wiley (1979), I have chosen to avoid the practice of
labeling a single behavioral or spatial phenomenon – or even labeling a range of phenomena – as
‘territoriality.’

II.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES: COMPONENTS OF INTERGROUP RELATIONS
The state of certain social and ecological variables determines which resources limit the

reproductive success of individuals. In turn, the spatio-temporal patterning of limiting resources
determines the ultimate functions of participating in IGEs, which elicit specific behavioral
patterns. These behaviors are modified by factors that influence the likelihood of success in an
IGE, all of which creates specific patterns of space use by groups. This chain of effects is
diagrammed in Figure 1 and discussed in the following five sub-sections.

II. A. Functions
Behaviors seen during intragroup interactions are typically related to the maximization of
individual lifetime reproductive success (Nicholson 1954). Similarly, behaviors in the context of
intergroup encounters can be understood in fitness terms. Groups can affect each other’s access
to fitness-limiting resources, either aggressively or non-aggressively. While not every IGE may
have an impact on individual fitness, IGEs are nonetheless a situation in which differential
access to resources is a potential outcome.

conditions (e.g., when food resources are abundant and patchily-distributed; Kinnaird, 1992). The fact
that intergroup relations may change over space and/or time highlights the importance of using accurate
terminology rather than assuming a single species-typical pattern.
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An individual is expected to compete with others for access to food, mates, or other
resources when access to these resources is critical for maximizing its inclusive fitness, and
when competition has the potential to result in increased access to these resources (Nicholson
1954). However, males and females may compete for different types of resources because the
fitness of each sex is often limited by different factors; this is a result of differential investment
in offspring by males and females (Trivers 1972). This sex-based difference in offspring
investment is more pronounced for mammals than birds, because mammals experience costs of
gestation, lactation, and (in some species) infant carrying. As a result, males and females may
exhibit very different behavioral strategies for maximizing fitness: female reproduction is
typically limited by access to food, so females are expected to defend their access to feeding
sites; similarly, male reproduction is typically limited by access to mates, so males are expected
to defend their access to fertile females. 2 These sex-specific strategies largely determine who
participates in aggressive IGEs and why they participate aggressively.
Even when a resource limits individual fitness, it can be defended only when it is
‘economically’ feasible to do so – i.e., when the costs of defense are outweighed by the benefits
associated with access to the resource as a result of defense (Brown 1964). This concept of
economic defendability hinges on the spatial patterning of the resource: i.e., a group can evict
another from a discrete food patch with a diameter approximately equal to the diameter of the
group, but not from a food patch that is much larger than the group diameter. The costs and
benefits of monopolization vary for different types of resources and are discussed in greater
detail in following sections.

2

Note, however, that females of monogamous groups with significant paternal care may exhibit female
defense of male mates (Lawrence 2007).
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This review is concerned specifically with the behavioral patterns that result either from
limiting and monopolizable resources, which engender contest competition, or limiting but not
monopolizable resources, which elicit scramble competition (Nicholson 1954). If it is known
which resources are limiting for a population, and whether those resources are economically
defendable, it should be possible to predict some aspects of the nature of encounters between
groups (i.e., which sex participates and the timing of aggressive encounters across seasons).
The most common functions of sex-specific participation in IGEs are the defense of food
and mates (Fashing 2001; Hinde 1956; Ostfeld 1985). Defense of both types of resource may
occur simultaneously. For example, Cowlishaw’s (1992) survey of gibbon long-distance
vocalizations indicated that females vocalize and participate in IGEs to defend the home range
(and more specifically, the food within it) against intrusion by neighboring groups, whereas
males participated primarily to defend their exclusive access to mates. Similarly, Harris (2010)
found that male Eastern black and white colobus (Colobus guereza) defended both estrous
females and food resources. Defense of resources may also vary over time. This is particularly
common among seasonally breeding species, in which male defense of fertile mates may occur
during a relatively short period and is independent of food defense patterns (e.g., Japanese
macaque, Macaca fuscata: Saito et al. 1998).
In addition to these primary functions, groups may compete over access to other limiting
resources, such as landscape elements that minimize the risk of predation (i.e., dens or safe
sleeping trees for dwarf mongoose, Helogale parvula; Rood 1986). Water may also be a limiting
resource, particularly in dry conditions (chacma baboon, Papio ursinus: Hamilton III et al. 1976;
feral horse: Stevens 1988). Competition for these resources has rarely been studied so they are
not discussed in the following sections.
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Although many studies have examined one function of IGE participation (e.g., Harrison
1983; Kinnaird 1992; Kitchen 2003; Lawes and Henzi 1995), very few have tested both
functions (Crofoot 2007; Harris 2010), or have considered both male and female behavior
separately (Korstjens et al. 2005; Sicotte and MacIntosh 2004).

II. B. Behaviors
The underlying functions of IGEs give rise to characteristic behavioral patterns, which
occur during direct or indirect encounters. Direct encounters are those in which individuals are in
visual contact with each other, whereas indirect encounters consist of olfactory or vocal signals
that enable communication between individuals separated in space and/or time. Each underlying
function is discussed separately in the following sections and examples are drawn from avian,
primate, and other mammalian taxa.

Mate Defense. Defense of mates is an IGE function more commonly expressed by males
than by females and is widespread among mammalian taxa (Ostfeld 1985; Owen-Smith 1977;
Rubenstein 1986). Most mate defense behavior during IGEs aims to keep extragroup males from
mating with females. Accordingly, direct mate defense is usually characterized by physical
fights, threat displays, or vocalization bouts between males of different groups (e.g., banded
mongoose, Mungos mungo: Cant et al. 2002; savannah baboon, Papio cynocephalus: Kitchen et
al. 2004; white-faced capuchin, Cebus capucinus: Perry 1996; Tasmanian hen, Gallinula
mortierii: Putland and Goldizen 1998; horses, zebras, and asses, Equus spp.: Rubenstein 1986;
ursine colobus, Colobus vellerosus: Sicotte and MacIntosh 2004; capped langur, Presbytis
pileata: Stanford 1991a). Males may attempt to maintain exclusive access to their own females
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by herding them away from the opposing group (e.g., vervet: Cheney 1981; moustached tamarin,
Saguinus mystax: Heymann 1996; Tana River crested mangabey, Cercocebus galeritus: Kinnaird
1992; savannah baboon: Kitchen et al. 2004; Japanese macaque: Majolo et al. 2005; capped
langur: Stanford 1991a; Thomas' langur, Presbytis thomasi: Steenbeek 1999). When males
participate in IGEs only to defend access to mates, their participation corresponds with the
presence of estrous females (banded mongoose: Cant et al. 2002; Eastern black and white
colobus: Harris 2010; savannah baboon: Kitchen et al. 2004; Japanese macaque: Majolo et al.
2005; Tibetan macaque, Macaca thibetana: Zhao 1997).
Individuals who seek copulations with members of a neighboring group during an IGE
may also use the event as an opportunity to assess the potential for transferring into that group
(banded mongoose: Cant et al. 2002; common marmoset, Callithrix jacchus: Lazaro-Perea 2001;
ursine colobus: Sicotte and MacIntosh 2004). 3 Individuals who seek extra-group copulations are
typically subadult, low-ranking, or non-breeding individuals whose mating opportunities within
their own group are limited. Their attempts to mate and transfer into neighboring groups are met
with aggression by same-sex individuals, which appears to function as an attempt to discourage
immigration by sexual competitors.
The “hired gun” strategy (Rubenstein 1986; Wrangham and Rubenstein 1986) is a form
of mate defense in which a resident male prevents outside males from harassing his females, not
only to prevent extra-group males from copulating with female group-mates, but also to prevent
reproductive losses through decreased feeding time or infanticide by the rival male (McComb et
al. 1993; Vogel and Fuentes-Jimenez 2006; Watts 1989; Wich et al. 2002). The hired gun

3

Though mate defense is most commonly exhibited by males, extra-group copulations may be sought by
individuals of either sex during an IGE.
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strategy is particular to species where males are much larger than females: when females are
unable to fend off larger and stronger neighboring males, it is in the reproductive interests of
both the resident male and females to live together and for the male to protect the females and
their young. The hired gun strategy is not present in all species that exhibit mate defense; for
instance, female vervets were observed to be quite capable of repulsing attacks from extra-group
males and did not rely on the intervention of male group-mates for protection (Cheney 1981;
1987). Although its primary function is recognized as mate defense, the term ‘hired gun’ has
frequently been applied to food defense by males on the behalf of resident females, to the extent
that resource defense is incorrectly posited as an integral function of the hired gun strategy (e.g.,
Cooper 2004; Cooper et al. 2004; Fashing 2001; Majolo et al. 2005; Steenbeek 1999; van Schaik
et al. 1992). The original description of the hired gun strategy, however, had nothing to do with
resource defense but with deterring aggression, and was specifically applied to species in which
resource defense was not a function of intergroup encounters (i.e., feral horse, mountain gorilla
(Gorilla gorilla), hamadryas baboon (Papio hamadryas), and gelada (Theropithecus gelada)).
Mate defense during IGEs is only one context in which male intrasexual competition
occurs. More broadly, males are always expected to fight with other males to attain and maintain
residency with a group of females, but this type of contest is often against solitary males, those in
all-male bachelor groups, or other males within the same group, and is outside the scope of this
review.
When mate defense is the only form of competition during IGEs, there is usually no
spatial bias in the locations at which IGEs occur (red colobus, Procolobus tephrosceles:
Struhsaker 1975; Southeast Asian langurs: van Schaik et al. 1992). However, under certain
circumstances, males defend a particular spatial area for mating purposes and females are
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attracted to the area for feeding and/or safety, in which case there may be a spatial bias such that
IGEs occur disproportionately at the boundaries of the range (oribi, Ourebia ourebi: Brashares
and Arcese 1999a; klipspringer, Oreotragus oreotragus: Roberts and Dunbar 2000; feral horses:
Rubenstein 1986).
Indirect mate defense occurs when a male uses vocal or olfactory signals to communicate
multiple types of information across space and/or time, which then deter other groups from
contacting his group. The vocal signals used in intergroup communication typically carry over
long distances (long-distance calls) and may contain information about the caller’s location,
competitive strength, and possibly its identity (Delgado 2006). The long-distance calls of male
gibbons (Cowlishaw 1996), black howler monkeys (Alouatta pigra: Kitchen 2003), and Eastern
black and white colobus (Harris 2006b) are known to convey these types of information.
Similarly, the long-distance calls of some monkey species dissuade neighboring groups from
approaching (titi monkeys, Callicebus spp.: Robinson 1981). Olfactory signals are deposited as
scent marks around the home range and may contain information regarding the timing of the
marking, as well as the marking animal’s competitive ability. A wide range of mammals use
olfactory signals as indirect mate defense (oribi: Brashares and Arcese 1999a; grey wolf, Canis
lupus; Mech et al. 1998; klipspringer: Roberts and Dunbar 2000; banded and dwarf mongooses:
Rood 1986; Rubenstein 1986; Strepsirhine primates: Scordato and Drea 2007; some Platyrrhine
primates: Ziegler et al. 1993) For example, monogamous klipspringer males consistently marked
over the scent marks of their mates, presumably either to mask the female’s reproductive status
or to advertise her mated status as a means of deterring intruders (Roberts and Dunbar 2000).
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Infanticide Avoidance / Mate Attraction. Although infanticide has been observed in a
wide range of species (reviewed in van Schaik and Janson 2000), it is typically a strategy of
immigrant or low-ranking males and is relatively uncommon in the context of intergroup
competition. There exist several anecdotal accounts of intergroup infanticide among carnivores
(coyote, Canis latrans, and lion, Panthera leo: Packer and Pusey 1984) but some of the mostcommonly documented accounts are of mountain gorillas (Fossey 1984; Sicotte 1993; Watts
1989), chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes; reviewed in Sherrow and Amsler 2007), Thomas’ langurs
(Steenbeek 1999; Steenbeek 2000; Sterck 1997), and ursine colobus (Sicotte and MacIntosh
2004). In the latter three species, infanticidal attacks occur when male(s) temporarily leave the
group and make an aggressive incursion toward a neighboring group; during the incursion the
male(s) target a female with an unweaned offspring and attempts to kill the infant. Infanticide in
mountain gorillas occurs when two groups come into proximity (i.e., the resident male does not
leave his group to make an infanticidal incursion into a neighboring group); in these encounters,
the extra-group male attacks both the resident male and females (Sicotte 1993). Infanticidal
attacks by chimpanzees appear to function as a means of expanding the attacking group’s range
by removing competitors from areas of overlap. In the other three species, infanticide appears to
function as mate attraction: attacks are made only by males, after which the mother of the infant
victim subsequently emigrates into the attacker’s group (van Schaik 1996). 4 She does so
presumably because the attacker has proven himself stronger than the previous male, capable of
killing future offspring of the previous male, and capable of protecting his own offspring from
the infanticidal attacks of other males.
4

Isolated reports of infanticide during IGEs exist for a variety of species. The anecdotal nature of these
reports, along with the typically female-philopatric nature of the species in which they are observed,
suggest that these are unusual events rather than typical functions of male participation in IGEs.
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Gorillas, Thomas’ langurs, and ursine colobus all lack external, physiological signals of
female estrus, which may be a key element that predisposes males to infanticide during IGEs.
The ovulatory status of most female mammals is communicated via pheromones (Wyatt 2003),
which are detected by the vomeronasal organ. Old World primates, however, are characterized
by vomeronasal insensitivity and pheromone receptor pseudogenes (Zhang and Webb 2003), and
in many of these species, female estrus status is communicated largely through visual cues (i.e.,
swelling and color changes of genital skin; reviewed in Dixson 1998). The few taxa that appear
to lack both visual and olfactory signals of ovulation are most monkeys of the genus
Cercopithecus 5, most colobine monkeys 6, and gorillas (Dixson 1983; Dixson 1998; Zhang and
Webb 2003). Unlike cercopithecines, female colobines and gorillas tend to exhibit secondary
transfer among groups. Thus, male infanticide during IGEs appears to occur when females lack
external, physiological signals of estrus, and transfer among groups. When females exhibit
external estrus signals, males can compete for access to females directly, but when females lack
these signals, males must find indirect means of competing for mates.
Infanticide by males is treated here as one of the primary functions of participation in
IGEs, but because it ultimately serves to acquire access to fertile females (or inversely, to
prevent neighboring males from accessing a resident’s female group-mates), it is more properly
considered a subsidiary form of mate defense. The behavior of male gorillas and Thomas’
langurs during IGEs indicates that more typical forms of direct mate defense often co-occur with
infanticide: males sometimes herd females without dependent offspring away from the
neighboring group (Sicotte 1993; Steenbeek 1999), and among gorillas, the level of aggression
5

Excluding Allen’s swamp monkey, vervets, patas monkeys, and talapoin monkeys.

6

Excluding Angolan colobus, black colobus, all red colobus species, and olive colobus.
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between males is significantly predicted by the number of potentially-transferring females in the
interacting groups. If infanticide (and defense against infanticide) is a primary function of male
participation in IGEs, a resident male should direct group movement patterns to avoid
neighboring groups when vulnerable infants are present in the group, thereby minimizing the
possibility that extra-group males might detect the infants (e.g., see Harris 2005; and Kitchen
2003). However, if two groups are already in contact, males should respond aggressively when
infants are present. Males should also make incursions into neighboring groups in which they
attack females with unweaned infants.

Food Defense. Among birds, primates, and other mammals, male and female
participation in IGEs has often been assumed to function as defense of feeding patches (Burt
1943; Dunbar 1988; Owen-Smith 1977). Local access to food resources is defended via
competitive encounters at food patches; after an IGE, one group typically remains in the vicinity
of the resource while the other group withdraws (e.g., toque macaque: Dittus 1987; Eastern black
and white colobus: Fashing 2001; vervet: Harrison 1983; tufted capuchin, Cebus apella nigritus:
Izar 2004; Tana River crested mangabey: Kinnaird 1992; owl monkey, Aotus spp.: Wright 1985).
When females defend access to limiting food resources, they are expected to respond
aggressively to both females and males of other groups 7 because both are competitors for food
(Cheney 1981; Clutton-Brock and Harvey 1977b). When males defend foods, they also direct

7

Except in species with a high degree of sexual dimorphism, where female aggression towards males
may be rare or absent (Cheney 1981).
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their aggression toward individuals of both sexes in other groups. 8 Regardless of which sex
defends food resources, local food defense is mediated through aggressive IGEs that occur
predominantly in areas of high feeding frequency. In addition, the rate at which IGEs occur
typically tracks some measure of food availability or spatial patterning, such as abundance,
distribution, and/or patch size (see the following sub-sections for more detail).
In contrast to local defense, groups may exhibit regional defense in which the majority of
the home range or feeding area is defended. In regional defense, IGEs occur at home range
boundaries, which are not necessarily important feeding sites. Although regional defense
(typically labeled ‘territoriality’) is often considered to be a form of food defense, when
exhibited by males it may in fact serve as mate defense (see previous section; Dunbar 1988;
Roberts and Dunbar 2000; Rubenstein 1986). For this reason, it is critical to determine whether
the frequency of IGEs correlates with food or mate availability in species where males
participate in IGEs. Regional defense is a pattern where a group successfully evicts neighbors
from its side of a shared home range boundary, and gets evicted when encounters begin on the
neighbor’s side of the boundary (Cords 2002; Jolly et al. 1993; Nievergelt et al. 1998). Though
these encounters are generally aggressive – particularly when important food resources are
nearby - in theory it could be possible that non-aggressive encounters might also serve as a mild
form of regional defense; i.e., the mere presence of a resident group might deter a neighboring
group from intruding into the former’s range, thereby reducing the effect of scramble
competition within areas of overlap.

8

Alternatively, males may direct more aggression towards extra-group males than females, because the
females may be potential future mates, particularly if males transfer between groups (e.g., vervet: Cheney
1981).
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Although male reproductive success is limited more strongly by access to mates than by
access to food, males are sometimes observed to defend food resources directly. This pattern of
male food defense appears to function as a means of acquiring mates and is termed ‘resource
defense polygyny’ (Emlen and Oring 1977). Among group-living animals, this strategy is
typically seen when one or more males defends an area to which females are attracted. Females
generally prefer the best or most abundant resources, and females who reside in these areas often
produce more young than females in lower-quality areas. Thus male fitness is directly linked to
the quality of the resources that he defends, and a male who defends relatively higher-quality
resources attracts more females, and/or those females produce more offspring. This strategy is
seen among some birds (Hinde 1956), small mammals (Ostfeld 1990), and ungulates (Leuthold
1977; Owen-Smith 1977; Rubenstein 1986).
Indirect defense of food resources is mediated through long-distance vocalizations among
some taxa (e.g., female gibbon: Cowlishaw 1992; male Tana river crested mangabey: Kinnaird
1992; Tibetan macaque: Zhao 1997), and through scent marks in others (e.g., ringtailed lemur,
Lemur catta: Jolly et al. 1993; female klipspringer: Roberts and Dunbar 2000). Calling and scent
marking occur throughout the home range, may or may not be concentrated at the border or in
the core of the range, and occur at rates that track some measure of food availability (again, see
the following sub-sections for more detail).
Although many species produce scent marks and long-distance calls, relatively few
studies have attempted to determine whether these forms of communication serve as mate
defense, food defense, or both. Consequently, only studies that explicitly tested the function of
sex-specific scent marks or long-distance calls are cited. The importance of caution in this regard
is illustrated by Heymann (2006), who found that although scent-marking is commonly thought
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to indicate regional food defense among Platyrrhine primates, evidence indicates that its most
likely function is intrasexual mating competition and intersexual mate attraction.
There are two ways in which intergroup relations can ensure access to food: through
mutual avoidance, and through aggression by one or both groups. Mutual avoidance is seen in
low-density populations of species that normally exhibit intergroup aggression, presumably
because groups are no longer limited by food and/or space (vervet: Chapman and Fedigan 1984;
titi monkey: Kinzey 1977; ringtailed lemur: Pride et al. 2006; grey-cheeked mangabey,
Lophocebus albigena: Waser 1977). Mutual avoidance is also exhibited by species that feed on
undefendable foods, where all competition appears to be of the scramble, rather than contest,
form (e.g., Costa Rican squirrel monkey, Saimiri oerstedii: Boinski et al. 2002). Aggression over
food resources, whether it is mutual or one-sided, appears when food is both limiting and
economically defendable (Brown 1964) and therefore elicits contest competition (Nicholson
1954). ‘Defendable’ is a superficially intuitive concept, yet it is unclear exactly which
characteristic(s) of food spatial patterning lead to defendability (Isbell et al. 1998; Koenig 2002).
Defendability, in this context, refers to individual food patches rather than an entire home range.
The relationship of these two types of defense is discussed in the section on Spatial Patterns.
Current socioecological models make different predictions regarding the precise
relationship between food abundance or spatial patterning, and its defendability by groups:
•

Wrangham (1980), van Schaik (1989), and Sterck et al. (1997) predict that food is defendable
by groups when it occurs in spatially dispersed patches large enough to feed a majority of the
group, and is of high enough quality to merit defense.

•

Isbell (1991) and colleagues (1998) predict that feeding sites (patches) merit defense when
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they occur at low abundance relative to consumer population density, and when patches are
slowly depleted.
The remainder of this section focuses on the relationship between defendability and each
food-related variable (as well as a few new variables), using examples from the literature.

Abundance. Isbell (1991) predicted that as overall food abundance declines, the
reproductive success of individuals should decrease, causing foods to become a contested
resource among groups. By extension, there should be a negative correlation between the rate at
which aggressive IGEs occur and food abundance. Studies of Sulawesi black macaques (Macaca
nigra: Kinnaird and O'Brien 2000) and Hanuman langurs (Semnopithecus entellus: Koenig 2000)
support this prediction: the frequency and/or effects of food defense were greatest during seasons
of low food abundance. Between-species comparisons generally suggest that the foods of
frugivorous primates tend to be less abundant than the foods of folivorous primates, and
correspondingly, frugivorous primates appear to defend resources more often than folivorous
primates (van Schaik 1989; Wrangham 1980). Recent analyses, however, indicate that the foods
of some relatively folivorous species may in fact be of lower abundance than previously thought,
which may explain why Eastern black and white colobus (Harris 2006a) and Hanuman langurs
(Koenig 2000) defend food resources during IGEs.
Rather than a negative correlation between food abundance and IGE frequency, there is
occasionally a positive correlation (white-faced capuchin: Crofoot 2007; rhesus macaque,
Macaca mulatta: Hausfater 1972; Tana River crested mangabey: Kinnaird 1992; lion-tailed
macaque, Macaca silenus: Kumar and Kurup 1985; chimpanzee: Mitani and Watts 2005). A
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positive relationship may indicate that groups defend resources when individuals possess an
energetic surplus and thus can ‘afford’ the energetic costs of resource defense. Alternatively,
abundance may correlate with other, more important aspects of food spatial patterning. For
instance, Crofoot found a strong positive correlation between food abundance and patch size, so
IGE frequency could have been affected primarily by patch size.

Distribution. These apparently contradictory results – in which there is a positive
correlation between food abundance and aggressive IGEs in some taxa and a negative correlation
in others – may be an artifact of another variable: the distribution of food resources. Food may be
dispersed evenly, randomly, or patchily in the environment (Morisita 1959). 9 The models of
Wrangham (1980), van Schaik (1989), and Sterck et al. (1997) all stress that only patchilydispersed plant foods can be defended; foods that are evenly- or randomly-dispersed cannot be
effectively monopolized or defended against intruders. Few of the aforementioned studies took
both abundance and distribution into account; for those that did so, their findings suggest that
food distribution may be more important than abundance in determining defendability. The rate
of aggressive IGEs is positively correlated with food abundance for rhesus macaques (Hausfater
1972) and Tana mangabeys (Kinnaird 1992), but negatively correlated for Sulawesi black
macaques (Kinnaird and O'Brien 2000); however, in all three studies, the rate of aggressive IGEs
is also correlated with a relatively patchy food distribution. Though Koenig (2000) found that
food distribution did not correlate with the inferred strength of intergroup competition (whereas
abundance did), he did not measure the rate of aggressive IGEs directly.

9

But note that the calculation of distribution is highly influenced by the scale of the area sampled, such
that a species may appear patchily distributed in a small area and randomly distributed in a larger area.
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Patch Size. Patch size is another important determinant of the strength of intergroup
contest competition in the models of Wrangham (1980), van Schaik (1989), and Sterck et al.
(1997), because individuals within a group should cooperate to defend only those resources that
they themselves are able to consume. Thus, food that occurs in patches large enough to feed all
or most of the group should elicit cooperative defense whereas small patches that feed very few
group members should not. However, patches that are much larger than the group’s needs are not
predicted to merit defense. A positive correlation between patch size and intergroup competition
exists in white-faced capuchins (Crofoot 2007), but this contrasts with the negative correlation
seen in Sulawesi black macaques (Kinnaird and O'Brien 2000) and across hornbill taxa
(Bucerotidae: Kinnaird and O'Brien 2007), and with the absence of a correlation in Hanuman
langurs (Koenig 2000). These conflicting results may stem from the authors’ different methods
of measurement: e.g., in black macaques the rate of aggressive IGEs increased as the average
patch size in the habitat decreased, but the macaques actually fought over the largest available
patches (particularly those patches large enough to feed the entire troop of 90+ individuals). For
langurs and capuchins, the authors measured the average size of patches available in the habitat
rather than the actual size of patches used by the study troops, and did not measure patch size in
relation to troop size. It remains to be determined whether the positive correlation between the
size of heavily-used food patches and the occurrence of aggressive IGEs is a widespread
phenomenon among the species that defend food resources.

Group spread vs. patch size. Koenig and Borries (2006) argue that the spatio-temporal
characteristics of food availability cannot by themselves determine the defendability of a food
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resource. Instead, defendability is determined by the relationship between the spatio-temporal
pattern of food patches and the spread of the group consuming the resource. Most researchers
consider a single stem (i.e., tree, liana, bush, or other plant form), or a tightly-spaced cluster of
trees of the same species to be a patch (Isbell et al. 1998). Koenig and Borries broaden the
concept by considering a patch to be a cluster of multiple species, so long as each stem bears
food. If patch size is equal to or larger than group spread, then all group members can feed on the
resource and it should merit defense. If patch size is smaller than group spread, not all group
members can feed; this reduces the value of the resource to the group as a whole. Koenig and
Borries present data on Hanuman langurs to support this idea, but it has not been tested in other
species.

Quality. Most models of primate socioecology include the phrase “high-quality” in the
description of an economically defendable food resource because the caloric or nutrient gain
from such a resource should be higher than from alternate, non-defended resources (Koenig
2002; van Schaik 1989; Wrangham 1980). However, accurate measurements of food quality can
be difficult. The nutrient content of individual plant parts varies dramatically within and between
trees, as well as over time (Chapman et al. 2003; Houle et al. 2007; Worman and Chapman
2005), so it is important to collect samples of the exact items eaten by primate subjects.
Moreover, ‘quality’ is a relative characteristic; a food may be of high quality to an individual at a
particular point not because of the number of calories it provides, but because it fulfills a
particular nutrient or mineral requirement that fluctuates with the animal’s body condition,
digestive ability, and overall diet. Given the difficulty of measuring both the nutrient
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composition of the food item and the animal’s need for whatever resource is provided by the
food, ‘quality’ remains a theoretical characteristic.

Energetic Balance. In his seminal treatise on the factors shaping animal spacing
behaviors, Brown (1964) wrote, “‘Defendability’ should be conceived in terms of the time and
energy budgets of an individual as well as in purely physical terms.” This statement suggests a
way to bridge the disparate relationships between food characteristics and food defense described
above: rather than using a human’s perception of food abundance or quality, one must consider
the animal’s overall energetic balance to predict whether it will defend food resources. Energetic
balance is the sum of energy input (food intake), minus energy outputs (basal metabolism, daily
energy expenditure, growth, and reproduction). The positive and negative correlations between
IGE rate and food abundance mentioned above may represent behavioral responses at different
energetic states. When the mean energetic balance of the group is negative, it may be too costly
for groups to expend additional energy in the defense of food resources so encounters occur
infrequently. When energetic balance is positive, but at low or medium values, animals possess
enough surplus energy to aggressively defend their access to food resources, and the encounter
rate is highest. When energetic balance is very high, reproduction is no longer limited by access
to food and defense is unnecessary, so encounter rates are low (Figure 2).
Recent developments in endocrinology have made it possible to assess energetic balance
far more directly and non-invasively than ever before by assaying levels of c-peptide (Sherry and
Ellison 2007). Insulin is a hormone that regulates the use of glucose; it is created when a
proinsulin molecule is split, creating both a molecule of insulin and a molecule of c-peptide
(Rubenstein et al. 1969). High insulin levels correspond with high glucose levels, which comes
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from food intake rather than fat stores; as food intake decreases over time, circulating insulin
levels decrease, after which fat stores become depleted (Andersson et al. 1991b; Deschner et al.
2008; Doucet et al. 2000; Koivisto et al. 1992). C-peptide is an ideal indicator of energetic status;
as a marker of general energetic condition rather than short-term fluctuations in food intake, cpeptide levels do not exhibit significant diurnal fluctuations and are easily measured in urine
(Andersson et al. 1991a; Deschner et al. 2008).

Renewal Rate. Although designed to explain the occurrence of social versus solitary
living in small mammals, the models of Ostfeld (1985) and Waser (1981) (as well as Brown’s
(1964) more general discourse on economic defendability) explicitly state that quickly-renewing
resources do not merit defense, whereas slowly-renewing resources do and should cause
residents to actively evict intruders from the home range. The concept of renewal rate is similar
to the arguments made by Ostfeld and others regarding spatial abundance: i.e., when food is
readily available (as in quickly-renewing resources), animals that do and do not defend resources
exhibit the same level of food intake, so the costs of defense are no longer outweighed by the
benefit of an increased access to food. It appears that no studies of primate intergroup encounters
have specifically evaluated the renewal rates of defended versus non-defended foods, nor have
any done so while controlling for the influence of other factors such as patch size, distribution,
and overall abundance. Based on Ostfeld and Waser’s predictions, groups that maintain largely
exclusive home ranges should be most likely to defend slowly-renewing food patches, so they
can ensure exclusive access to these resources in the future. In contrast, groups with extensive
home range overlap cannot ensure that defense today will ensure access tomorrow (unless there
are rigid dominance relationships among groups, and losing groups avoid sites where they have
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lost an interaction), so they should not vary in their level of defense according to resource
renewal rate.

Food site depletion time. Isbell and colleagues (Isbell et al. 1998; Isbell and Young 2002;
Mathy and Isbell 2001; Pruetz and Isbell 2000) argue that the use of the term ‘food patch’ is
inappropriate because it depends on a human observer to decide what is or is not a patch. Is a
patch a clump of fruit within a tree crown, an entire crown, or several adjacent crowns? Different
observers categorize these situations inconsistently, making it difficult to compare results from
different studies. In lieu of defining a patch, Isbell and colleagues suggest that food site depletion
time be measured. Depletion time is an indicator of usurpability: foods with a short depletion
time cannot be usurped by other individuals, in contrast to foods with long depletion times.
Although they suggest depletion time as a measure of the contestability of foods among groupmates, it may also be a good indicator of the contestability of food among groups. Thus an area
that feeds the group for a longer period has a longer depletion time and is more contestable.
Korstjens et al. (2002) examined the relationship between depletion time and intergroup
competition over food resources and found that, compared to red colobus, black and white
colobus exhibited longer depletion times and correspondingly higher frequencies of food defense
during IGEs.

II. C. Determinants of Success in IGEs
The outcome of an IGE is typically labeled either by noting which group withdraws first
from the encounter or by comparing the groups’ travel direction before and after the encounter
(see Kitchen et al. 2004 for an explanation of the latter method). For resources such as large
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feeding trees or water holes, which may be large enough to sequentially support more than one
group, success can also be defined as the first group to use the resource after the IGE; i.e., the
group that has priority of access (Stevens 1988). Evolutionary game theory models were
developed for contests between individuals, but also apply to contests between groups and
describe the factors that affect whether a contestant wins or loses an IGE. These factors are (1)
the relative strength of the contestants, (2) the incentive each contestant has to win the encounter
('payoff'; Hammerstein 1981; Maynard Smith and Parker 1976; Parker 1974), and (3) factors
uncorrelated with strength or payoff, such as site ‘ownership.’
Relative strength may be determined by the number of group members or the number of
individuals who actually participate in the IGE (feral dog: Bonanni et al. 2010; savannah baboon:
Kitchen et al. 2004; lion: McComb et al. 1994; Sichuan snub-nosed monkey, Rhinopithecus
roxellana: Zhao and Tan 2010), or the size, strength, or weapons of leading participants (Eastern
black and white colobus: Harris 2006a; feral horse and plains zebra: Rubenstein 1986). These
measures are an indication of the group’s resource-holding potential (RHP), which is its ability
to win an escalated contest to secure access to fitness-limiting resources (Parker 1974).
Evolutionary game theory predicts that when a stronger (or dominant) contestant confronts a
weaker (or subordinate) contestant, the latter should back down because the likelihood of
winning is low (Maynard Smith and Parker 1976). Thus, when contestants who have relatively
accurate information about each other’s fighting ability meet, and they differ in fighting ability,
payoff, or in some uncorrelated measure, the encounter should not escalate. In contrast, when
opponents have insufficient information about each other’s fighting ability, the initial behavioral
sequences (the ‘display’ phase) serve as an information-gathering stage in which each contestant
determines its opponent’s strength, relative to its own. When two evenly-matched opponents
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meet, or when a contestant overestimates its ability relative to its opponent’s ability, escalation is
predicted as a necessary means of determining which contestant will gain access to the resource
(Parker and Rubenstein 1981).
Gaining access to a limiting resource can be an incentive to win a competitive encounter
(‘payoff’; Maynard Smith and Parker 1976). A payoff asymmetry is when one contestant stands
to benefit more than its opponent by gaining access to the resource, which may skew the
outcome of the contest in favor of the more highly-motivated contestant. For example, between a
dominant and subordinate pair of vervet groups, Harrison (1983) observed that the normallydominant group lost IGEs at a time when it had abundant food within its range and the
subordinate group had few food resources available to it. He interpreted this reversal of the
typical pattern of winner and loser as reflecting a temporary reversal of payoffs: the usuallydominant group did not reap a payoff greater than the costs of defense, whereas the subordinate
group reaped a greater payoff than usual because it was food-stressed.
For some taxa, a social convention may explain the pattern of success in IGEs (blue
monkey, Cercopithecus mitis: Cords 2002; Alaotran gentle lemur, Hapalemur griseus:
Nievergelt et al. 1998; ringtailed lemur: Pride et al. 2006; feral horse: Stevens 1988); in these
taxa, the group that is successfully able to evict another group or to attain priority of access to a
resource is the resident group. However, this pattern could just as easily represent a payoff
asymmetry; i.e., when groups exhibit home range defense, the resident group risks loss of
portions of its range if it does not actively evict intruders, whereas intruders only risk a shortterm reduction in feeding time (Putland and Goldizen 1998). The resident group may also be
familiar with the availability and timing of food resources within its range, but if neighboring
groups intrude and consume those resources, the resident group risks arriving at a feeding site to
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find that it has recently been depleted (Davies and Houston 1981; Lucas and Waser 1989; Peres
1989; Terborgh 1983). Davies and Houston term this ‘defense by resource exploitation,’ but it is
also known as scramble (exploitative) competition between groups. Terborgh argued that the
lack of intrusions into neighboring ranges by two tamarin species (Saguinus spp.) was a means of
avoiding scramble competition: groups did not know which resources had recently been
exploited in their neighbors’ ranges, so did not have sufficient incentive to intrude.
Animal contests vary in the degree to which asymmetries in payoff and RHP affect the
outcome of encounters. I refer to situations in which one group consistently wins encounters
against a second group – regardless of spatial location – as site-independent dominance (note that
Leyhausen 1971 called this 'absolute dominance'). This sort of relationship between groups
corresponds to asymmetrical contests determined by relative RHP because a group that is
consistently dominant to another generally has greater competitive ability. Site-independent
dominance results in intergroup dominance ranks, as seen among banded mongoose (Cant et al.
2002), wedge-capped capuchin (Robinson 1988a), savannah baboon (Kitchen et al. 2004), toque
macaque (Dittus 1987), and Japanese macaque (Hanya et al. 2008; Sugiura et al. 2000). The
opposite – site-dependent dominance – occurs when a group only wins encounters in specific
locations, regardless of its size or strength relative to opponents. This form of dominance is
commonly referred to as ‘territoriality,’ and is seen among many group-living taxa including
family groups and cooperatively-breeding groups of some birds (reviewed in Hinde 1956;
Kinnaird and O'Brien 2007; Mikami 2006; Nice 1941; Oberski and Wilson 1991; Welle 1999),
social carnivores (Heinsohn and Packer 1995; Kruuk and Macdonald 1984; Mech et al. 1998;
Mills and Gorman 1997), ungulates (Leuthold 1977; Owen-Smith 1977; Roberts and Dunbar
2000), one population of feral horse (Rubenstein 1986), and a variety of primates (blue monkey:
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Cords 2002; gibbon: Gittins 1984; ringtailed lemur: Jolly et al. 1993; Tana River crested
mangabey: Kinnaird 1992; Alaotran gentle lemur: Nievergelt et al. 1998; titi monkey: Robinson
1979; monogamous cebid spp.: Robinson et al. 1987; fork-marked lemur, Phaner furcifer:
Schuelke and Kappeler 2003).

II. D. Spatial Patterns
Site-independent and -dependent dominance are types of spacing systems that can be
ordered along a continuum of spatial bias in contest outcome (Figure 3). At the ‘no spatial bias’
end, groups either lack dominance relationships (as is the case when groups show mutual
avoidance; Waser 1975) or show RHP-based, site-independent dominance (e.g., Robinson
1988b; Sugiura et al. 2000). At the ‘high spatial bias’ end, groups exhibit presumably payoffbased, site-dependent dominance (Pride et al. 2006; Putland and Goldizen 1998). Between the
site-independent and -dependent forms of dominance, an intermediate form called ‘core area
defense’ is sometimes seen. Core defense is characterized by a higher IGE success rate in the
center of the home range than in the periphery (white-faced capuchin: Crofoot et al. 2008;
savannah baboon: Kitchen et al. 2004). In addition, Crofoot found that this effect held for small
capuchin groups but not large groups; instead of showing a core effect, large groups exhibit siteindependent dominance relationships when interacting with each other.
The literature concerning the ecological conditions that give rise to site-dependent
dominance is vast, but most references focus on its emergence among solitary animals (e.g.,
Davies and Houston 1984; Mikami 2006; Ostfeld 1985; Waser 1981). Among group-living taxa,
the expression of site-dependent dominance, the core effect, site-independent dominance, or no
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dominance appears to be caused by ecological or social factors, rather than phylogenetic
constraints, because intraspecific variation is considerable (Grant et al. 1992; Lott 1991).

II. E. Factors modifying spacing systems
Resource availability. Site-dependent dominance, whether direct (through aggression) or
indirect (through long-distance calls and scent marks), and whether executed by males or
females, is often assumed to represent defense of food resources (Dunbar 1988; Roberts and
Dunbar 2000). Foods are usually considered to be defendable when they are patchily-distributed,
rather than randomly- or evenly-distributed (Davies and Houston 1984; Ostfeld 1985; Sterck et
al. 1997; van Schaik 1989; Wrangham 1980). This expectation is in striking contrast to the
spatial patterning of food seen in the defended home ranges of some feral horses (Rubenstein
1986), Alaotran gentle lemurs (Nievergelt et al. 1998), and owl and titi monkeys (Robinson et al.
1987), in which food is evenly dispersed. Consequently, it appears that a home range can be
defended even when the dietary items within it are not economically defendable.
Roberts and Dunbar (2000) found that the pattern of home range defense by male oribi
appeared to function solely as mate defense. This example demonstrates that the function of
(presumed) resource defense polygyny – when manifested as male home range defense rather
than site-independent dominance among males – may be the defense of mates, not resources. 10 In
sum, one cannot assume that male range defense functions as food defense (Dunbar 1988; Hinde
1956; Roberts and Dunbar 2000). The function of range defense must be tested by examining

10

Hinde (1956) first suggested this possibility when he wrote, “…while territorial behaviour is primarily
concerned with food in a few species…in most cases the food value is not significant.”
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male behavior during IGEs and by identifying how changes in food or mate availability alter
male behavior (Harris 2007).
In an analysis of ungulate and carnivore home ranges, Grant et al. (1992) found that
undefended home ranges are likely to be larger than defended home ranges. In a defended range,
a resident animal can exclude competitors from a given area and thereby increase the amount of
food available to itself, and consequently it requires a smaller area to fulfill its nutritional needs.
This pattern implies that home range defense is economically feasible when food resources are
highly abundant, and that distribution may be less important than abundance within a
comparatively small, defended home range. Among primates, however, there was no consistent
difference in the size of undefended and defended ranges (when controlling for group mass).
Grant et al. attributed the absence of a correlation for primates to the dispersed nature of their
food resources, and speculated that primates may be relatively more mobile than carnivores and
ungulates because of the dispersed nature of their food resources; in turn, high mobility means
that large and small ranges can be easily defended. Alternatively, the difference between primate
and non-primate patterns may be an artifact of the way that primate and carnivore/ungulate
researchers label their study species as either ‘territorial’ or ‘non-territorial’ (although this
appears unlikely, pers. obs.). A second alternative is that the widespread use of long-distance
calls by primates is a highly effective means of indirectly defending the home range. Mitani and
Stuht (1998), comparing home range diameter with long call sonic frequency among species,
found that the frequency of long calls is lower in larger home ranges, which allows calls to carry
over longer distances. Similarly, Wich and Nunn (2002) found that the carrying distance of male
primate long-distance calls correlates positively with home range size. Use of these calls may
minimize the need for primates to aggressively defend their home ranges.
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Ranging patterns. An analysis of defended versus undefended home range size solely
among primates indicated that home range defense depends on ranging patterns (Mitani and
Rodman 1979). Defense of the entire range is only possible when the mean daily distance
traveled by a group is equal to or greater than the diameter of the home range. The ratio of travel
distance to home range diameter is referred to as the defendability index (Di). Though all primate
groups that defend home ranges have Di ≥ 1, the reverse is not necessarily true (of those
populations with Di ≥ 1, only some defended a home range). This implies that a daily travel
distance equal to or greater than the home range diameter is a necessary, but insufficient,
prerequisite for home range defense. 11 Lowen and Dunbar (1994) sought to develop more refined
defendability indices to take boundary length and detection distance into account, but reached
largely the same conclusion: i.e., that as daily path length increases, groups are more likely to
defend their home ranges.
Although all defendability indices have clarified how the feasibility of territoriality is tied
to ranging patterns, they do not explain the mechanisms underpinning these ranging patterns –
particularly the ecological basis of a mean daily travel distance or home range size. Mitani and
Rodman (1979) noted that different populations of a species may exhibit different Di values,
which stems from the fact that groups of the same size, but living in different habitats, often have
very different home range sizes and daily path lengths (Dunbar 1988). That day range and home
range are variable across populations (and sometimes across seasons for a single group) suggests

11

In their analysis of hornbill ranging patterns and home range defense, Kinnaird and O’Brien (2007)
found that the threshold Di = 2, above which home range defense is sometimes seen and below which it is
not. It is unclear why the threshold value differs between primates and hornbills, but the principle remains
the same.
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that all species, under the 'right' ecological circumstances, may be capable of home range
defense. The questions that result from this analysis of home range defendability, then, are (1)
what prevents a group from defending its home range when it has a Di ≥ 1?, and (2) what
conditions shape ranging patterns and home range size?
With regard to the first question, it is possible that groups with defendable ranges are
prevented from defense by social factors. For instance, if the only function of group encounters
is infant defense and groups are not food limited, they may actively avoid each other to minimize
the risk of infanticide during an IGE. Thus while the ranging-associated costs of defense may be
minimal, other costs may prevent the expression of range defense. Regarding the second
question, primate ranging patterns tend to fluctuate in response to changing environmental
conditions, such as changes in food abundance and distribution (Hemingway and Bynum 2005).
As daily travel distance and/or home range size change across seasons, the value of the
defendability index changes, indicating a potential for home range defense in some seasons, but
not others.
Defendability index values might correspond with different spacing systems (i.e., sitedependent dominance, core area defense, and site-independent dominance). One might imagine
that below the threshold for home range defense, a range of Di values corresponds with core area
defense, and below that range of values, we might see site-independent or no dominance (Figure
3). Evaluation of this idea is currently impractical because of a paucity of detailed data on both
Di values and intergroup relations for most populations.

Population density. Intraspecific changes in population density have commonly been
observed to correspond with changes in the frequency of IGEs. In particular, populations at low
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densities exhibit low IGE rates (e.g., blue monkey: Butynski 1990; vervet: Chapman and Fedigan
1984; and Harrison 1983; lion: Heinsohn 1997; ringtailed lemur: Jolly et al. 2006; titi monkey:
Kinzey 1977; Lott 1991; Kirk's red colobus monkey, Procolobus kirkii: Siex and Struhsaker
1999; Japanese macaque: Sugiura et al. 2000; Tibetan macaque: Zhao 1999). By contrast, when
population density is very high, the frequency of encroachments by neighboring groups and the
frequency of IGEs increases (Dunbar 1988; Pride et al. 2006). In turn, the degree of overlap
between neighboring ranges increases as residents become less able to exclude neighbors from
the home range. This increase in intruder pressure results in a system apparently similar to core
area defense (Crofoot et al. 2008; Kitchen et al. 2004), where groups are most likely to succeed
in evicting intruders when encounters occur near the core of the range. The inferred relationship
between population density, intergroup dominance pattern, and the degree of home range
exclusivity is diagrammed in Figure 4.

III.

DIFFERENCES AMONG PRIMATES, OTHER MAMMALS, AND BIRDS
Among mammals, the costs of gestation and lactation, plus the additional cost of infant

carrying among most primates, are likely to be greater than the costs of egg-laying and
incubation among birds (Dunbar 1988). In turn, this difference in costs is likely to affect the
types and frequencies of IGEs seen among primates, other mammals, and birds.
As a consequence of oviparous reproduction, avian incubation times are often shorter
than mammalian gestation times and avian females do not bear the additional cost of lactation.
This means that reproductive costs can be shared more equitably between the sexes, so female
birds have greater incentive to choose among males on the basis of their paternal abilities (i.e., in
their ability to provide food for offspring, defend a feeding range, deter predators, etc.) than do
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most female mammals. Possible ramifications of this difference in offspring investment between
male birds and mammals include (1) a higher prevalence of female mate defense and (2) a higher
prevalence of male food defense among birds than among mammals. It is unclear whether the
first prediction is true, but with regard to the second prediction, Wittenberger and Tilson (1980)
noted a higher incidence of monogamous pairs that defend home ranges among birds than among
mammals; if home range defense is more commonly associated with food defense than mate
defense among these avian taxa, this second prediction may be supported (but see Hinde 1956).
The ranging patterns of group-living taxa that ‘park’ their young in a nest or den (e.g.,
altricial birds and most non-ungulate mammals) are more constrained than the ranging patterns
of taxa that carry infants (e.g., primates) or those with precocial infants (e.g., domestic chickens,
ducks, geese, rails, crakes, and most ungulates; Rolando 2002). As exemplified by studies on
grey wolves (Mech et al. 1998), adults that provision altricial young must return to the den
frequently, sometimes multiple times per day. Young that are parked in a nest may be highly
vulnerable, further constraining parental ranging to areas in close proximity to the nest. Other
resources like ‘safe’ sleeping sites may constrain adult ranging patterns in a similar manner. By
shaping ranging patterns, a central resource such as a nest or sleeping site increases the
likelihood that animals will defend the home range to protect vulnerable offspring and/or access
to limiting food resources. Similarly, the common occurrence of a central resource among
carnivore and ungulate taxa, and its near-absence among primates, might explain the results seen
in Grant et al.’s (1992) analysis of home range size and range defense. If range defense within
and between species coincides with a central-place foraging pattern, the primate result can be
explained as the absence of strong central-place foraging patterns.
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IV. A MODEL OF PRIMATE INTERGROUP RELATIONS
The diversity in patterns of intergroup relations stems from variation in who participates
during IGEs, why they participate, and when they participate. As yet, however, there is no
comprehensive framework for understanding when a particular sex will participate, for which
function(s), and how male strategies may affect the expression of female strategies. For example,
why do males of some species defend mates, whereas males of other species defend food? When
food is defended, when are males, females, or both sexes expected to participate? Several authors
have proposed hypotheses that (among other things) predict the occurrence of male participation
in IGEs based on whether females are solitary or gregarious (Clutton-Brock 1989; Emlen and
Oring 1977; Ostfeld 1990); however, these hypotheses rest on the premise that females are
gregarious only when food competition is absent. Female primates, however, are gregarious
irrespective of the presence of food competition (Dunbar 1988), which indicates that these
mammalian and avian hypotheses are poor predictors of primate behavior. In this section, I
synthesize the expectations discussed in the preceding sections into a preliminary model specific
to primates that can be used to predict IGE patterns for species and populations.

IV. A. Hypotheses
There are two pre-existing hypotheses concerning the expression of IGEs in primate taxa;
both address the occurrence of food defense and rest on the assumption that access to food
affects female reproduction.

(H1) Female food defense. The first hypothesis, proposed by Wrangham (1980), predicts
that females will fight with neighboring groups to defend access to food resources when (a)
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groups consume economically defendable foods, and (b) females remain in their natal groups
and thus reap inclusive fitness benefits by collectively defending resources with kin. (Females in
monogamous groups with defendable diets should also exhibit food defense when they are foodlimited.) Many female-philopatric species are characterized by female participation in IGEs
(Manson and Wrangham 1991) but some of the strongest evidence comes from Kirk’s red
colobus. Like other red colobus species, most populations exhibit female dispersal and females
do not engage in IGEs. However, in one high-density population with low rates of female
dispersal, females began to participate in IGEs, just as would be expected given their increasing
rates of philopatry (Siex and Struhsaker 1999).
Although female food defense is often seen in female-philopatric species, this is not
always the case; a number of species in which females are philopatric and that consume
supposedly defendable foods do not exhibit female food defense (Fashing 2001; van Schaik
1989). 12 For instance, certain populations of female long-tailed macaques (Macaca nemestrina:
Wheatley et al. 1996) and female vervets (Harrison 1983) do not participate in IGEs or
demonstrate food defense, although female food defense is commonly observed in other
populations of these species. Similarly, females of capuchin species do not typically participate
in IGEs although they are philopatric and often consume an apparently-defendable diet (Crofoot
2007; Defler 1982; Perry 1996; Robinson 1988a; Terborgh 1983). In most of these examples,
male participation in IGEs appears to function as food defense, which indicates that their diet is
indeed defendable. Why, then, do these females not participate in food defense?

12

Note that a frugivorous diet is often assumed to be patchily-distributed and thus defendable. However,
few studies have actively measured dietary patchiness to determine whether defended foods are more
patchily distributed than undefended foods. This issue is discussed in greater detail in the section
Evaluating the Model.
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There are two potential, but as yet untested, explanations for the absence of female food
defense in these cases: first, each sex may exhibit food defense only below some threshold of
food limitation, and these sex-specific thresholds differ; or alternatively, male participation in
IGEs prevents female participation under certain conditions. The vervet population studied by
Harrison (1983) lived in closed-canopy gallery forest and woodland habitat, and the diet was
composed of a greater number of fruit species (which may have also been more nutritious and
easily-digestible) than that of populations living in savannah-woodland environments. The
forest-dwelling population may also have been at a lower density than most savannah-woodland
populations. Though precise measurements are unavailable, the forest-dwelling females may
have experienced less energetic stress and food competition than savannah-woodland females,
and thus had less incentive to defend food resources, but this is merely speculation. That male
participation in IGEs may prevent females from participating is suggested by the behavior of
some capuchin species. In particular, white-faced capuchin females typically flee and hide during
IGEs, leaving males to interact (Crofoot, pers. comm.; Perry 1996), and attempted intergroup
infanticide has also been observed (Vogel and Fuentes-Jimenez 2006). These patterns suggests
that capuchin females are threatened by males from other groups and are prevented from
defending food resources.

(H2) Male food defense. The second hypothesis, proposed by Fashing (2001), predicts
that males will fight with neighboring groups to defend access to food resources when (a) groups
consume limiting and economically defendable foods, (b) females are reproductively
monopolizable (i.e., have asynchronous reproductive cycles and/or live in small groups), and (c)
females prefer to mate with males who defend resources. This is similar to Emlen and Oring’s
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(1977) description of resource defense polygyny, in which males defend patchily-distributed
resources that attract females. Note that whereas Emlen and Oring’s hypothesis concerns home
range defense, Fashing’s hypothesis is more general and applies to both local and regional forms
of food defense.
While the male food defense hypothesis (Fashing 2001) is promising, several
modifications are necessary. First, the prerequisite of female monopolizability is problematic,
and is unnecessary to explain the occurrence of male food defense. The assertion is that groups
of females must be reproductively monopolizable, so that by defending the food resources upon
which the group depends, a male reaps a reproductive benefit. By comparison, Emlen and
Oring’s (1977) resource defense polygyny does not require females to be monopolizable;
instead, males monopolize food resources that attract females. Their model indicates that when
females are monopolizable, males should directly defend females rather than food resources. It is
unclear why primate males, as posited by Fashing, would defend both females and food
resources, whereas non-primate mammals defend only one resource or the other.
The prerequisite of female monopolizability contradicts that of female mate choice. If a
male monopolizes the reproduction of a group of females, those females cannot then choose to
mate with the male who is best at defending food resources. The argument can be made that
females can circumvent their group male by engaging in secretive copulations with extra-group
males or by supporting immigrant males. However, these arguments imply that the resident male
cannot monopolize a group of females, and that females might prefer outside males who do not
defend food resources. In sum, reproductive monopoly over a group of females is counter to
female mate choice, which is the most important precondition for male food defense.
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Consequently, I suggest that the prerequisite of female monopolization be removed from the
hypothesis.
Fashing (2001) predicted that a female should prefer to mate with males who are
effective at food defense when food is limiting and defendable, and when male participation in
IGEs confers a competitive advantage (assuming that IGEs are won by the group with the
greatest RHP). This competitive advantage should translate directly into increased access to food
resources for females and their offspring. Since it is rare for food resources to directly limit the
reproductive success of male primates, a male should only defend food resources if it increases a
female’s willingness to mate with him. In this way, female choosiness favors males that seek to
‘convince’ females of their desirability as mates. This condition, however, does not make clear
the circumstances under which females can choose among males and thereby motivate them to
defend food resources. I suggest that females choose among males under two circumstances:
when in multi-male groups, and/or when females disperse from their natal groups. For instance, a
female in a one-male group who has the option of dispersing can leave if the male proves to be a
poor defender of food resources. Similarly, a female in a multi-male group can opt to mate with
the male who is the best defender out of all the males, or at the very least to mate with males who
participate in food defense rather than males who do not participate. By contrast, a female
resident in a one-male group with no option of dispersal can (1) mate with the resident male, who
may or may not be an adequate defender, (2) mate secretively with an external male, who has no
motivation to defend food resources if he can copulate with females without first having to prove
his defending abilities, or (3) refuse to mate with either the resident male or extra-group males,
and thereby limit her own reproductive success. Clearly the philopatric female in a one-male
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group has little opportunity for selecting among males on the basis of their monopolization of
food resources.
Finally, Fashing (2001) argues that male food defense should be more common among
one-male groups than among multi-male groups because the latter may be more susceptible to
free-loaders. Specifically, some males in the group may “choose to become freeloaders and
benefit from the resource defense of other group members,” presumably meaning that some
males gain reproductive access to females without participating in food defense. This statement
ignores the basic precept underlying male food defense – that females prefer males who defend
food resources. In fact, male food defense may be more common among multi-male groups than
among one-male groups. If females prefer successful food-defenders, and if a male is better able
to defend access to food resources when he cooperates with other males than when he is alone,
then male food defense should occur more often among multi-male groups. This is essentially a
parallel to Wrangham's (1980) female food defense hypothesis, where he argues that food is
defended better by groups than by individuals, particularly if those groups are composed of
related individuals. Manson and Wrangham (1991) argued exactly this point – that males are
more capable of defending resources (whether food or mates) when they cooperate in IGEs.
A slight reformulation of H2 is as follows: males defend the group’s access to food
sources when (a) food is economically defendable, females transfer among groups, and females
choose to reside and mate with males who successfully defend food resources, or (b) food is
economically defendable, females are philopatric and reside in multi-male groups, and females
choose to mate with male group-mates who participate most often in the defense of food
resources.
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(H3) Male mate defense. It is generally assumed that male participation in IGEs functions
as mate defense (Dunbar 1988), yet the occurrence of male participation in IGEs varies across
species. Emlen and Oring (1977) predict that male mate defense arises in birds when females are
monopolizable, but they do not go so far as to describe the conditions under which this occurs.
To identify the conditions under which male primates might defend female mates during IGEs,
one must consider the costs and benefits of defense: mates, like food, are resources that can be
defended only when it is economically feasible to do so. Male-male competition over females –
at least in some species – can be a costly endeavor, resulting in physical injury, decreased
lifetime fitness, or even death (Alberts et al. 1996; Cheney 1987; Smuts and Smuts 1993). A
male can minimize his involvement in costly intrasexual conflicts by defending his access to
mates at times when he risks losing fertilization opportunities – i.e., when females are in estrus.
Thus, I formalize H3 as follows: males defend their access to female mates during IGEs in
periods when estrous females are present. The implication of this hypothesis is males will
defend their access to fertile females; more specifically, among seasonal breeders, male mate
defense will occur during the mating season and in non-seasonal breeders, mate defense will
occur only when estrous females are present.

(H4) Male infanticide / infant defense. Another potential function of male participation in
IGEs is the defense of vulnerable, unweaned offspring from infanticidal attacks by males of
other groups. Infanticide that results in female transfer is a typical feature of group-level conflict
in relatively few primate species (e.g., gorilla (Sicotte 1993; Watts 1989) and Thomas’ langur
(Sterck 1997)). Thus, infanticide / infant defense is expected to occur only when females lack
external signals of estrus and may transfer among groups; when these conditions are not met, it
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may be more efficient for males to compete directly for access to estrous females rather than by
targeting their infants. H4 is as follows: males defend unweaned infants during IGEs only in
species where females lack external, physiological signals of estrus and where infanticide by
males of neighboring groups precipitates female emigration.

IV. B. Evaluating the model
In conjunction, these four hypotheses of sex-specific participation in IGEs (H1: female
food defense, H2: male food defense, H3: male mate defense, and H4: male infant defense)
constitute a framework that predicts which sex will participate in IGEs, as well as the functions
of this participation, among group-living primates. To determine whether males and/or females
participate to defend food, mates, or infants depends on the state of each of the following
variables: food defendability (monopolizable or not monopolizable); female residence pattern
(philopatric or dispersing); number of males in bisexual groups (one-male or multi-male); estrous
females (present or absent); and external, physiological signals of estrus in females (present or
absent). The different combinations of states for these variables determine which resources are
defendable, which then determines the functions that can be expressed through intergroup
competition.
Table 1 outlines the expected patterns of intergroup relations and the circumstances under
which each pattern should occur. For example, when females are philopatric and food resources
are defendable, IGEs should be characterized by female food defense. This pattern of intergroup
encounters is typically seen in guenons (Cords 2002; Hill 1994; Struhsaker and Leland 1979).
Males are expected to defend food when it is defendable and either (1) females transfer among
groups (and can choose to reside with males who are capable food defenders) or (2) females are
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philopatric and live in multi-male groups (and can choose to mate with the males who are most
active in food defense). When females are philopatric and food is not defendable, intergroup
relations should be shaped solely by male direct mate defense, as seen in savannah baboons
(Kitchen et al. 2004). Alternatively, when females disperse and lack external, physiological
signals of ovulation, a male is expected to attempt to attract female mates into his group through
infanticide. Although the inputs to this model are relatively few and simple, for many primate
species we lack information on one or more of these parameters; in addition, there exist very few
comprehensive studies of the functions of intergroup relations in primates, which limits the
potential for testing the model. Most IGE studies are limited to an analysis of just one or two
functions of participation, and do so for only one sex (Fashing 2001). To further complicate
matters, male participation in IGEs may function as food defense, mate defense, and/or mate
attraction via infanticide, either simultaneously or alternating across seasons (e.g., bonnet
macaque, Macaca radiata: Cooper et al. 2004; birds: Hinde 1956; brown titi monkeys: Lawrence
2007; Tasmanian hen: Putland and Goldizen 1998; ursine colobus: Sicotte and MacIntosh 2004).
For this reason, male behavior must be closely examined to distinguish among these various
functions of participation. As yet, very few IGE studies explicitly consider the possibility of
multiple functions of male participation (but see Fashing 2001; Harris 2010; Lawrence 2007).
The small number of taxa for which there is information on the relevant predictor
variables, and for which multiple hypotheses have been tested, prevent a full evaluation of the
model at this time. Nonetheless, I have compared the predictions of the model against existing
data for a few species (Table 2). The following is a description of the discrepancies between the
observed and predicted patterns of sex-specific participation in IGEs.
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•

Female food defense. Female black howler monkeys, western black and white colobus
(Colobus polykomos), and Hanuman langurs were not expected to defend food because they
are not philopatric, but female aggression during IGEs was strongly dependent on the
presence of valuable feeding sites or resources (Chaput 2002; Korstjens et al. 2005), and
among langurs, indirect evidence suggests that females defend food (Borries 1993; Koenig
2000). These patterns indicate that female philopatry is not a necessary prerequisite for food
defense (but langurs and colobus have very low rates of female transfer, so perhaps these
populations should not be considered female-transfer societies). Conversely, female
capuchins are expected to exhibit food defense but do not appear to do so. Crofoot (2007)
noted that females occasionally become involved in particularly intense IGEs. As mentioned
earlier, female participation may be prevented by male strategies and females may exhibit
food defense at a different threshold of energetic stress than males.

•

Male food defense. Male ursine and western black and white colobus are predicted to exhibit
food defense because at least a portion of the diet is defendable and females transfer among
groups. However, observations indicate that male aggression does not correlate with the
presence of defendable foods (Korstjens et al. 2005; Sicotte and MacIntosh 2004). It is
unclear why males of these species do not defend food, but perhaps male defense of
unweaned infants is mutually exclusive with food defense. Male infant defense is expected to
result in a pattern where males attempt to keep their group away from other bisexual groups
to avoid infanticide attempts; by contrast, food defense is expected to result in a pattern of
aggressive confrontation at important feeding sites, which entails different behavioral
responses that may not be simultaneously possible.
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•

Male mate defense. Male western black and white colobus, gorillas, and chimpanzees are
expected to defend their access to female group-mates when estrous females are present.
Among the colobus and gorillas, females lack external signals of ovulation and males are
forced to rely on female behavioral indicators (Dixson 1998); these indicators may be
sufficiently rare that males are unable to link their participation to the presence of estrous
females. Though female chimpanzees have clearly visible sexual swellings, they live in
fission-fusion societies where females generally range apart from males and are infrequently
present during IGEs (Nishida and Hiraiwa-Hasegawa 1987). Additionally, periovulatory
females are sometimes in consortship with a single male; during this time her fertile status is
essentially hidden from other males as the two travel quietly and apart from other community
members. Consequently, male participation in IGEs is unconnected to the presence of estrous
females.

•

Male defense of unweaned infants: Female Eastern black and white colobus do not exhibit
external signals of ovulation and are reportedly a female transfer species, which is a situation
that is expected to lead to male defense of vulnerable infants during IGEs (as a means of
attracting female mates into the group). Though one infanticide was observed during an IGE
(Harris and Monfort 2003), male aggression is unrelated to the presence of vulnerable infants
(Harris 2010). However, because females appear to transfer among groups relatively
infrequently, mate attraction via infanticide may be an infeasible strategy for this population.

In this iteration of the framework, the four hypotheses of sex-specific participation in
IGEs may not be mutually exclusive, so we should expect to see behaviors indicative of multiple
functions in certain species (e.g., Harris 2010). However, as described above, it is possible that
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some functions are in fact mutually exclusive. For instance, male direct defense of mates may
prevent females from defending food resources, and male defense of vulnerable infants may
preclude food defense by males. Another factor that alters the observed combination of IGE
functions is fission-fusion sociality: when males are more gregarious and wide-ranging than
females (as in spider monkeys, Ateles spp., and chimpanzees; Symington 1990), females are
unlikely to be present during IGEs, and thus cannot defend food sources. More detailed
characterization of IGEs in a variety of taxa should clarify whether certain functions are mutually
exclusive or masked by particular social systems.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
As a consequence of the paucity of comprehensive IGE studies, this review has perhaps
created more questions than answers. Future studies of spacing behavior can provide answers if
they (1) examine the behavior of both males and females, (2) test explicit predictions that stem
from each function of participation in IGEs, and (3) make efforts to assess the role of resource
availability, ranging patterns, and population density on the expression of spacing behaviors. In
particular, the relationships among the functions of participation, extrinsic factors (i.e., resource
availability, ranging patterns, and population density), and dominance system (site-dependent,
mixed, site-independent, or no dominance) remain to be explored in greater depth.
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CHAPTER 2
APPROACH AND AVOIDANCE AMONG
GREY-CHEEKED MANGABEY (LOPHOCEBUS ALBIGENA) GROUPS

ABSTRACT
In gregarious species, groups may avoid, ignore, or approach each other. Population
density and food availability affect the frequency of intergroup encounters, possibly by
increasing random encounters, but it is unclear whether these factors also affect the underlying
behavioral tendencies of groups to approach or avoid one another. I studied patterns of approach
and avoidance among seven groups of mangabeys in Kibale National Park, Uganda, aiming to
compare relations among groups living at high density with earlier reports from a group living at
low density in the same forest. During long-range encounters in which groups heard neighbors’
long-distance calls, mangabeys exhibited a mixture of withdrawal, stationary, and approach
responses. Changes in travel direction were affected by the calling group’s extent of intrusion
into the listening group’s range, the size of the listening group, and resource availability. During
naturally-occurring and playback-simulated short-range intergroup encounters, groups appeared
to monopolize access to important feeding sites. Males and females were most likely to approach
a neighboring group to initiate an encounter if their own group had recently arrived at the
encounter location (and not yet depleted local resources), and female participation was affected
by differences in group size. These results demonstrate that the frequency of approach responses
among groups increases with population density, likely because of an increased need to compete
for scarce resources.
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INTRODUCTION
Animals living in cohesive, stable social groups often interact with other groups and
compete with them for access to fitness-limiting resources such as food, mates, and den or nest
sites (Brown 1964; Cheney 1987; Kitchen and Beehner 2007; Kruuk and Macdonald 1984;
Waser and Wiley 1979). The frequency and patterning of intergroup competition for these
resources is thought to reflect the relative magnitude of the costs and benefits associated with
encounters. The costs and benefits, in turn, are affected by the extent to which access to
resources limits individual fitness, the potential for groups to monopolize limiting resources, and
the competitive ability of interacting groups (Brown 1964; Davies and Houston 1984; Waser and
Wiley 1979). These parameters vary between and within species. For instance, low-density
populations typically have lower encounter rates than high-density populations (Butynski 1990;
Heinsohn 1997; Kavanagh 1981; Lott 1991; Robinson et al. 1987; Siex 2003). Similarly,
encounter rates may vary with the availability of resources across seasons (Crofoot 2007;
Harrison 1983; Kinnaird 1992; Kinnaird and O'Brien 2000). While the frequency of encounters
can be expected to increase with population density simply because chance encounters are more
likely (Hutchinson and Waser 2007), it remains to be determined whether primate groups exhibit
less avoidance, and more approaches, at high population densities.
The intergroup relations of grey-cheeked mangabeys (Lophocebus albigena) were
examined in the early 1970s at the Kanyawara site in Kibale National Park, Uganda, by Peter
Waser (1975; 1976; 1977). Waser found that a study group consistently moved away from
neighboring groups to avoid close-range encounters. Consequently, grey-cheeked mangabeys
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have been repeatedly cited as an archetypal ‘avoidance’ species (e.g., Boinski 2000; Cheney
1987; Da Cunha and Byrne 2006; Kinnaird and O'Brien 2000). Unfortunately, use of this label
ignores the possibility that intergroup relations may change in response to fluctuations in social
and ecological factors. The group studied by Waser was in a population with a density of 0.25
groups/km2, which appears to be very low for this species (Chapman et al. 2010; Plumptre and
Cox 2006; Teelen 2007). The density of the mangabey population in Kibale has grown six-fold,
which increases a group’s opportunity to respond to neighbors, as well as the potential for more
intense resource competition. The question remains whether mangabey groups (or any other
social species) exhibit a ‘species-typical’ pattern of intergroup relations, or if the nature of
intergroup relations fluctuates in response to changing social and ecological factors (Lawes and
Henzi 1995).
Groups can respond to neighbors during long- or short-range encounters (Waser and
Wiley 1979). In long-range encounters, groups are separated in space and gain information about
each other through long-distance calls. Grey-cheeked mangabeys are an ideal species for
exploring the dynamics of long-range encounters: the home ranges of neighboring groups
overlap extensively (providing many opportunities for groups to encounter each other), and
males produce whoop gobbles that can be heard by a human on the ground up to 1 km away and
are a means of mediating intergroup relations (Waser 1975; 1976; 1977). Whoop gobbles are
produced in several contexts and can be used by a listening group to determine the caller’s
location. Waser demonstrated that at intergroup distances ≤ 600 m, mangabey groups were more
likely to withdraw than to approach after hearing a neighbor’s call, regardless of whether the
listening group was in an exclusive or shared area of its range. Barrett (1995) conducted a
subsequent study at the nearby Ngogo site, where mangabey groups were at a higher density
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(0.80 groups/km2; Butynski 1990). Her results suggested a reduced overall tendency to avoid
neighbors, and that responses varied according to the relative sizes of the listening and calling
groups, but these conclusions were limited by small sample sizes.
In short-range encounters, two groups are close enough that they hear and see each other.
Grey-cheeked mangabey short-range encounters (hereafter referred to as intergroup encounters,
or IGEs) almost always involve high levels of aggression such as chasing, grappling, and biting,
and may be costly to participants who risk losing feeding time and injury (pers. obs.).
Consequently, it may be advantageous for a group to avoid IGEs when the costs of aggression
outweigh the potential benefits associated with winning (i.e., increased access to resources).
Conversely, groups may choose to initiate IGEs – by approaching and coming within visual
contact of a neighboring group – when the potential benefits outweigh the costs. In some taxa,
groups experience a pre-IGE decision window when they are close enough that they can hear
each other’s short-range calls but not yet see each other; during this period they can choose to
stay in place, approach the neighbor, or flee. Grey-cheeked mangabeys are one such species:
their short-range vocalizations (grunts, loud grunt choruses, and staccato barks) are produced at
high rates throughout the day, are audible to a human observer on the ground up to 300 m away,
and are used by neighboring groups to detect each other’s presence before visual contact is
established (pers. obs.).
The social and ecological factors that may cause a group (or individuals of a particular
sex) to turn toward or approach a neighboring group fall within two broad categories. The first,
payoffs, are resources such as food or mates (Maynard Smith and Parker 1976; Parker 1974).
Under certain circumstances, groups can monopolize access to food or mates by evicting or
preventing other groups from accessing the resource, potentially resulting in skewed fitness
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among groups (Koenig 2000; Robinson 1988; Rubenstein 1986). Thus when either food or mates
are limiting and monopolizable, groups should be more likely to have contests. Spatial and
temporal patterns of food availability can affect intergroup encounters in several ways. In
primates, IGEs typically occur at important feeding locations (Cooper et al. 2004; Harrison 1983;
Sicotte and MacIntosh 2004; Steenbeek 1999), when the overall abundance of foods (or of
preferred plant parts) is high (Crofoot 2007; Hausfater 1972; Kinnaird 1992; Kumar and Kurup
1985), and feeding sites are highly-dispersed in the environment (Kinnaird and O'Brien 2000).
Core areas of the home range are often more aggressively defended by resident groups than
peripheral areas ('core area defense'; Crofoot et al. 2008; Giraldeau and Ydenberg 1987; Kitchen
et al. 2004; Pride et al. 2006; Wich et al. 2002), possibly because feeding sites in peripheral,
shared areas tend to be depleted by neighboring groups. A group may also initiate contact with a
neighbor if it has recently arrived at a location and has not yet exploited whatever food resources
are present. Access to mates appears to be a more important issue for male mangabeys than for
females because the sex ratio is female-biased, and high ranking males have higher mating
success than low ranking males (Arlet et al. 2008). The presence of estrous females sometimes
corresponds with elevated rates of male participation during IGEs (Cooper et al. 2004; Kitchen et
al. 2004; Majolo et al. 2005), but in long-range encounters, males may seek to prevent all contact
with a neighboring group.
The second category of factors that may cause groups to approach each other are
asymmetries in resource-holding potential. Numeric odds, or the size difference between two
opposing groups, is one such asymmetry and may affect the likelihood that a group wins an
encounter, which in turn affects its likelihood of entering into the encounter in the first place
(Heinsohn 1997; Kitchen 2003; 2006; Kitchen et al. 2004b; Wilson et al. 2001). Evolutionary
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game theory predicts that smaller contestants will avoid confrontations with larger opponents,
unless the potential payoffs are high for the smaller contestant (Hammerstein 1981; Maynard
Smith and Parker 1976; Parker 1974).
I examined grey-cheeked mangabey responses to neighbors at the Ngogo site in Kibale,
where groups exist at relatively high density (1.50 groups/km2; unpub. data). For long-range
encounters, I examined how the listening group changed its distance to the neighboring group
after a whoop gobble (following Barrett 1995 and Waser 1975, who distinguished between
increase and decrease). I then examined changes in travel direction after a neighbor’s whoop
gobble. This response variable has the advantage of revealing both the direction and strength of
the response. For short-range encounters, I observed naturally-occurring IGEs and also simulated
IGEs using playback experiments (in which I played one group’s calls to a second group and
recorded the latter’s responses). Playbacks (PBs) have been widely used to determine the
conditions in which a group will approach its neighbor (Heinsohn and Packer 1995; Kitchen
2006; Mitani 1985b; Robinson 1981; Wich et al. 2002). Waser (1975; 1976; 1977) used PBs to
simulate IGEs, and demonstrated that group-wide and sex-specific responses to the simulated
call of a nearby group differed. Accordingly, I examined whether any males or females (or the
group as a whole) approached neighbors to initiate short-range encounters, and determined
which factors correlated with these responses. This combination of historical and contextual
comparisons is essential for understanding the effects of population density on social encounters
among groups.
I examined habitat quality for groups living at high, medium, and low density to
determine whether per capita food availability – and the potential for feeding competition –
differed across studies. I expected that groups living at high density, compared to groups at low
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and medium densities, would exhibit less avoidance of and more approaches toward neighboring
groups. I predicted that the current mangabey groups would be likely to approach neighbors
when (1) in high-use feeding sites, (2) the overall abundance of plant foods (or fruit) in the home
range was low, (3) feeding sites were highly-dispersed, (4) in core areas of the range, and (5)
they had recently arrived in a location. When estrous females were present in the focal group, I
predicted that males would approach neighbors in short-range encounters, and listening groups
would turn away from calling groups in long-range encounters, more so than when estrous
females were absent. Lastly, I predicted that larger mangabey groups would approach smaller
groups, and that smaller groups would approach larger groups during encounters in the core of
the smaller groups’ ranges and when the intensity of site use was very high for smaller groups.

METHODS
Data collection
I studied seven mangabey groups (M2, Ms, M1, Me, Mnw, Mse, Mn) at the Ngogo site in
Kibale National Park, Uganda, from January 2008 through March 2009. The team of observers
included nine field assistants, all of whom were able to identify a few males and females in each
study group and record observational data. We followed three groups throughout the study and
the remaining groups for shorter periods (Table 1). The study groups were habituated to
observers and tolerated the approach of a human to within 5 m, sometimes descending to the
ground to forage and play during observations. In the first 12 months of data collection, a typical
observation period consisted of an average of 7.5 ± SD 2.2 (N = 18 periods) consecutive days in
which we followed the mangabey groups simultaneously. One such period was separated from
the next by about 11 days. In the last 3 months, we followed the mangabey groups nearly
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continuously; I arbitrarily separated these months into nine observation periods of 10.1 ± SD 2.2
days, with no breaks between them. There were 27 observation periods in total (8,748 hrs).
On each observation day, two assistants followed each group, recording data from 0730 h
(when individual characteristics became visible) until 1830 h. I moved from group to group,
monitoring data collection and conducting playback trials. We recorded the location of the
group’s estimated center-of-mass (i.e., the location around which most individuals in the group
were evenly distributed) at 10 min intervals using a 50 m x 50 m gridded map of the trail system,
and conducted scan samples at 30 min intervals, within a five minute window. In each scan one
person walked through the group (alternately walking along north-south and east-west axes) and
recorded the activity of half of the group’s adults and subadults, after watching each animal for 5
sec. If the animal was looking for or ingesting plant parts, we recorded its activity as ‘foraging’
and noted the part eaten (fruit/seed or other), the tree species, location, and diameter at breast
height (DBH). We recorded all location and scan data using hand-held computers with a
customized FileMaker Mobile template.
We made a daily record of the number of adult and subadult males with a group because
resident males sometimes left the group and non-resident males visited the group for short
periods (Olupot and Waser 2005). A male was counted as a resident only if he stayed with the
group for most of two or more (not necessarily consecutive) observation periods. We also made a
daily record of the number of females with sexual swellings, noting whether any had maximallysized swellings (as per Arlet et al. 2007).
We conducted group counts opportunistically, but at least at least once per observation
period, in which two observers counted and identified the age and sex class of individuals as they
moved in a linear fashion through an opening in the canopy. Adults and subadults of both sexes
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have bright pink ischial callosities that are clearly visible against their black fur, and along with
bright pink genitalia, enable identification of sex. Subadults were distinguished from adults by
smaller body sizes and less visible genitals (nipples on subadult females are small and grey, and
subadult male penises are generally less pendulous than those of adult males). While we included
juveniles and clinging infants in group counts, I did not include them in the analyses because
mature individuals appear to be responsible for travel decisions (Waser 1985) and are the main
participants in short-range encounters (pers. obs.).

Long-distance calls. Each time a male in the group produced whoop gobbles, we
recorded the time and number of calls in the bout. Calls that occurred within 5 min of each other
were considered to be one bout (as per Waser 1977). I used information from the 10 min group
location scans to determine the distances between the calling group’s center-of-mass and all
neighboring groups’ centers-of-mass at the time of the call. If a calling and listening group were
200 - 1,000 m apart, I then used the listening group’s location 30 min before and after the 10 min
location scan closest to the time of the call to determine their pre- and post-call travel direction
and distance. When two groups’ centers-of-mass were separated by distances < 200 m, they were
often in the midst of an intergroup encounter. Beyond distances of 1,000 m, it is unclear how
well individuals can hear a long-distance call (Waser 1977). To ensure that the listener’s
behavior related to the call of interest, rather than the influence of a third group, I excluded cases
in which the listener was <500 m from another study group (other than the caller), the listener
had an intergroup encounter earlier that same day, or if any other long-distance calls occurred 40
min before or after the call of interest.
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Naturally-occurring IGEs. We recognized the start of an IGE when we estimated the
nearest edges of two groups to be ≤100 m apart, regardless of whether either group exhibited
aggressive behavior. The IGE ended when the groups’ edges were >100 m apart. These
thresholds were based on the typical distance within which individuals exhibited behavioral
reactions (staring, producing alarm or aggressive vocalizations, and lunging at, chasing, or
physically attacking members of the other group). Mangabeys exhibited two distinct IGE types:
in whole group IGEs, two entire groups came into visual contact (evidenced by behaviors
indicating that most of the individuals of one group could see individuals of the other group); in
subgroup IGEs, one or a few individuals left their group (often moving a distance that was many
times larger than the normal group spread) and came within apparent visual contact with the
neighboring group. When subgroups were close to the neighboring group, they appeared to have
no visual contact with their own group members.
During an IGE, one person watched the focal group’s male(s), a second person watched
females, and if I was present, a third person watched the leading edge of the opposing group.
Immediately following the IGE, all observers recorded the IGE location and their sex-specific
observations (i.e., whether any individual had left the perimeter of its group at the beginning of
the IGE and moved close enough to the neighboring group to appear to be within visual contact
of the opposing group’s members) on a standardized check-sheet.

Simulated IGEs with playbacks. I conducted playback trials with the mangabey groups
throughout the study period, with at least four days between trials. I recorded calls using a
Sennheiser ME66 short shotgun microphone and Marantz PMD-660 portable dIGEtal recorder
and prepared stimulus recordings using Raven Lite 1.0 software. I used natural sequences of
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male and female calls and did not alter them digitally by removing or inserting vocalizations.
The calls were intended to simulate the presence of an entire group and consisted of both male
and female vocalizations. Each stimulus sequence was, on average, 34.1 ± SD 8.7 sec long
(range: 26.0 – 49.0 sec) and consisted of a fade-in period (approximately 3 sec long), a single
adult male long-distance call (whoop-gobble) and multiple female calls (grunts, intense grunt
choruses, and/or staccato barks), and a fade-out period (also approximately 3 sec long). I
standardized the volume of each stimulus call sequence using a digital sound pressure meter
(Radio Shack) so that the ‘whoop’ portion of the male call was 75 dB at 5 m from the sound
source (as per Waser and Waser 1977). To avoid pseudoreplication, I played a particular call to a
focal group only once (e.g., I played 9 calls from group M2 to group M1, and each time I used a
different recording).
I placed the speaker 80 m from the edge of, and facing, the focal group (defined as an
invisible line connecting the outermost individuals), in the direction that was appropriate for the
calling group (e.g., east of the western group, if playing a call from the eastern group). I then
exchanged places with one assistant, who played the call when signaled via walkie-talkie. Calls
were broadcast from a CD player connected to a Fender Passport P10 speaker, which was
elevated at least 2 m above ground level using a Shure telescoping microphone stand (on level
surfaces) or by hanging the speaker from a tree branch (in steeply-sloping locations).
Immediately after the call ended, the assistant disassembled the playback apparatus, placed it
under terrestrial vegetation, and covered it with a camouflage-patterned poncho. The assistant
then returned to the original speaker location and identified any individuals who came within
view of the speaker’s original location. Another assistant and I observed the focal group for 15
min, one observing the females and the other observing males. We recorded our observations
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(i.e., whether any male or any female came within visual contact of the speaker) on standardized
check-sheets after the 15 min follow period. We did not conduct group scans during playback
trials, but we did continue to record the location of the group center-of-mass at 10 min intervals.
I conducted a playback only if all of the following conditions were met: the focal group
had not already had an IGE that day, the group whose call I played was ≥ 1 km from the focal
group (because Waser (1977) found that a group rapidly approached the speaker if it heard
broadcasts of its own calls, and the whoop-gobble is audible ≤ 1 km from the source), no other
groups were < 500 m from the focal group (because groups were likely to have IGEs on days
when they were in spatial proximity, and the nearby group might have also reacted to the
playback stimulus), the focal group was not traveling, and at least 4 days had elapsed since the
last experimental playback trial for that focal group. Additionally, I waited for the focal group’s
center-of-mass to enter an identified high- or low-value feeding quadrat before conducting trials.
It usually took a few days’ worth of feeding data to estimate which quadrats would be of high or
low feeding value for the observation period, which meant that I was restricted to conducting
playbacks in the last few days of each period.
To determine whether group movements after PB trials differed from normal movements
(with no real or simulated neighbor nearby), I selected a set of matched control periods. For each
PB trial, I looked for other 10 min location scans where the focal group’s center-of-mass was in
the same quadrat. Scans were omitted if the focal group experienced an IGE or PB trial on the
same day or was sub-grouped, and I randomly selected one scan if multiple scans were available
per day. For each scan, I then calculated the distance from the group’s center-of-mass to the
speaker location (in the matched PB trial) and the distance 30 min later.
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I conducted control trials to determine whether the playback setup, rather than the
experimental stimulus, was responsible for eliciting approach reactions by females and males. I
used the call of an eastern black-headed oriole (Oriolus larvatus) – a commonly-heard bird that
is neither a predator nor food competitor to mangabeys – and measured the group’s response to
these calls. Each control stimulus was, on average, 33.3 ± 3.9 sec long (range: 30 – 39 sec), and
like the experimental stimulus, included fade-in and -out phases. I adjusted the sound pressure of
control stimuli by ear to match normal birdsong volumes. Opportunities to conduct trials were
extremely scarce and I prioritized experimental trials over control trials; as a result, I conducted
relatively few control trials, especially as it became clear that the study groups did not respond to
the control stimuli.

Habitat quality. Following Barrett (1995), I calculated the importance of each food
species as the proportion of total feeding records (including all plant parts per species) and chose
the top 20 mangabey food species over the entire study period. I calculated the density and basal
area for each of the top species using data from botanical plots. I compared my data with
equivalent data for Waser’s (1975; 1976; 1977) and Barrett’s studies (Appendix 1), which were
collected by the Kibale Forest Chimpanzee Project (Chapman et al. 1997). The botanical datasets
covered areas of similar sizes: my data are from 158 plots, each 50 m x 50 m, for a total area of
0.40 km2; the data for Waser and Barrett come from 26 and 22 10 m x 200 m transects,
respectively, for a total area of 0.52 km2 and 0.44 km2 at each site.
I calculated group size for the high-density Ngogo population as the mean number of
adults, subadults, and juveniles across all seven study groups. Mean group sizes for the other
populations are reported in Barrett (1995, page 44) and Waser and Floody (1974).
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Data analysis: Long-Range Encounters
Change in intergroup distance. To facilitate comparisons across studies, I used the same
methods as Waser (1975; 1977) and Barrett (1995), who calculated changes in intergroup
distance after a long-distance call. For this analysis, I refer only to Waser’s data on naturallyoccurring calls, and not to playbacks. The listening group’s response was considered an approach
if the distance between groups decreased, and a withdrawal if it increased. Groups that did not
move after a call were dropped from the analysis and changes in the calling group’s location
(which led to changes in intergroup distance) were ignored because this was the approach used
by Waser and Barrett. The percentage of the listening groups’ responses that were withdrawals
was subtracted from the percentage of approaches. Each response was categorized according to
the distance between the listening and calling groups at the time of the call (200 – 399 m, 400 –
599 m, 600 – 799 m, and 800 – 1,000 m), and the listener’s location within its home range. If the
listener was in an area not shared with the calling group (but possibly shared with another
group), the location was labeled as ‘core’; if the listener was in an area shared with the calling
group, the location was labeled as ‘periphery.’ I determined each group’s home range by using
the 10 min location scans to create 100% minimum convex polygons in Biotas (Ecological
Software Solutions).

Change in travel direction. I calculated the listener’s deflection angle as the difference
between its travel direction (determined using the group’s center-of-mass) in the 30 min before
and 30 min after the 10 min location scan closest to the time of the call. Positive and negative
angles indicated that the listener had turned toward or away from the caller, respectively; 0⁰
indicated that the listener maintained its pre-call travel direction. There was some error in the
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turning angles because group locations were recorded as the center of one 50 m x 50 m quadrat,
rather than in increments of 1m; this results in slightly greater error for shorter versus longer
movements, but since the range of movements in a 30 min period was limited (94% of all
movements were ≤ 150 m), the effect of this bias is likely to be trivial.
I then categorized the listener’s pre- and post-call travel directions relative to the caller: ≤
45⁰ from the direction of the caller as ‘toward’, > 45⁰ and ≤ 135⁰ as ‘perpendicular’, and > 135⁰
as ‘away.’ The dependent variable was the listener’s deflection angle, which varied from -180⁰
to +180⁰, and I only used responses for which the listener was initially traveling toward the caller
to determine if they would avoid the caller or risk an encounter. I examined quantile plots of the
data to determine that the distribution of deflection angles was approximately normal.
I considered two types of predictor variables for this analysis; those in the first set were
unrelated to the food and mate defense hypotheses, so were treated as control variables. Many
variables were transformed to fit the assumptions of parametric testing and examination of
quantile plots verified that transformed variables were normally-distributed.
•

Time of day: groups may be more likely to approach earlier in the day, when hunger
levels are presumably highest; I converted this variable to a binary category (before or
after noon).

•

Number of calls per bout: if calls serve as an indicator of male fitness or willingness to
fight, bouts with more calls may elicit more negative turning angles.

•

Intergroup distance: turning angles may decrease as intergroup distance increases,
similar to Waser’s (1975; 1977) findings. I transformed this variable by calculating the
inverse square root.
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•

Listener’s location in its range: peripheral areas may elicit more negative turning angles
if the listening group seeks to stay within its home range. I divided the home range of
each group into 10 concentric zones, each zone a minimum convex polygon at 10%
intervals, from 10 – 100%; the innermost zone was labeled as 10 and the outermost as 1. I
converted location into a binary variable (core zones = 10-50% ; periphery zones = 60100%). Home ranges were reasonably well-known for groups M1, M2, Meast, Mnw, and
Msouth, evidenced by asymptotic curves of home range area versus sampling effort
(Appendix 2).

•

Caller’s degree of intrusion into listener’s range: if listeners are most likely to confront
deeply-intruding groups, inner zones may elicit more positive turning angles than outer
zones. If the caller was outside the listener’s 100% minimum convex polygon, its
location was labeled as 0. I transformed this variable into three categories (outside the
listener’s range, in the periphery of, or in the core of the listener’s range).

•

Listener’s group size: I calculated the listener’s absolute size and its group size difference
(listening group size minus calling group size), where group size was quantified using
three different measures: the number of males in the group, the number of females, and
the sum of all adults and subadults. I transformed each measure into three categories
(absolute group size: values were centered about the mean and categorized as
below/at/above the mean; group size difference: the focal group outnumbered/was the
same size as/was outnumbered by the opposing group).

The second set of variables assessed the availability of food and estrous females to
determine if feeding or mating competition predicted a group’s likelihood of approaching its
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neighbors. Given the exploratory nature of this analysis and the fact that previous studies of
intergroup encounters found correlations with a variety of different food abundance and spatial
characteristics, I evaluated six food-related variables, most of which were weakly correlated (|Rs|
< 0.50, Appendix 3) and therefore represented different characteristics of food availability.
•

Overall food abundance: the availability of fruits, flowers, and leaves in an observation
period, estimated from the feeding patterns of each group. The availability of a plant
species during an observation period was the product of its density (stems per quadrat),
basal area (m2 per stem), and the percentage of quadrats with food-bearing trees of that
species. If a particular food species contributed multiple items to the diet, I calculated the
abundance of that species only once. The density of food species was determined from
158 50 m x 50 m botanical plots that we surveyed at the end of the study, measuring the
DBH of all stems ≥ 10 cm (≥ 1 cm for lianas) of each important food species. We located
plots to achieve proportional representation inside and outside the core area for each
study group, and sampled (mean) 11 ± (SD) 3% of the M1, M2, Me, Mn, and Mnw home
ranges. Density was the mean number of stems per botanical quadrat, but because
abundance was evaluated only for feeding quadrats in which at least one stem of the
species occurred, species with densities < 1 stem/quadrat were rounded to 1. Basal area
(DBH converted to area) was the mean basal area of food trees of that species, and was
log-transformed because the data spanned > 2 orders of magnitude and had a lower bound
of zero. The percentage of quadrats was calculated as the habitat-wide availability: the
number of quadrats in which all groups were observed to feed on a specific food species
in an observation period, divided by the total number of quadrats in which all groups
were observed feeding on the species throughout the entire study. I square root-
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transformed this variable. Most studies use data from phenology censuses to calculate
food abundance as kilograms of food per hectare; I could not do this because the
phenology data I collected were not representative of the foods eaten by mangabeys
(Appendix 4).
•

Feeding quadrat distribution: the variance-to-mean ratio of the distance between all
feeding quadrats per group, per observation period. Ratios < 1, = 1, and > 1 indicated
uniform, random, and clumped distributions respectively. I log-transformed this variable
because it was strongly skewed to the right and had a lower bound of zero. Most studies
calculate the dispersion of the primary plant species in the diet per observation period,
but this method was inappropriate for redtails and mangabeys because they often
consumed several primary food species per period, each with a different dispersion index
(unpub. data). Thus by calculating the dispersion of feeding quadrats, I was able to
approximate the dispersion of feeding patches.

•

Food patch size per quadrat: because some plant species are highly clumped in the
environment, and the mean group spread for mangabeys approximated a 50 m x 50 m
quadrat (unpub. data), I used a measure of patch size that estimated the mean basal area
of important food species within a quadrat. For each species eaten by a group in an
observation period, I calculated the mean basal area of trees they had fed in (and logtransformed these values, for the same reasons described above) and multiplied this by
the mean number of stems per quadrat (using a minimum of 1 stem/quadrat). I then
weighted the patch size of each species by its proportional representation in the group’s
diet during the observation period. Although this variable shares some components with
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the abundance variable, these two variables were not strongly correlated (Appendix 3).
This predictor was normally distributed.
•

% plant foraging in activity budget: the proportion of the group’s activity records (i.e.,
feeding, resting, or traveling) in which individuals were feeding on plant parts. This
variable was intended as an alternative measure of food abundance (i.e., it is a general
measure of feeding activity, unaffected by basal area and density), and was normally
distributed.

•

% fruit in plant diet: the percentage of the plant foraging records per group, per
observation period, that were fruit and/or seeds; fruit consumption was inversely
correlated with the proportion of leaves and flowers in the plant diet (Appendix 3). I
transformed this variable by calculating the inverse square root.

•

Site feeding value: I quantified the feeding value of the listening group’s location at the
time of the call as the percentage of feeding records during the observation period that
occurred in the listening group’s center-of-mass quadrat and the surrounding eight
quadrats at the time of the call. I converted this variable into a categorical predictor
(scores rounded to 0, 10, or 20+%).

•

Estrous females: the presence or absence of estrous females in the listening group, scored
as 1 or 0.

I used multilevel linear regression with the identity of the calling and listening groups as
crossed random effects (Rabe-Hesketh and Skrondal 2008), and used the information theoretic
approach to choose among models with different combinations of predictor variables (Burnham
and Anderson 2002). In the first set of models, I assessed each control variable separately based
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on its Wald χ2 scores and p value; control variables with p < 0.10 were then tested in different
combinations. I calculated the Akaike Information Criterion (adjusted for small sample sizes,
AICC) for each control model and arranged them by their AICC weights (ωi). The control model
with the largest ωi was then matched with each predictor variable (Table 2). I examined
interactions between different pairs of variables, but as none of these terms were significant, I
excluded them from the model sets. The confidence set of best models included those with ωi
scores within 12.5% of the highest-ranked model (Burnham and Anderson 2002).

Data analysis: Short-Range Encounters
I measured the focal groups’ responses to the presence of simulated and real neighbors
(and to control stimuli) in several ways. For playback trials, I recorded the change in distance
between the group’s center-of-mass and the speaker at the time of the call versus 30 min after the
call. To facilitate a comparison of my data with that collected by Waser (1975), I also calculated
the net change in distance as the group-to-speaker distance 30 min before the call minus the
group-to-speaker distance 30 min after the call. I examined group movements only after
playback trials, and not after IGEs, because the opposing group’s behavior during an IGE was
likely to have influenced the focal group’s post-IGE movements in a way that cannot be
simulated by a playback experiment.
I categorized male and female responses during PBs and IGEs as either stationary (where
all individuals of that sex remained with the group) or approach (where one or more individuals
of that sex moved close enough to the speaker that they could be seen by the assistant operating
the speaker).
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I used the same predictor variables in IGEs and PBs: the focal group’s location in range,
group size difference (focal group size minus opposing group size, where size was the sum of
adults and subadults in the group), overall food abundance, feeding quadrat distribution, food
patch size, % plant foraging, % fruit in plant diet, site feeding value, and estrous females. I also
evaluated two additional variables. The first was the focal group’s site occupation time: this was
the number of 10 min scans (converted to minutes) prior to the IGE or PB for which the group’s
center-of-mass was in the quadrat of the encounter location or the surrounding eight quadrats.
The second additional variable was the caller’s location in its own range (caller location; scored
as -1when slightly outside its range and scored from 1-10 within its range, using the same
method described above for the listener’s location in its range). For PBs, I also evaluated trial
order (the nth trial within the sequence for a particular focal group) to determine whether the
study groups exhibited habituation to the experimental setup. I used untransformed versions of
all variables and non-parametric analyses.
While conducting PBs, I chose the time and location of each trial according to the group
size difference (whether the focal group was larger or smaller than the group whose call I
played), listener’s location in its home range (inner core zones or outer peripheral zones), and
site feeding value (low or high, where the mean number of feeding records per quadrat, per
observation period, was the threshold between low- and high-value sites), and attempted to
conduct equal numbers of trials for all combinations of these three variables. I assumed that
groups recognized the calls of specific neighboring groups (because human observers are quite
capable of doing so (pers. obs.), and Waser (1977) demonstrated that mangabeys recognize the
calls of individual intragroup males), and that if numeric odds was a significant predictor of their
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behavior, that they might respond differently to larger groups than to smaller groups. I did not
control for the number of callers in the stimulus calls.
I used the G*Power software package (Faul et al. 2009; Faul et al. 2007) to determine the
sample size necessary to detect a medium effect size (r = 0.30, odds ratio = 2.19; Cohen 1988) in
a logistic regression (where the response was approach or no approach) with power = 0.80 and α
= 0.05. Assuming the frequency of approach by groups, females, and males (see Results) remains
constant across sample sizes, I would need a minimum of 85 group responses for PBs, 107 and
79 female responses for PBs and IGEs (87 responses for pooled PB and IGE data), and 67 and 68
male responses for PBs and IGEs (67 responses for pooled PB and IGE data). For group
responses and female responses during PBs, I did not have a sufficient sample size to use logistic
multilevel modeling with the information-theoretic approach. Similarly, though I observed
enough IGEs to allow for logistic analysis of female and male responses, several variables were
missing for individual encounters (for encounters with non-study groups, ‘ group size difference’
and the opposing group’s ‘location in range’ were missing; in addition, some food-related
variables were missing for encounters between two study groups). The information-theoretic
approach requires that the same dataset be used for all models, and thus the sample size of IGEs
would have been dramatically reduced. Instead, for male and female responses during PBs and
IGEs, I used non-parametric tests which have lower minimum sample size requirements. For
example, to detect a medium effect (r = 0.30, d = 0.63) in a Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test with
the same parameters, I would need only 23 observations.
For all non-parametric tests, I calculated Bonferroni-corrected alpha levels, although this
method appears to be overly conservative (Nakagawa 2004). I report medians and interquartile
ranges where appropriate to illustrate the effect of each predictor variable. For contingency
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tables, I used χ2 tests unless the number of observations per cell was < 6, in which case I used the
Fisher exact statistic.
For sex-specific responses using the pooled PB and IGE datasets, I had a sufficient
sample size to conduct logistic regressions. I began with multilevel linear regression with the
identity of the focal and opposing groups as crossed random effects (Rabe-Hesketh and Skrondal
2008). However, the random effects failed to explain a significant proportion of the variance in
all of the models so I instead relied on fixed-effects only models. I used the information theoretic
approach to choose among models with different combinations of predictor variables (Burnham
and Anderson 2002). I first evaluated several ‘full’ models, each of which combined control
variables (group size difference and either the listening group’s location or the calling group’s
location in their respective ranges) with variables relating to mate defense (presence/absence of
estrous females) and food defense (site feeding value, site occupation time, % plant feeding, %
fruit in diet, food abundance, food distribution, or food patch size). Because primate
socioecological theory predicts that feeding patches will be defended by groups when overall
food abundance is low and patches are large and rare (van Schaik 1989), I included a model with
all three of these terms; however, abundance and distribution were highly collinear, so I centered
these terms and included an interaction between them (Tabachnick and Fidell 2007). I compared
the full models using the methods described above for the turning angle analyses. The best full
model then served as the seed for the next set of models, each of which contained a different
interaction term between a pair of variables within the full model. The best model from this
second set then became the seed for the last set of models, in which non-significant terms (P >
0.100) were omitted. The best model from this last set of models is reported below.
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All statistical tests were two-tailed, with α = 0.05, and were performed using STATA
v.11 software (StataCorp).

RESULTS
Habitat Quality
Based on the top 20 food species during each study, Waser’s group lived in an area with
the lowest number of food trees per km2, Barrett’s group lived in an area with an intermediate
quantity of food trees, and the groups in this study occupied an area with the highest density of
food trees (Table 3). After I corrected for the number of mangabey individuals per km2, the
previous pattern was reversed: Waser’s group had the most food trees (or food basal area) per
capita and my study groups the fewest. In terms of total basal area (food species plus non-food
species), Waser’s group also had a higher basal area available per individual than my study
groups.

Long-Range Encounters
We recorded 2,655 calling bouts from the Ngogo study groups. Bouts averaged 1.7 ± SD
1.0 calls. Mangabeys produced whoop-gobbles in all hours of the day and in all parts of their
home ranges (Table 4), but produced significantly more calls in inner zones than in outer zones
(Spearman rank correlation of zone versus the ratio of number of bouts to zone area, N = 10
zones, Rs = 0.997, P < 0.001).

Change in intergroup distance. There were 833 group responses to a neighbor’s whoop
gobble that met the criteria for inclusion (described under Data Collection). After I excluded
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instances where the listening group did not move after the call (to mimic previous authors’ data
analyses), the sample size was reduced to 610 responses. At intergroup distances < 400 m, the
study groups exhibited a tendency to withdraw from callers, though less strongly than Waser’s
(1975) group (Figure 1). At intergroup distances > 600 m, the study groups still exhibited a
slightly higher frequency of withdrawal than approach, whereas Waser’s group approached as
often (or more often) than it withdrew. The raw data for Waser’s group were not published so I
could not determine whether differences between his and my groups’ responses in each distance
category were statistically significant. As expected, the study groups exhibited less frequent
withdrawal (avoidance) than Waser’s group when intergroup distances were < 600 m. This
pattern was not sustained for intergroup distances ≥ 600 m, which may have been due to the
dense packing of groups; when a listening group hears a distant (≥ 600 m away) whoop gobble,
its reaction may be tempered by the locations of other neighboring groups in the area. However,
the frequencies presented in Figure 1 do not reflect the very different sample size for each
distance category. For the study groups, there was no significant difference in the frequency of
approach vs. withdrawal among the four distance categories (χ2 = 6.399, DF = 3, P = 0.094) and
only a nearly-significant difference between intergroup distances < and ≥ 600 m (χ2 = 0.808, DF
= 1, P = 0.059).
In all three studies, listening groups exhibited a stronger tendency to withdraw when in
the shared periphery, rather than in the non-shared core of the home range (Figure 2). There was
a nearly significant difference in the frequencies of approach and withdrawal by the (pooled)
study groups as a function of location (χ2 = 3.823, N = 610, DF = 1, P = 0.051; Table 5); groups
tended to withdraw more often in the shared areas, and approach more often in the non-shared
areas. Barrett’s (1995) group appeared to withdraw far more often in the shared area (64%) than
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in the non-shared area (40%; Figure 2), but the frequencies of approach and withdrawal were not
significantly different across conditions (Fisher exact test, N = 41, DF = 1, P = 0.290). The nonsignificant result for her group may be due to small sample sizes.
To determine whether the patterns exhibited by Waser’s and Barrett’s groups could be an
artifact of limited sample sizes (only one group per population, with a limited number of
responses per condition), I examined the responses by each of my study groups separately. There
was no significant difference in the frequency of withdrawal between locations for any group
(Table 5, Figure 3), regardless of sample size.
I simultaneously evaluated the effects of intergroup distance and shared/non-shared areas
on group responses using the entire dataset of 833 responses in an ordered logistic regression. A
saturated model with intergroup distance, shared/non-shared status, and an interaction term
between the two variables did not explain a significant amount of the variance in the data (DF =
5, LR χ2 = 5.38, P = 0.146). However, a model with only the shared/non-shared term was nearly
significant (DF = 3, LR χ2 = 3.66, P = 0.056).

Change in travel direction. For the current Ngogo study groups, I determined which
factors caused changes in the listening group’s travel direction after hearing a neighbor’s longdistance call. The strongest predictor was the listener’s pre-call travel direction (Table 6;
Pearson’s χ2 = 136.55, N = 600, DF = 6, p < 0.001); the listener’s pre- and post-call travel
directions matched more often than would be expected by chance. Conversely, a listening group
reversed its travel direction significantly less often than would be expected by chance (binomial
test, from ‘toward’ to ‘away’: p < 0.001; from ‘away’ to ‘toward’: p < 0.001).
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A multivariate regression analysis of post-call deflection angles, using only those samples
where the listener’s pre-call travel direction was toward the caller, yielded one best model (Table
7; control models are listed in Tables 8 and 9, and the full models in Table 10). The caller’s
degree of intrusion had a marked effect on the listener’s behavior: the listener’s median
deflection angle when the caller was outside of, in the periphery, or in the core of the listener’s
range was -45⁰, -36⁰, and 4⁰, respectively (Figure 4). This pattern indicates that the listener
turned away when the caller was in its own area, but maintained a collision course if the caller
intruded deeply into the listener’s range. The number of adult males in the listening group had a
non-linear effect on deflection angles: when the listening group had three males, its median
turning angle was -27⁰ (i.e., it continued moving in the same, general direction toward the caller,
turning away only slightly), but if it had fewer or more than three males, its turning angle was 45⁰ and -90⁰, respectively (i.e., it turned to move perpendicular to the caller; Figure 5). The
feeding value of the listening group’s location at the time of the call also affected its deflection
angle: the median deflection angle in low-, medium-, and high-value sites was -27⁰, -45⁰, and 72⁰, indicating that, unexpectedly, the group exhibited its strongest avoidance response when it
was in high value sites (Figure 6). The distance between the calling and listening groups was
included in the best control model, but was not a significant predictor in the final model. The
random effects in the model did not explain a significant portion of the variance in the dependent
variable (likelihood-ratio test, χ2 = 0.23, DF = 2, P = 0.889), indicating that responses by
different groups were not distinguishable.

Short-Range Encounters
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Overview of PBs and IGEs. For the playback trials, I conducted 71 experimental and 8
control trials, which were distributed across study groups (Table 11) and conditions (Table 12).
Post-playback group movements were not associated with trial order (Kruskal-Wallis test,
Nwithdraw = 32, Nstationary = 23, Napproach = 16, χ2 = 4.026, P = 0.134), nor was the probability that
females or males approached the speaker (Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test; females: Napproach = 11,
Nstationary = 60, Z = -0.653, P = 0.514; males: Napproach = 34, Nstationary = 37, Z = -0.547, P = 0.584),
indicating that subjects did not habituate to the playback setup.
We observed 59 IGEs, 58 beginning when groups were in auditory, but not visual,
contact. We recorded information on both the focal and opposing groups during 24 of these
IGEs, resulting in a total of 82 group-IGE observations. All study groups were observed to
participate in IGEs, though not under all conditions (Table 13); however, in data pooled across
groups, IGEs did occur under all conditions (Table 14). The number of observations for group
size difference was < 82 because 13 IGEs were with neighboring non-study groups of
indeterminate size. Additionally, the site feeding value could not be determined for one Mn IGE
because we were unable to follow the group for more than one day during that observation
period, which prevented an accurate determination of the IGE site value.
Compared to IGEs, the PBs occurred deeper in the focal groups’ home ranges, in
locations of lower feeding value, during periods of slightly lower fruit consumption levels, when
the focal group had been in the encounter site for longer periods, and tended to pit the focal
group against larger (rather than equally-sized) neighboring groups (Table 15).

Group movement after PB trials. In the 71 experimental trials, the median distance
moved was 0 m (interquartile range -50-0): the groups remained stationary in 23 trials (32%),
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moved toward the speaker in 16 trials (23%; 62 m, IQR 35.5-84), and moved away from the
speaker in 32 trials (45%; -54 m, IQR -84- -12). I compared travel distances and categories
(withdraw, stationary, approach) in the experimental PB trials against matched control periods to
determine if travel movements after PBs differed from typical travel movements in the same
locations. The frequency of each response category, and the distance traveled, did not differ
between experimental PB trials and matched control periods (travel categories: χ2 = 0.898, DF =
2, P = 0.638; travel distances: Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test, Ncontrol = 302, NePB = 71, Z = 0.881, P = 0.378).
I evaluated whether any predictor variables were associated with different patterns of
group movement (withdraw, stationary, approach). Feeding site value was the only predictor
whose values were significantly associated with different responses (Table 16): groups remained
stationary at high-value feeding sites and withdrew or approached at low-value feeding sites
(Figure 7; site feeding value for ‘approach’ and ‘withdraw’ responses in PB trials was not
significantly different; Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test, Napproach = 16, Nwithdraw = 32, Z = -1.044, P
= 0.297). However, this pattern of movement was not unique to the experimental PB trials; site
feeding value also significantly predicted group movement during the matched control periods
(Kruskal-Wallis test, Nwithdraw = 149, Nstationary = 81, Napproach = 72, χ2 = 11.152, DF = 2, P =
0.004), in which groups remained stationary in the highest-value feeding sites (stationary:
median 10.78, IQR 3.28-31.93; withdraw: 7.78, 5.31-17.44; approach: 6.49, 2.83-12.18). Site
feeding values during experimental PBs and matched control periods were not significantly
different when the travel category was ‘stationary’ (Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test, NePB = 23,
Ncontrol = 81, Z = -1.532, P = 0.125), but when the travel category was ‘withdraw’ or ‘approach,’
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site feeding values were lower during PBs than during matched periods (away: Z = 4.408, P <
0.001; toward: Z = 2.354, P = 0.019; Figure 7).
Though the calling group’s (i.e., the speaker’s) location within its own range did not
exhibit a significant overall effect on group movement, it did differ specifically between the
‘withdraw’ and ‘approach’ responses (Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test, Napproach = 16, Nwithdraw =
32, Z = 2.120, P = 0.034); groups were more likely to approach when the caller was slightly
outside its own range, and more likely to withdraw when the caller was within its own range
(Figure 8).
To determine whether post-call travel movements during experimental PB trials were a
continuation of pre-call travel movements, I examined group movement in the 30 min before and
after the playback trial; pre- and post-trial travel direction were not significantly associated
(Table 17A; Fisher exact test, P = 0.283). During matched control periods, however, pre and post
movements were strongly associated (Table 17B; P < 0.001).

Sex-specific responses. Neither males nor females approached the speaker during the 8
control trials. During the experimental PB trials and IGEs, the most common response by
females was to remain stationary (i.e., to stay with the group; Table 18AB); they left the group to
approach the simulated or real neighbor at low rates, and only if males also approached. Female
responses to control trials, experimental trials, and IGEs were not significantly different (control
vs. experimental trials: Fisher exact test, P = 0.591; experimental trials vs. IGEs: χ2 = 2.89, DF =
1, P = 0.089). Males approached and remained stationary at approximately equal rates in PBs and
IGEs (χ2 = 0.29, DF=1, P = 0.590; Table 18AB), and responded to experimental playbacks
significantly more often than to control trials (Fisher exact test, p = 0.008).
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In the experimental PB trials, there was no association between group movement and
either female or male responses (Table 19AB; Fisher exact test; females: P = 0.637; males: P =
0.439), largely because a subgroup (one or a few males, and sometimes females) often
approached the speaker while the remainder of the group stayed in place or moved away.
Another cause for the discrepancy between group-wide and sex-specific responses was the
difference in time frame and measurement: group movements were recorded 30 min after the call
and were counted as approaches even if the distance moved toward the speaker was only a few
meters, whereas male and female responses were monitored for 15 min after the call and were
only counted as an approach if the individual came within sight of the speaker (i.e., if the
individual was at the edge of the group at the time of the call, it had to move nearly 80 m to be
considered an approach).
Sex-specific responses were not affected by the difference in group size, the listening
group’s location in its home range, or site feeding value, which were the variables I manipulated
while conducting PBs (Table 20A-D). Female responses during experimental PB trials indicated
that both site occupation time and the caller’s location in its range were nearly significant (Table
20A). After comparing the two variables, it appears that females were most likely to approach
when site occupation was short (20-40 min) and the calling group just outside its own range
(Figure 9). In contrast, females were unlikely to approach when site occupation time was long
(>40 min), and when the calling group was within its own range. During IGEs, site occupation
time was significantly associated (before, but not after, Bonferroni correction) with the
likelihood of female approach; females were more likely to approach and initiate contact with a
neighboring group if the focal group had occupied the IGE site for less than 30 min (Table 20B).
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Males were more likely to approach the speaker during experimental PB trials if the
group had been feeding in large patches during the observation period (though this effect was not
significant after Bonferroni correction; Table 20C). In IGEs, occupation time exhibited a similar
association with males as with females: males were more likely to approach the neighboring
group if the focal group had been in the IGE location ≤ 40 min (Table 20D).
To determine if the approach response was merely a continuation of the group’s pre-call
travel direction, I compared male and female responses to pre-call travel direction (where
negative and positive values indicate pre-call movement away from and toward the speaker,
respectively). Pre-call travel was not associated with sex-specific responses (Wilcoxon-MannWhitney test; females: Napproach = 11, Nstationary = 60, Z = 0.655, P = 0.512; males: Napproach = 34,
Nstationary = 37, Z = 1.107, P = 0.268).
I pooled the PB and IGE datasets and used multiple logistic regression to determine
whether female and male responses were simultaneously affected by multiple variables (Tables
21-23). Because site occupation time was a significant predictor in the previous analyses of
female and male responses, and because it appeared to have a threshold effect (where site
occupation time was either < or ≥ 40 minutes), I transformed it into a binary variable for the
multiple regression analyses. I found slightly different patterns of female and male responses
using the pooled datasets, compared to the previous analyses. The best model for female
responses included an interaction between the listener’s and caller’s locations within their
respective ranges, as well as site occupation time (Table 24). Females were most likely to
approach a neighboring group when (a) the focal group was in the core of its range and the
neighboring group in the periphery of its range, (b) the focal group was in the periphery of its
range and the neighboring group in the core of its range (Table 25), or (c) the focal group had
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been in the encounter location < 40 min. The three best models for male responses included a
significant interaction term between site occupation time and the availability of estrous females
(Table 26): males were most likely to approach a neighboring group when estrous females were
absent and the focal group had been in the encounter location < 40 min (Table 27). Two of the
best models included the patch size variable and one model also included the focal group’s
location in its range, but neither of these variables were statistically significant.
To determine if the effect of site occupation time was confounded with site feeding value
(i.e., perhaps groups that had recently arrived continued to approach the neighboring group
because they were in high value feeding sites), I divided occupation time into two categories (<
and ≥ 40 min) and tested whether site feeding value differed significantly among these
categories. Encounters with short and long site occupation times did not vary in their site feeding
value (Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test, N<40min = 60, N>30min = 67, Z = 0.726, P = 0.468). I then
examined female and male responses in the context of occupation times that were < and and ≥ 40
min, and site feeding values that were above and below the mean. I compared the frequency of
approach by females and males in the four conditions to the overall frequency of approach for
each sex (Table 28AB). Females were significantly more likely to approach a real or simulated
neighbor when the focal group had been in a high-value feeding site for a short period, and males
were less likely to approach when the focal group had been in a low-value site for a long period.

DISCUSSION
Habitat quality. The groups living at high density had the fewest food trees (and smallest
cumulative basal area of food trees) available per individual and the group living at low density
had the most food trees (and highest basal area of food trees) per individual, which suggests that
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food availability differed across the three studies. There may have been some differences in
species composition, fruit biomass, nutritional composition of plant foods, and phenology
patterns across the studies, but the current data suggest that mangabey groups living at high and
low densities experienced the most and least feeding competition, respectively.

Long-Range Encounters
The effect of population density on intergroup relations. As predicted, the mangabey
groups living at high density approached their neighbors more often (and exhibited less
avoidance) than groups living at medium or low densities. There was a strong effect of
intergroup distance in the low-density group, but this effect was diminished among the highdensity groups. In both populations, there was a weak effect of location (shared versus nonshared areas) on the low-density group, and a slightly stronger (though still not significant) effect
at higher densities.
These patterns indicate that at low population densities, groups exhibit little spatial bias
(i.e., territoriality) in their responses toward neighbors; they are no more likely to approach and
attempt to defend inner home range areas than outer areas. This pattern was encapsulated in a
description of a playback trial by Waser (1977), when he played a call from a neighboring group
in the middle of the focal group’s range, from which the focal group ran away. The threshold of
600 m (below which the frequency of withdrawal was greater than the frequency of approach)
indicates that when group density was low, groups maintained a large spatial buffer among
themselves. Similarly, among mantled howler monkeys on Barro Colorado Island, closelyspaced groups tended to move away from each other and to maintain an intergroup spatial buffer
of several hundred meters (Chivers 1969).
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When population density and competition for resources were high, groups exhibited
somewhat greater spatial bias (i.e., they were more likely to withdraw in the shared periphery
than in the non-shared core) and no distinct intergroup buffer. However, the spatial bias
approached significance only when the data were pooled across groups, indicating that the effect
size was quite small and only detectable with large samples. Thus it is unclear whether Waser
(1975) and Barrett (1995) would have found the same pattern of spatial bias with a similar
sample size, or if their groups would have exhibited equal frequencies of withdrawal in the core
and periphery. More generally, Figures 1 and 2 suggest that the nature of mangabey intergroup
relations changes with increasing population density. Models of territory economics (Davies and
Houston 1984; Dunbar 1988) predict that as population density increases relative to habitat
carrying capacity, ranges will become smaller and groups will exhibit greater tendencies to
aggressively exclude neighbors from their home ranges. While mangabeys at Ngogo are not yet
at the point where they maintain exclusive home ranges through active defense, they have clearly
abandoned the strategy of consistent mutual avoidance in favor of a more confrontational
strategy.

Turning angles in a high-density population. Analysis of turning angles produced a more
nuanced picture than positive or negative changes in travel distance. In terms of broad categories
of travel direction (toward, perpendicular, or away), mangabey groups living at high density
largely appeared to ignore their neighbors. If a group was moving toward the caller prior to the
call, it continued moving toward the caller afterwards, and the same pattern held for other precall travel categories.
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I then considered only those occasions when a listening group had been moving toward a
caller before the whoop gobble. In this context, groups exhibited large turning angles
(avoidance) when they had many males, which conflicts with theoretical predictions: small
groups are expected to exhibit the strongest avoidance, and large groups the least avoidance
(Maynard Smith and Parker 1976). This pattern also contrasts with observations of Sulawesi
crested black macaques (Macaca nigra), in which smaller groups avoided larger ones (Kinnaird
and O'Brien 2000). Because mangabey groups with many males also tended to be larger than
groups with few males (unpub. data), it may have been possible that larger groups, with more
mouths to feed, needed to avoid areas that may have already been depleted of food resources by
neighboring groups. Further analysis of resource depletion patterns among groups of different
sizes is needed to test this idea. Listening groups were also likely to turn away from calling
groups when in high value feeding sites, which is is the opposite of the pattern I predicted.
Groups may have turned away from high-use locations because other groups might be attracted
to those resources. Listening groups exhibited the strongest approach responses when the calling
group was deeply intruding within the listener’s range, indicating that current mangabey groups
exhibit core area defense. The presence of estrous females had no effect on turning angles,
indicating that mate defense did not influence group travel movements. Overall, groups were
most likely to approach each other to investigate the intruding group or perhaps even defend the
core area, but they did not defend important feeding sites.
When compared to the strong avoidance responses by Waser’s (1975) group, the current
Ngogo groups exhibit a dramatically different pattern of intergroup relations. Not only do groups
encounter each other at higher rates (unpub. data), as would be expected if encounters occurred
randomly, but they also choose to approach each other under specific conditions. The listening
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groups’ approach responses to deeply-intruding neighbors are particularly interesting, partly
because this is the opposite of Waser’s observations, but also because it reinforces the tentative
pattern observed in the preceding analysis – groups now exhibit a spatial bias in their response to
neighboring groups, in which they are more likely to approach – and possibly to defend – while
in inner areas than outer areas. (Note however, that the location definitions are different in these
two analyses: in the ‘change in travel distance’ section, group responses were compared in
shared versus non-shared areas; in the ‘change in travel direction’ section, group responses were
compared in outer versus inner regions.) While mangabey long-distance calls allow groups to
monitor each other, they do not appear to function as active territorial defense when compared
with species like brown howlers (da Cunha and Jalles-Filho 2007), titi monkeys (Robinson 1979;
Robinson 1981), and gibbons (Mitani 1985a). Unlike these taxa, mangabeys do not produce
long-distance calls primarily at home range boundaries, at dawn, or in response to neighbor’s
calls (Waser 1977).
Based on my findings, it is clear that grey-cheeked mangabeys can no longer be referred
to as an archetypal ‘avoidance’ species (c.f. Cheney 1987; Waser and Wiley 1979): their
intergroup relations differed across a gradient of population density, and while there were still
some occasions in which groups avoided each other (35% of responses, taken from the ‘toward’
column in Table 6), they are not characterized by a universal avoidance response. Changes in
density affect not only the frequency with which groups interact, but also group behavior during
those encounters.
Aside from Waser’s (1975; 1976; 1977) and Barrett’s (1995) work, only one other study
assessed group movement after a neighbor’s naturally-occurring long-distance call in relation to
multiple social and ecological factors. In a study of mantled howler monkeys, Hopkins (2008)
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found that a listening group was likely to approach another if (a) the listening group was lowerranking than the calling group (where rank was independent of group size); (b) the calling group
produced calls at low rates; (c) the calling group was intruding deeply into the listening group’s
range; and most significantly in terms of effect size, (d) the overall abundance of food in the
environment was low. Results (c) and (d) are similar to those described above for mangabeys,
and reinforce the idea that an important function of long-distance calls – at least in some species
– is to enable groups to avoid areas that have recently been depleted by neighbors in the
periphery of the range, and to maintain relatively exclusive access to resources in the center of
the range.

Short-Range Encounters
Comparison of PBs and IGEs. There were significant differences in the conditions under
which PBs and IGEs occurred, but mangabeys reacted very similarly in the two types of
encounter. IGEs tended to be clumped in time, such that there were no IGEs during some
observation periods and many IGEs during others (even after correcting for differences in
sampling effort; unpub. data). During periods with many IGEs, it was usually impossible to
conduct PB trials because groups spent the majority of their time < 500 m apart. IGEs occurred
predominantly in peripheral, high value feeding locations during periods when the diet was
composed largely of fruit.
Five primary logistical constraints resulted in an uneven distribution of PB trials across
the experimental conditions. (1) The Mn group was smaller than its neighbors so I could not
measure its response to calls from smaller neighboring groups; similarly, M2 was larger than all
its neighbors. (2) The adult male in the Mn group rarely made long-distance calls and I was
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unable to record the few calls that he did produce; as a result, I did not play calls from Mn to its
neighbors. (3) Each group had a limited number of neighbors that constrained the potential
number of trials (e.g., Mnw did not adjoin M2 or Ms). (4) Only groups M1, M2, and Me were
followed for the entire study period; the other groups were followed for shorter periods, which
limited the opportunities for recording their calls and conducting playbacks. (5) The number of
occasions in which a group entered a location of high feeding value were relatively few and
tended to be clumped during periods with many IGEs.
There was also a difference between IGEs and PBs in site occupation time. Before
conducting a PB trial, I waited until the group had been resting, ideally for > 10 min;
consequently, few PB trials occurred when the focal group had been in the PB location for short
periods. From female and male responses during IGEs, it is clear that they are most likely to
approach the neighbor if the group had been in the IGE location for < 30 min, yet this is
precisely the time frame that is under-represented among the PB trials. Whereas 54% of IGEs
occurred when the focal group had been in the IGE location for < 30 min, only 18% of PB trials
occurred within this narrow time frame (i.e., 82% of PB trials occurred when the focal group had
been in the trial location for ≥ 30 min). The difference in the distribution of site occupation times
explains the more strongly significant results for female and male responses in PB trials than in
IGEs, and may also explain why females approached the neighboring group slightly less often
during PBs than during IGEs.
Despite the differences in the distribution of conditions between IGEs and PB trials, there
was nonetheless some degree of overlap (e.g., a few PBs occurred in peripheral, high value
feeding sites). I did not intend to conduct PB trials under conditions that differed from IGE
conditions, but there is a positive aspect to this approach: it allowed me to test group responses
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under a wider range of ecological conditions than would have been possible had I only studied
IGEs.
Groups were likely to be aware of each other’s presence long before engaging in an IGE
because they heard each other’s long-distance calls up to distances of approximately 1 km
(Waser 1977), and produced bouts of these calls approximately every 1.75 hrs (unpub. data). Of
course, PBs were different in that there had not been an exchange of calls in the hours preceding
the trial, but the fact that females and males responded at similar frequencies in IGEs and PBs –
and largely in response to similar predictors – indicates that mangabeys perceived the PB calls to
represent a neighboring mangabey group rather than something novel in the environment. If
mangabeys responded to experimental PBs simply out of curiosity, then females and males
should have approached the speaker with the same frequency in control trials (in 1 and 4 control
trials, respectively), yet they never approached during controls. The lack of response to control
trials further indicates that the experimental stimuli were responsible for eliciting approach
responses, and were likely perceived as realistic representations of neighboring groups.

Group movement in response to playbacks. Mangabey group movements (away,
stationary, or toward the speaker) were significantly associated with site feeding values during
experimental PB trials and matching control periods. Groups were likely to stay in place in
locations of high feeding value and to move away from or toward the speaker when in lowervalue locations. This pattern is to be expected, since higher-value feeding areas likely take longer
to deplete than lower-value locations, and is also congruent with mangabey behavior during
IGEs in high value sites. When a group was feeding in a high value quadrat (i.e., a large,
preferred food tree) and heard a neighbor nearby, all individuals immediately moved < 5 m in
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front of the tree and waited for the neighboring group to approach, which appeared to be a
defensive strategy meant to block the neighbor’s access to the food source (pers. obs.).
Group approach and withdrawal responses did not correspond with site feeding value, but
instead with whether the calling group (i.e., the speaker) was within or slightly outside of its own
home range; listeners approached when the caller was outside its normal range, and withdrew
when the caller was within its normal range. In contrast, approach and withdrawal responses
during matched control periods corresponded with site feeding value; groups tended to approach
when in low-value sites, and withdraw when in medium-value feeding sites. The different
patterns for PB trials and matched control periods indicates that groups moved toward the
speaker during PBs because they perceived a neighboring group to be present, and were
presumably attempting to prevent the neighbor from expanding its home range. Group
movements toward the speaker appeared to be a form of offensive aggression because the focal
groups moved rapidly, producing many intense grunt choruses and staccato barks (in addition,
similar behavior during IGEs was followed by high-level aggression from the approachers in
82% of approaches; unpub. data). To my knowledge, this is the first observation of the use of
potentially separate defensive (stationary) and offensive (approach) strategies in response to the
presence of neighboring groups, and is further evidence of the behavioral diversity that
characterizes primate intergroup encounters.
Black-and-white colobus groups in the Kibale forest were also more likely to initiate
aggressive encounters when in high-use feeding sites (Harris 2010). Somewhat surprisingly,
however, no other studies have evaluated how food abundance and spatial patterning correspond
with patterns of initiation of short-range encounters; instead, most have focused on the maximum
level of aggression exhibited during encounters or the outcomes of encounters (e.g., Cheney
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1981; Cooper et al. 2004; Crofoot 2007; Crofoot et al. 2008; Fashing 2001; Harrison 1983;
Kinnaird 1992; Kitchen et al. 2004; Korstjens et al. 2005; Korstjens et al. 2002; Majolo et al.
2005).
I found no evidence that numeric odds affected initiation patterns among mangabeys,
which contrasts with patterns observed for black-and-white colobus (Harris 2010) and black
howler monkeys (Kitchen 2003; 2006). Numeric odds is generally thought to be an important
variable in group-level contests (Kitchen and Beehner 2007), but the results presented here may
have differed from theoretical expectations because I did not distinguish between the potential
and the actual number of initiators (Bonanni et al. 2010; Zhao and Tan 2010).
The presence of estrous females did not affect initiation patterns, indicating an absence of
male defense of female mates. This result contrasts with the predictions for grey-cheeked
mangabeys and the pattern observed for black-and-white colobus groups (Harris 2010), but is
consistent with patterns of male mangabey aggressive behavior (Chapter 3), encounter outcomes
(Chapter 4), and encounter rates (Chapter 5).
Mangabey groups living at high density withdrew from the calls of a simulated
neighboring group in 45% of PB trials, whereas Waser’s (1975) group withdrew in 100% of
trials ( N = 7 trials). Interestingly, when the current study groups retreated, they traveled farther
(mean 60 ± SD 49 m) than Waser’s group (30 ± 10 m), indicating a much stronger response.
Though the withdrawal response by current Ngogo groups was strong, so was their approach
response (60 ± 33 m). The wider range of response types and greater strength of responses in the
high-density population, compared to the low-density population, is as expected. At higher levels
of resource competition, groups should more readily approach each other to contest access to
high-value resources (Brown 1964).
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Sex-specific responses during IGEs and PBs. In the pooled IGE and PB data, site
occupation time was the strongest predictor of whether females and males approached the
neighboring group. I assumed that site occupation time would reflect the degree of resource
exploitation at a particular location and that the more time a group spent at a site, the more likely
they were to have depleted its resources. I used this proxy of feeding activity because the
location scans were conducted more frequently (every 10 min) than the feeding scans (every 30
min). The pattern of female approaches (Table 28A) suggests that occupation time did reflect
feeding opportunity: females were least likely to approach a neighbor when the focal group had
been in low-value sites for long periods (i.e., they had probably fully exploited the available
resources), and somewhat more likely to approach when in high-value sites for short periods
(i.e., they had probably not yet exploited the available resources). Similarly, males were least
likely to approach when the group had been in a low-value site for a long period.
An alternative interpretation of site occupation time is that it may have represented
inertia. That is, individuals that had been resting were likely to continue resting, even after
hearing nearby calls from a neighboring group; conversely, individuals that had recently arrived
at a location were more likely to continue moving in their orIGEnal travel direction, and thus to
approach the neighboring group. However, females and males were no more likely to approach if
their pre-call travel direction was toward the speaker than if it was away from the speaker or
stationary, so inertia is an unlikely explanation. To my knowledge, feeding opportunity has not
previously been documented as an important predictor of the likelihood of approaching a
neighboring group, though it is clearly a form of ‘payoff’ that should affect the behavior of
contestants (Hammerstein 1981; Maynard Smith and Parker 1976).
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Female responses were also affected by the interaction of the focal group’s location and
the neighboring group’s location: they were most likely to approach when their group was in its
core area and the neighbor was in its periphery, and when their group was in its periphery and
the neighbor was in its core (Table 24). The pattern is somewhat puzzling, and it is unclear why,
when in their range periphery, females would approach if also in the core of the neighbor’s
range, but not in the periphery of the neighbor’s range.
In the PB dataset, male approaches were more likely if the food patches in which the
group fed during the observation period were large. However, males did not exhibit the same
pattern of responses during IGEs, likely because of the aforementioned differences in the periods
when IGEs and PBs occurred. Male behavior across IGEs and PBs conforms with the predictions
for food defense: individuals are expected to defend feeding sites large enough to feed the group
when overall food abundance is low (Sterck et al. 1997; van Schaik 1989). In the pooled PB and
IGE dataset, male responses were also significantly affected by the presence of estrous females,
but their responses were opposite the predicted patterns for mate defense: males were most likely
to approach a neighboring group when estrous females were absent, particularly if the focal
group had recently arrived in the encounter location and presumably not yet depleted whatever
resources were at the site (Table 27). Among savannah baboons, mate-guarding males are more
likely to engage with neighboring groups than non-mate-guarding males (Kitchen et al. 2004),
which suggests that mangabey males were not defending their access to estrous female mates.
The males may have been less likely to approach the neighboring group because of increased
intragroup mating competition; i.e., each male may have been inclined to stay near the estrous
female because turning his attention to the neighboring group could give other male group-mates
an opportunity to copulate with the estrous female. In sum, the lower rate of approaches when
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estrous females were present indicates that male behavior was affected more by intragroup
mating competition than intergroup competition, and that males did not defend female mates
during short-range IGEs.
Overall, the pooled PB and IGE data indicate that females approached neighboring
groups in response to various food-related variables, potentially to defend their access to feeding
sites. Males also approached neighboring groups in response to food-related variables,
particularly during fruit-poor periods. Across encounter types, males approached neighboring
groups at least twice as often as females (Tables 19AB, 20). In IGEs, this was because males
approached under a broader range of site occupation times than females. In PBs, it was because
they responded to different predictor variables.
Male and female responses did not correspond with group movements: in some
encounters, the entire group approached and initiated contact with the neighboring group (whole
group IGEs; 23% of PBs and 52% of IGEs); in other encounters, the body of the group remained
in place or fled while one or a few individuals approached the neighboring group (subgroup
IGEs; 34% of PBs and 48% of IGEs; in the remaining 43% of PB trials, neither the group nor a
subgroup approached the speaker). Sex-specific and group-wide responses were also affected by
different predictor variables: whereas female and male approaches were generally affected by
site occupation time (in the pooled dataset), group-wide movement was affected by the feeding
value of the encounter location.
During PB trials, female mangabeys in the high-density Ngogo groups approached the
calls of a simulated neighboring group more often than females in the group living at low density
(15% vs. 0% of PB trials; Waser 1975). Conversely, males in the high-density groups
approached less often than males in Waser’s group (48% vs. approximately 85% of trials).
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Because feeding competition appears to have increased with population density, it is to be
expected that female participation would also increase. The decrease in male participation,
however, is unexpected.

General Conclusions
Long- and short-range mangabey intergroup encounters reveal different behavioral
patterns. The analyses of long-range encounters indicated that mangabey groups defended the
core of their home ranges, but avoided other groups when in high-use feeding sites or when the
listening group had many males. The analyses of short-range encounters indicated that groupwide movements, female approaches, and male approaches were most likely a form of food
defense. In summary, there was evidence of food defense during short-range encounters,
evidence of core area defense during long-range encounters, and a negative effect of numeric
odds in long-range encounters. Clearly, it is necessary to evaluate intergroup relations in multiple
contexts because particular strategies may be evident in different encounter types. Very few
studies have been conducted on multiple aspects of intergroup relations (but see Kinnaird 1992;
Kinnaird and O'Brien 2000).
Within the context of long-range encounters, this study focused on short term responses
(movements within a 30 min window), yet it is likely that whoop gobbles affect intergroup
spacing patterns over longer periods of hours or days. This is indicated by the fact that although
mangabey annual ranges overlap extensively, their weekly ranges are often adjacent but without
overlap (Chapter 5). This temporal separation in space use is likely mediated through the use of
long-distance calls and may function as a means of avoiding areas that have recently been
exploited by neighboring groups, thereby avoiding the potential costs associated with IGEs when
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the potential benefits of resource access are low (Wrangham et al. 2007). Further analysis,
preferably of whole-day calling and ranging sequences among neighboring groups, is needed to
determine whether groups prevent their weekly ranges from overlapping as a means of avoiding
recently-exploited areas, and under what social or ecological circumstances group ranges are
allowed to overlap.
As demonstrated here, mangabey intergroup relations varied along a gradient of
population density. The group living in a low-density population exhibited nearly complete
avoidance of its neighbors. Though Waser (1975; 1976; 1977) did not test whether seasonal
changes in patterns of food abundance, distribution, and patch size affected the group’s
responses to neighboring calls, it appears that his study group had significantly more food
available to it than was available to the groups in the current study, so Waser’s group may have
had little need to contest access to resources. Overall, as Dunbar (1988) predicted, the frequency
of long- and short-range encounters increased with density and feeding competition, and the
behavior of females and entire groups became more confrontational. These trends also fit the
stipulations set forth by Brown (1964) regarding the conditions under which groups should
compete for access to resources – namely, when resources are limiting and defendable, and
access to those resources can be increased through competitive encounters.
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Table 1. The observation period and hours per group and the composition of each group (AM =
adult males, SM = subadult males, AF = adult females, SF = subadult females). Groups are
sorted by total size.

Group
M2
Ms
M1
Me
Mnw
Mse
Mn

Observation
Period
01/08 – 03/09
11/08 – 03/09
01/08 – 03/09
01/08 – 03/09
06/08 – 03/09
10/08 – 11/08
05/08 – 03/09

Observation
Hours
1,736
780
2,023
2,015
1,429
213
487

AM
2-4
2-4
3-4
2-3
2-3
1-2
1

AF
9
10
8
7
5
5
1

SM
2-3
1
1-2
1
1-3
0-1
0

SF
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

Total
15-18
14-16
13-15
11-12
9-11
7-9
3
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Table 2. Second generation models considered in the selection process, each of which includes
the best control variables (CV).
Model
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Variables
CV
CV + overall food abundance
CV + distribution of feeding quadrats
CV + mean food patch size
CV + plant foraging as % of activity records
CV + fruit feeding as % of plant feeding records
CV + feeding value of listener’s location
CV + estrous females
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Table 3. Comparison of the mangabey population density, number of food tree stems, and food
basal area in three mangabey studies in Kibale National Park, Uganda.
This study
Ngogo
1.501
17
25.5

Barrett (1995)
Ngogo
0.802*
15
12

Waser (1977)
Kanyawara
0.251
15
3.75

# food trees / km2
# food trees / individual

21,528
844

20,447
1,704

18,482
4,929

Food basal area (m2) / km2
Food basal area (m2) / individual

12,662
497

15,635
1,303

6,454
1,721

Total basal area (m2) / km2 *
4,800
2
Total basal area (m ) / individual
188
1
Density calculated from known home ranges.
2
Density calculated from censuses.
* Data from Butynski (1990)

4,800
400

3,900
1,040

# groups / km2
# individuals / group
# individuals / km2
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Table 4. Number of whoop gobble bouts recorded in each home range zone (data pooled across
groups). Numbers in the “calling bouts” column are the number of bouts per zone and the
percent of all bouts that occurred in a zone; numbers in the “zone area” column indicate the
percent of the home ranges that occurred in each zone.
Home range
zone
10 (innermost)
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1 (outermost)

Calling
Bouts
280 (11%)
319 (12%)
318 (12%)
289 (11%)
325 (12%)
280 (11%)
226 (9%)
231 (9%)
214 (8%)
173 (7%)

% of home
Ratio of
range area Bouts : Area
4%
2.75
5%
2.40
5%
2.40
5%
2.20
6%
2.00
7%
1.57
8%
1.13
11%
0.82
14%
0.57
36%
0.19
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Figure 1. Change in group movement (frequency of approach minus the frequency of
withdrawal) at different intergroup distances after a neighbor’s long-distance call. Number of
observations for each distance category: Waser = 19, 23, 7, 7; Brown = 43, 126, 196, 245.
Percentages for Waser’s group were estimated from Figure 2 in Waser (1975).
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Figure 2. Change in group movement (frequency of approach minus the frequency of
withdrawal) within core/non-shared and periphery/shared areas after a neighbor’s long-distance
call. Number of observations per home range location: Waser = 7, 30; Barrett = 30, 11; Brown =
417, 193. Percentages for Waser’s group were estimated from Figure 3 in Waser (1975) and
percentages for Barrett’s (1995) group were calculated from the raw data.
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Table 5. Pearson χ2 tests of the frequency of withdrawal across core (non-shared) and periphery
(shared) areas, per study group. I/D = insufficient data.
Core
Study
Group
M2
Ms
M1
Me
Mnw
Mse
Mn
Total

N
100
26
112
126
37
7
9
417

%
withdrawal
48%
50%
57%
47%
57%
86%
67%
52%

Periphery
%
N
withdrawal
54
54%
16
69%
62
60%
25
64%
19
63%
0
I/D
17
71%
193
61%

χ2(1)
0.379
1.422
0.105
2.461
0.213
I/D
0.043
3.823

P
0.538
0.233
0.746
0.117
0.645
I/D
0.837
0.051
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Figure 3. Group movements in response to neighbors’ whoop-gobbles by six Ngogo study
groups in a high density population. See Table 4 for sample sizes. Group Mnw is the same group
studied by Barrett (1995).
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Table 6. The number (and percentage) of post-call travel direction responses, sorted by pre-call
travel direction.
PRE-CALL TRAVEL DIRECTION
POST-CALL
Toward
Perpendicular
Away
TRAVEL DIRECTION
Toward*
63 (40%)
44 (16%)
7 (4%)
Perpendicular
48 (31%)
116 (42%)
50 (30%)
Away
6 (4%)
52 (19%)
79 (48%)
Stationary
40 (25%)
65 (23%)
30 (18%)
Total
157
277
166
* When both the pre- and post-call travel direction were toward the caller: 26 responses
consisted of no change in travel direction, 19 consisted of turning toward the caller, and 18
consisted of turning away from the caller (but still remaining within 45⁰ of the direction to the
caller).
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Table 7. The best model of listener deflection angles (when the pre-call travel direction was
‘toward’ the caller). See Table 10 for the AICC values of this and all other evaluated models.
Model Parameters
N = 105
DF = 11
Wald χ2 = 27.17
P = 0.0003

Variable
State
Degree of intrusion by Caller
Outside vs. Periphery
Outside vs. Core
# adult males in Listening group
3 vs. < 3
3 vs. > 3
Site feeding value
0% vs. 10%
0% vs. 20%+
Distance between Listener and Caller
Intercept

β

P

6.165
68.627

0.547
0.004

-10.138
-38.238

0.623
0.005

-15.465
-29.306
-0.925
-19.349

0.154
0.014
0.193
0.113
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Figure 4. Listener’s deflection angle as a function of the degree of intrusion by the calling group
into the listener’s home range (outside: N = 57; periphery: N = 44; core: N = 4).

Outside

Periphery

Core
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Figure 5. Listener’s deflection angle as a function of the number of adult males in the listening
group (< 3 males: N = 6; 3 males: n = 84; > 3 males: n = 15).

<3

3

>3
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Figure 6. Listener’s deflection angle as a function of the short term feeding value of its location
at the time of the call. Site feeding value is rounded to 0%, 10%, and ≥ 20% (0: N = 57; 10: N =
26; 20: N = 22).
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Table 8. Control variables assessed during the first step of the model selection process (N = 105
responses, DF = 5 for all models). Variables selected for inclusion in the second step, based upon
their Wald χ2 and P-values, are indicated in bold italics.
Variable
Time of day
Number of calls in bout
Distance between groups
Listener’s location in its range
Caller’s degree of intrusion
Listening group size (males)
Relative group size (males)
Listening group size (females)
Relative group size (females)
Listening group size (males & females)
Relative group size (males & females)

Wald χ2
0.10
0.54
4.37
0.65
5.52
12.03
4.32
2.41
2.96
0.75
1.67

P
0.7498
0.4610
0.0367
0.4194
0.0634
0.0024
0.1155
0.2992
0.2278
0.6889
0.1964
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Table 9. Models consisting of different combinations of important control variables (N = 105
responses for all models). Models are sorted by Δi values. D = distance between groups; C =
caller’s degree of intrusion in listener’s range; M = number of males in the listening group.
Model
C+M+D
C+M
C+D
D+M

Wald χ2
19.67
17.30
10.79
13.45

P DF
0.0014
9
0.0017
8
0.0290
7
0.0038
7

AICc
1084
1085
1097
1098

Δi
0.00
0.94
13.44
13.88

ωi
0.614
0.384
0.001
0.001
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Table 10. Models assessed during the final step of the model selection process, containing the
best control model and different food-related independent variables (N = 105 responses for all
models). Models are sorted by Δi values. CI = caller’s degree of intrusion, M = number of adult
males, D = intergroup distance.
Model
Wald χ2
P DF AICc
Δi
ωi
C + M + D + site value
27.17 0.0003 11
1069
0.00 0.980
C + M + D + food abundance
23.75 0.0006 10
1077
8.70 0.013
C + M + D + food distribution
21.56 0.0015 10
1079 10.67 0.005
C + M + D + % fruit in plant diet
19.47 0.0034 10
1082 13.46 0.001
C + M + D + food patch size
19.93 0.0029 10
1083 14.45 0.001
C+M+D
19.67 0.0014
9
1084 14.87 0.001
C + M + D + % plant foraging
19.50 0.0034 10
1086 16.97 0.000
M + D + estrous females*
13.38 0.0096
8
1094 24.72 0.000
* The estrous females variable was multicollinear with the caller’s degree of intrusion, so the
latter was omitted from the model.
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Table 11. The number of experimental playback trials conducted per group, per condition.
Study
Group
M2
Ms
M1
Me
Mnw
Mn
Sum

Total #
Trials
10
4
22
15
16
4
71

Smaller / Larger
Neighbor
10 / 0
1/3
9 / 13
2 / 13
0 / 16
0/4
22 / 49

Low / High
Feeding Value
6/4
3/1
12 / 10
10 / 5
9/7
2/2
42 / 29

Periphery / Core
Location
5/5
2/2
12 / 10
8/7
7/9
1/3
35 / 36
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Table 12. The number of experimental playback trials per condition, pooled across groups.

Focal > Neighbor
Focal < Neighbor

Low Value Feeding Site
Core
Peripheral
Area
Area
6
8
18
10

High Value Feeding Site
Core
Peripheral
Area
Area
4
4
8
13
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Table 13. The number of IGEs per group, per condition. Note that 24 IGEs are represented
twice, once for each participating group.
Study
Group
M2
Ms
M1
Me
Mnw
Mn
Sum

Total #
IGEs
14
12
23
20
8
5
82

Smaller / Larger
Neighbor
9/0
6/5
9/9
8 / 11
1/5
0/5
33 / 35

Low / High
Feeding Value
10 / 4
2 / 10
7 / 16
4 / 16
5/3
2/2
30 / 51

Periphery /
Core Location
13 / 1
5/7
18 / 5
18 / 2
6/2
3/2
63 / 19
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Table 14. The number of IGEs per condition, pooled across groups. Some IGEs are represented
twice, once for each participating group. The total number of IGEs presented here is < 82
because 13 IGEs were with non-study groups of unknown size, site feeding value could not be
determined for 1 IGE, and 1 IGE occurred between groups of equal size.

Focal > Neighbor
Focal < Neighbor

Low Value Feeding Site
Core
Peripheral
Area
Area
3
10
2
9

High Value Feeding Site
Core
Peripheral
Area
Area
4
16
9
14
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Figure 7. Median and interquartile range of site feeding value for movements ‘away,’
‘stationary,’ and ‘toward’ the speaker location. Control = matched control periods, ePBs =
experimental playback trials.
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Figure 8. Median and interquartile range of site feeding value for movements ‘away,’
‘stationary,’ and ‘toward’ the speaker location, when the calling group (i.e., the speaker) is
slightly outside its own range versus inside its range.

N = 10

N = 13

N = 11

N = 22

N = 10

N=5
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Table 17. Group movement 30 min before and after (A) experimental playback trials and (B)
matched control periods.
(A)

PostPlayback
Movement

Away
Stationary
Toward

Pre-Playback Movement
Away
Stationary
Toward
17 (24%)
8 (11%)
7 (10%)
11 (16%)
11 (16%)
1 (1%)
8 (11%)
5 (7%)
3 (4%)

Away
Stationary
Toward

Pre-Control Period Movement
Away
Stationary
Toward
44 (15%)
35 (12%)
70 (23%)
15 (5%)
20 (7%)
46 (15%)
4 (1%)
13 (4%)
55 (18%)

(B)

PostPeriod
Movement
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Table 18. Frequencies of response by each sex to (A) experimental playback trials and (B) the
presence of a neighboring group prior to naturally-occurring IGEs.
(A)
Females
Stationary
Approach

Sum

Stationary

37

0

37 (52%)

Approach

23

11

34 (48%)

60 (85%)

11 (15%)

71

Males
Sum

(B)
Females
Stationary
Approach

Sum

Stationary

38

0

38 (46%)

Approach

22

22

44 (54%)

60 (73%)

22 (27%)

82

Males
Sum
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Table 19. Comparison of (A) female and (B) male responses (stationary or approach) with
group-level responses (withdraw, stationary, or approach) during experimental playback trials.
(A)

Female Response
Stationary
Approach

Group Response
Away Stationary
Toward
26 (37%)
21 (30%)
13 (18%)
6 (8%)
2 (3%)
3 (4%)

(B)

Male Response
Stationary
Approach

Group Response
Away Stationary
Toward
18 (25%)
13 (18%)
6 (8.5%)
14 (20%)
10 (14%)
10 (14%)
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Table 20. Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney tests of female responses to the (a) simulated and (b) real
presence of neighboring groups, and male responses to (c) simulated and (d) real groups. Results
that are significant (or nearly so) before Bonferroni correction are in bold. Figures in the
“stationary” and “approach” columns are medians and interquartile ranges.
(A)

Variable
Group size difference
Listener’s location
Site feeding value
Caller’s location
Site occupation time
Food abundance
Food distribution
Food patch size
% plant foraging
% fruit in diet

Z
-1.164
-0.951
-0.080
1.933
1.904
-0.683
0.151
-1.065
1.662
-0.247

Females – PBs
(simulated encounters, α = 0.006)
Stationary
Approach
P
N = 60
N = 11
0.244
-2 (-3-1)
-2 (-2-3)
0.342
5 (3-8)
7 (3-9)
0.936
3 (0-19.5)
6 (0-18)
0.053
1 (-1-2)
-1 (-1- -1)
0.057
50 (30-75)
30 (20-50)
0.494 6.92 (3.78-11.00)
6.94 (6.66-13.39)
0.880
0.97 (0.62-1.66)
1.13 (0.52-1.51)
0.287 8.76 (6.90-11.27) 10.45 (6.87-12.64)
0.097
24 (17-36)
18 (13-24)
0.805
85.5 (63-93.5)
82 (75-91)

(B)

Variable
Group size difference
Location in range
Site feeding value
Caller’s location
Site occupation time
Food abundance
Food distribution
Food patch size
% plant foraging
% fruit in diet

Z
-1.370
0.779
-0.499
-0.603
2.623
0.436
-0.156
1.022
0.398
-1.238

P
0.171
0.436
0.618
0.546
0.009
0.663
0.876
0.307
0.690
0.216

Females – IGEs
(simulated encounters, α = 0.006)
N
Stationary N
Approach
51
-1 (-3-2) 18
1 (-2-3)
60
4 (2-5.5) 22
3.5 (2-5)
59
18 (6-46) 22
30.5 (6-49)
51
3 (1-5) 18
4 (2-5)
50
30 (10-90) 19
10 (0-20)
59
6.13 (3.20-10.67) 22
4.19 (3.17-11.95)
58
1.53 (0.68-2.37) 22
1.57 (0.41-2.50)
59 11.08 (7.94-12.04) 22 10.91 (6.94-11.24)
59
24 (18-37) 22
25 (16-38)
59
90 (81-93) 22
91 (89-93)
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(C)

Variable
Group size difference
Listener’s location
Site feeding value
Caller’s location
Estrous females*
Site occupation time
Food abundance
Food distribution
Food patch size
% plant foraging
% fruit in diet
*Pearson χ2, DF = 1

Z
-1.256
-0.920
0.400
0.037
0.009
0.794
-0.840
0.449
-2.089
1.567
-0.202

Males – PBs
(simulated encounters, α = 0.005)
Stationary
Approach
P
N = 37
N = 34
0.209
-2 (-3-2)
-1.5 (-2-1)
0.358
5 (4-7)
7 (3-9)
0.689
5 (0-16)
2 (0-21)
0.971
1 (-1-2)
1 (-1-2)
0.925
0 (0-1)
0 (0-1)
0.427
50 (30-80)
40 (30-60)
0.401 6.92 (3.54-11.00) 7.27 (5.63-11.00)
0.653
0.99 (0.64-1.71)
0.97 (0.52-1.50)
0.037 8.49 (6.15-11.03) 9.94 (7.53-13.48)
0.117
28 (16-36)
20 (16-27)
0.840
87 (59-93)
83 (75-92)

Z
-1.162
-0.278
-0.394
-0.768
1.447
2.657
0.674
-0.440
0.638
0.104
-0.816

Males – IGEs
(naturally-occurring encounters, α = 0.005)
P N
Stationary N
Approach
0.245 33
-1 (-2-2) 36
1 (-2-2.5)
0.781 38
4 (2-5) 44
4 (2-6)
0.694 37
18 (7-43) 44
26.5 (6-50)
0.443 33
3 (1-5) 36
4 (2-5)
0.229 38
0 (0-1) 44
0 (0-1)
0.008 30
40 (20-90) 39
10 (0-50)
0.501 37
6.16 (3.20-11.24) 44
4.19 (3.19-10.63)
0.660 36
1.34 (0.50-2.44) 44
1.53 (0.65-2.44)
0.523 37 11.08 (7.50-12.04) 44 10.91 (7.43-11.27)
0.917 37
24 (18-35) 44
27 (18-38)
0.415 37
90 (84-92) 44
90.5 (82.5-93)

(D)

Variable
Group size difference
Listener’s location
Site feeding value
Caller’s location
Estrous females*
Site occupation time
Food abundance
Food distribution
Food patch size
% plant foraging
% fruit in diet
*Pearson χ2, DF = 1
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Figure 9. Female responses by site occupation time and the location of the calling group
(slightly outside or inside its own range). Note the small sample size when the calling group is in
its range and females approach the speaker.

N = 25

N = 35

N=9

N=2
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Table 21. The initial set of ‘full’ models using pooled PB and IGE data. AB = food abundance;
DI = food distribution; EF = estrous females (included in the set of models for male responses,
but not female responses); FL = focal group’s location in its range; FR = % fruit in diet; GD =
group size difference; NL = neighbor’s location in its range; OT = site occupation time; PL = %
plant foraging; PS = food patch size; SV = site feeding value.
Model Variables
1a
GD + FL + EF + SV
1b
GD + NL + EF + SV
2a
GD + FL + EF + OT
2b
GD + NL + EF + OT
3a
GD + FL + EF + PL
3b
GD + NL + EF + PL
4a
GD + FL + EF + FR
4b
GD + NL + EF + FR
GD + FL + EF + AB * DI + PS
5a⁰
GD + NL + EF + AB * DI + PS
5b⁰
6a
GD + FL + EF + AB
6b
GD + NL + EF + AB
7a
GD + FL + EF + DI
7b
GD + NL + EF + DI
8a
GD + FL + EF + PS
8b
GD + NL + EF + PS
9aǂ
GD + FL + EF + OT + PS
9bǂ
GD + NL + EF + OT + PS
⁰ I created a model with food abundance, distribution, and patch size because food defense has
traditionally been expected to correspond with all three of these variables. However, food
abundance and distribution were strongly collinear, so I centered the variables and inserted an
interaction term.
ǂ Models 9a,b are specific to male responses, and arose from the fact that both site occupation
time and patch size were significant predictors of male responses in the separate analyses of PBs
and IGEs.
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Table 28. Percentage of (combined real and simulated) encounters in which (A) females and (B)
males approached a neighboring group, by different combinations of site occupation time and
site feeding value. The numbers in parentheses are the number of approaches and the total
number of encounters per condition. Site occupation time is ‘short’ and site feeding value is
‘low’ when values are below their respective means. The percentage of approaches per condition
is compared to the overall percentage of approaches, which is 21% and 52% for females and
males, respectively; percentages per condition that differ significantly from the overall
percentages are indicated by a * (P < 0.05).
(A)
Site Occupation Time
< 40 min
≥ 40 min
Site
Feeding
Value

Low

High

27%

10%

(10/37)

(4/42)

39%*

16%

(9/23)

(4/25)

(B)
Site Occupation Time
< 40 min
≥ 40 min
Site
Feeding
Value

Low

High

59%

36%*

(22/37)

(15/42)

70%

52%

(16/23)

(13/25)
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CHAPTER 3
PROXIMATE CAUSES OF MALE AND FEMALE AGGRESSION DURING INTERGROUP ENCOUNTERS
IN GREY-CHEEKED MANGABEYS (LOPHOCEBUS ALBIGENA)
AND REDTAIL MONKEYS (CERCOPITHECUS ASCANIUS)

ABSTRACT
Aggressive intergroup encounters (IGEs) are an important aspect of competition among
primate social groups, with contests functioning to defend food, mates, or other resources.
Patterns of aggressive participation often differ between males and females because they tend to
be limited by different resources. I examined correlates of aggressive participation by males and
females in eight grey-cheeked mangabey (Lophocebus albigena) groups and four redtail monkey
(Cercopithecus ascanius) groups in Kibale National Park, Uganda. For these species, the existing
IGE hypotheses predict female and male food defense and male mate defense. During 31 IGEs
between entire groups, male mangabeys were most aggressive when food abundance was high,
feeding sites were highly dispersed, and food patches were large; in addition, males were more
aggressive in large groups than in small groups. During 28 IGEs between a subgroup and an
entire group, male aggression was higher in inner areas of the home range than in outer areas.
Spatial food characteristics did not affect female mangabey aggression, but during whole group
IGEs, females were more likely to be aggressive in groups with many males than groups with
fewer males. Mangabey males did not exhibit behaviors strongly indicative of mate defense.
Male and female redtails exhibited defense of high-use feeding areas in 125 IGEs, and males
were less likely to be aggressive in low-use sites when estrous females were absent, indicating
mate defense. These results highlight the importance of evaluating multiple hypotheses, and
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suggest that existing hypotheses regarding sex-specific participation in IGEs have poor
predictive power.

Keywords: intergroup encounters, food defense, mate defense, numeric odds

INTRODUCTION
Aggressive participation in intergroup encounters (IGEs) can affect individual fitness,
both because winning groups may acquire immediate access to resources at the expense of other
groups (Harris 2006; Mosser and Packer 2009; Putland and Goldizen 1998; Stevens 1988), and
because participants may risk injury and reductions in feeding time (Amsler 2009; Cheney 1987;
Hausfater 1972; Mohnot 1980; Schaller 1972). Because of these potential fitness effects,
aggressive participation in IGEs is an important aspect of primate socioecology.
Different primate species and populations exhibit variable patterns of aggressive
encounters between neighboring social groups. One major aspect in which encounters vary is the
identity of participants: females are the primary participants in some populations, whereas males
are the main actors in others, and the frequency of sex-specific participation often varies across
seasons (Cheney 1987; Kitchen and Beehner 2007; Waser and Wiley 1979). The causes of this
variation across populations are thought to be differences in the defendability of fitness-limiting
resources (Dunbar 1988; Wrangham 1980). Whereas male fitness tends to be limited by access to
fertile females, female fitness is generally limited by access to food. Thus when food is limiting
and defendable, female participation in IGEs is thought to function as food defense; similarly,
when females are limiting and defendable, male participation may function as mate defense.
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Recent studies have also demonstrated that males may participate to defend food resources,
presumably on behalf of food-limited mates (Fashing 2001; Harris 2010).
According to the female food defense hypothesis (H1; Sterck et al. 1997; van Schaik
1989; Wrangham 1980), females participate aggressively in IGEs to defend food resources when
access to food limits female fitness, and when food occurs in rare, monopolizable patches from
which one group can evict others. Patches should also be large enough to feed most of the group,
because females should cooperate in defense only when they can feed on the contested resources.
Lastly, females that defend food communally are expected to live with kin because individuals
increase their inclusive fitness by sharing contested foods with kin, even if those kin fail to
participate equally in resource defense. A few studies have documented a correspondence
between the presence of defendable foods and aggressive participation in IGEs by females,
though both were conducted on non-female philopatric species (Chaput 2002; Korstjens et al.
2005). Other studies have suggested an absence of female food defense in species where it was
expected to occur (Cooper et al. 2004; Crofoot 2007; Harrison 1983; Majolo et al. 2005);
however, these studies did not directly examine female aggressiveness in relation to spatial
patterns of food availability, so it remains possible that female participation occurred at low rates
because feeding sites were infrequently defendable.
Males may also aggressively defend feeding patches during IGEs (H2; Fashing 2001) as
a means of attracting or maintaining access to female mates. This strategy is expected to be
effective only when access to food limits female reproductive success and food patches are rare
and large (as above), females are reproductively monopolizable by males (i.e., there are few
females per group, and/or females enter estrus asynchronously), and females prefer to mate with
males who successfully defend food patches. Fashing predicted that males in both one-male and
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multi-male groups could defend food resources, but that males in the latter should do so only if
they could secure access to fertile females. Though there are no data on the relationship between
mating frequency and IGE participation, males do appear to defend food resources in some taxa
(Chaput 2002; Cowlishaw 1992; Crofoot 2007; Fashing 2001; Harris 2010; Kinnaird 1992;
Lawrence 2007; Williams et al. 2004).
Males may also participate aggressively in IGEs to prevent estrous female group-mates
from interacting with neighboring males (H3). Because male-male contests can be costly (e.g.,
Watts et al. 2006), males should be involved in IGEs during periods when estrous females are
present in their group. For those taxa in which the rate of male participation has been observed to
increase during mating seasons, extra-group copulations or solicitations occur during IGEs,
indicating the importance of preventing contact between estrous females and males in
neighboring groups (Cooper et al. 2004; Kitchen et al. 2004; Majolo et al. 2005). Resident males
may also target same-sex potential migrants in other groups to discourage immigration,
presumably because same-sex immigrants would increase the level of intragroup mating
competition (Lazaro-Perea 2001; Majolo et al. 2005).
Whether females and males defend food or mates, their decision to participate
aggressively in IGEs may be influenced by factors other than the availability of that resource.
Even when a resource is limiting and defendable, some groups may not exhibit aggression
because the likelihood of winning the resource is low (i.e., an asymmetry in resource-holding
potential; Maynard Smith and Parker 1976). It is most efficient for females and males to avoid
the costs associated with aggressive participation in IGEs when the potential benefits of doing so
are lower than the costs (Brown 1964). One widespread example of a factor that affects the
likelihood of aggression is numeric odds (H4): larger groups (or groups with more potential
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participants) are often more aggressive and successful against smaller groups (Kitchen 2003;
Kitchen 2006; Wilson et al. 2001; Zhao and Tan 2010).
I sought to determine whether the hypotheses of female food defense, male food defense,
male mate defense, and numeric odds correctly predicted patterns of sex-specific aggression
during IGEs. I studied grey-cheeked mangabeys (Lophocebus albigena) and redtail monkeys
(Cercopithecus ascanius) as a test of the hypotheses. Both mangabeys and redtails are expected
to exhibit female food defense during IGEs (Sterck et al. 1997) because they are primarily
frugivorous and females of these species are philopatric (Freeland 1979; Struhsaker and Leland
1979; Wallis 1979). Fruit is often considered to be a defendable food type, and though the details
of dispersion and patch size vary, it is likely that redtail and mangabey foods are defendable, at
least in some seasons (van Schaik 1989; Wrangham 1980). Both species are also expected to
exhibit male food defense: redtails generally live in one-male groups, which Fashing (2001)
predicts will exhibit food defense; and mangabeys live in multi-male groups where males of all
ranks copulate with females (Arlet et al. 2007; Arlet et al. 2008) and may participate in IGEs as a
means of convincing females to copulate with them. Both species are also expected to exhibit
male mate defense when estrous females are present, and for large groups to be more aggressive
than small groups. However, anecdotal reports suggest that mangabey and redtail behavior may
not conform to the predicted patterns. Redtail males are reported to participate infrequently in
IGEs (Cords and Sarmiento in press), and may not defend food or mates. Likewise, mangabey
females appear to participate infrequently and may not defend food patches (Barrett 1995; Waser
1976).
I predicted that if females and males defend food patches, aggressive participation by
each sex would occur when overall food abundance was low and feeding sites were highly-
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dispersed and occurred in large patches. Some species defend inner parts of the home range more
vigorously than outer parts, presumably because feeding sites that are farther from a focal
group’s home range center (and closer to another group’s center) are more heavily exploited by
neighboring groups (Stewart et al. 1997; Ydenberg et al. 1986). Consequently, I expected that
aggression by each sex might be more frequent in IGEs that occurred closer to the home range
center than those that occurred in the periphery. Alternatively, redtails are reported to
aggressively defend the home range (Struhsaker and Leland 1979) and may not exhibit
decreasing aggressiveness with increasing distance from the home range center. Because
individuals of both sexes are food competitors, I expected female and male aggression to be
directed toward individuals of both sexes in the opposing group. I predicted that if males defend
mates, the timing of their participation would correspond with the presence of estrous females
within their groups. Males who participate frequently in IGEs should copulate more often than
males who participate infrequently. Lastly, I predicted that numeric odds would affect male and
female behavior: each sex should participate more frequently in IGEs in which their group
outnumbers the opponent, than in IGEs where they are outnumbered.

METHODS
Data collection
The Ngogo research site in Kibale National Park, Uganda (0⁰13’–0⁰41’ N and 30⁰19’–
30⁰32’ E, elevation approximately 1,350 m) consists of old-growth, moist, evergreen forest,
interspersed with small areas of colonizing forest and riparian habitat (Struhsaker 1997). The site
contains a network of trails spaced approximately 100 m apart, which facilitates the tracking of
primate groups (Amsler 2009). I worked with a team of nine field assistants to follow eight
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mangabey and four redtail groups. The study groups were habituated, tolerating the approach of
observers to within 5 m and sometimes foraging on the ground. All observers could identify a
few males and females in each study group. We followed the mangabeys from January 2008
through March 2009, and redtails from January 2008 through December 2008. Of the 11 study
groups, we followed three mangabey and three redtail groups for the duration of the data
collection period; the other groups were followed for shorter periods.
In 2008, a typical observation period consisted of an average of 6.2 ± SD 1.0 consecutive
days in which three or four redtail groups were followed simultaneously and 7.5 ± 2.2
consecutive days in which three to six mangabey groups were followed simultaneously. One
such period was separated from the next by about five days. In the three months of data
collection in 2009, five mangabey groups were followed nearly continuously. I arbitrarily
divided these three months into observation periods of 10.1 ± 2.2 days with no breaks between
periods. There were a total of 18 and 27 observation periods for redtails and mangabeys
respectively.
On each observation day, two trained assistants followed each group, recording data from
0730 h (when it was light enough to distinguish individuals) to 1830 h. I moved among groups,
monitoring and assisting with data collection. We estimated the location of each study group’s
center-of-mass (the point around which most of the group members were evenly distributed) at
10 min intervals using a 50 m x 50 m gridded map of the trail system, and by pacing between
trails. At 30 min intervals we conducted group-wide scan samples; for each scan one person
walked through the group (alternately walking along north-south and east-west axes) and
recorded the activity of half of the group’s adults and subadults, watching each animal for five
seconds before recording its activity. If the animal was foraging or ingesting plant parts, we
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recorded its activity as ‘feeding’ and whether the part eaten was fruits/seeds, as well as the
species, location, and diameter at breast height (DBH) of the source plant. We recorded all
location and scan data using hand-held computers with a customized FileMaker Mobile template.
We counted the number of adult and subadult males per group, per day, because resident
mangabey males sometimes leave the group and non-resident males visit the group for short
periods (Olupot and Waser 2005). Similarly, subadult redtail males may leave and rejoin their
natal groups over periods of days or weeks (pers. obs.), and Cords (1984) and Struhsaker (1988)
reported influxes of solitary males during mating seasons (though we never observed this to
occur). We also recorded the presence of estrous females in each group (see Predictor Variables:
H3).
At least once per observation period, we opportunistically conducted a whole-group
count in which two observers identified the age/sex class of individuals moving in a linear
fashion through an opening in the canopy. We distinguished subadults from adults using body
size (subadults being smaller than adults), genitals and nipples. Among mangabeys, subadult
males have less pendulous penises than adult males and subadult females have shorter, darker
nipples than adult females. Among redtails, subadult males have much smaller genitals than
adult males, and subadult females have shorter, paler nipples than adult females. Juveniles and
clinging infants were not included in the analyses because mature individuals were the primary
participants in IGEs.

Intergroup encounters. An IGE began when we estimated the nearest edges of two
groups to be ≤ 50 m (redtails) or ≤ 100 m (mangabeys) apart, regardless of whether either group
exhibited aggression. The IGE ended when the edges of the groups were separated by distances
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exceeding the above thresholds. These thresholds were based on the typical distance at which
individuals began to react behaviorally to the presence of a neighboring group (staring,
producing alarm or aggressive vocalizations, and lunging at, chasing, or physically attacking
members of the other group), which differed between the two study species. When a pair of
groups met more than once on a given day, I used only the first encounter in the analyses.
Encounters with males that were not associated with a bisexual group were not included in the
analyses.
I was usually present during IGEs, which allowed the two assistants and me to observe
different sets of individuals at the facing edges of the two groups: one person watched the focal
group’s male(s), a second person watched females, and a third person watched the edge of the
opposing group. Immediately following the IGE, all observers recorded observations (i.e.,
whether any individual of either sex had chased or physically contacted a member of the
opposing group, the sex of those targets, and any inter-group copulations), the IGE location, and
start/stop times on a standardized check-sheet.
Mangabeys exhibited two distinct types of IGE, which I analyzed separately. In whole
group IGEs, the centers-of-mass of the two groups were < 200 m apart and most individuals of
one group appeared to be able to see most individuals of the other group. In subgroup IGEs, the
centers-of-mass of the two groups were > 200 m apart and only one or a few individuals of one
group appeared to be able to see members of the opposing group. Subgroup IGEs were the result
of one or a few individuals distancing themselves from their group-mates and rapidly
approaching a neighboring group. A subgroup was typically several hundred meters away from
the outermost members of the rest of its group, and apparently out of visual contact. While the
subgroup approached the other group, the remainder of its group remained in place or ran away.
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Subgroups interacted only with whole groups, not with other subgroups. The sample of subgroup
IGEs consists of IGEs in which a subgroup came from the focal group, as well as IGEs in which
a subgroup came from the opposing group.

Male participation in copulations. From October 2008 through February 2009, a student
working under my supervision conducted focal follows on mangabey females with peak
swellings to identify their copulation partners (M. Alum, unpub. data). Alum followed each
female as long as possible (mean: 375 min ± SD 183 min, N = 33 follow days) and recorded all
copulations (mount and thrust, with or without ejaculatory pause or copulation grunt; Arlet et al.
2007). There is no distinct birth peak for mangabeys in Kibale and females exhibit swellings
throughout the year (Wallis 1983); consequently, there was usually only one estrous female
present at a time. There were only four follow days in which two estrous females were present in
a study group; on these days, Alum switched between females whenever one was no longer
visible. Alum did not conduct follows in the Mnorth or Mse groups because none of the females
had swellings during her observations.

Data analysis
Response variables. I was interested in whether (for instance) any female exhibited food
defense, rather than the number of participants. Consequently, I scored male and female highlevel aggression as either present or absent in each IGE. High-level aggression included chases
or physical contact (grapple, bite, hit) directed at a member of the opposing group. We also
noted, whenever possible, the identity of individual males that exhibited high-level aggression.
This was often impossible during fast-paced encounters, particularly because the characteristics
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that we used to identify several males required careful examination in conditions of good
visibility.

Predictor variables: H1, H2 (female and male food defense). I tested six food-related
variables, most of which represented potentially different motivators for high-level aggression in
an encounter (i.e., among most pairs, |Rs| < 0.50, indicating that weakly-correlated variables
represented unique aspects of food spatial characteristics and diet; Appendix 3). The first five
variables were defined per group, per observation period.
•

Food abundance: the normal means of calculating food abundance uses data from phenology
censuses to calculate kg food / ha; I was unable to use the same method because my
phenology censuses did not accurately represent the availability of redtail and mangabey
foods (Appendix 4). I used a novel measure that calculated food abundance as the summed
availability of fruits, flowers, and leaves in a given observation period, based on the subjects’
feeding behavior rather than on phenology censuses. The availability of each food species
was the product of its density (stems per quadrat), basal area (m2 per stem), and percentage of
quadrats with food-bearing stems. If a particular food species contributed multiple items to
the diet, I calculated the abundance of that species only once. Density was determined from
158 50 m x 50 m botanical plots that we surveyed at the end of the study, where we measured
the DBH of all stems ≥ 10 cm (≥ 1 cm for lianas) of each important food species (≥ 1% of the
annual diet; redtails: N = 19 species; mangabeys: N = 24 species). We located plots to
achieve proportional representation inside and outside the core area for study groups. The
plots sampled a mean of 11 ± SD 3% of five mangabey ranges and 29% ± 1% of three redtail
ranges. Density was scored as the mean number of stems per botanical plot; for species with
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densities < 1 stem/quadrat, I substituted a value of 1 because abundance was assessed only
for feeding quadrats in which the monkeys fed during that observation period, i.e. where
there must have been at least one stem. Basal area (DBH converted to area) was the mean
basal area of trees (of the species in question) eaten in by redtails and mangabeys, and logtransformed because the range of values spanned two orders of magnitude and had a lower
bound of zero. Percentage of quadrats with food was the number of quadrats in which any
group was observed to feed on that species in the given observation period, divided by the
total number of quadrats in which any groups were observed eating that species throughout
the entire study. I used quadrats across all groups, not just the group of interest, to most
closely approximate the habitat-wide availability of the species.
•

Feeding quadrat distribution: the variance-to-mean ratio of the distance between all feeding
quadrats for a group in an observation period. Ratios < and > 1 indicated uniform and
clumped distributions respectively. As with food abundance, the measure I used differs from
traditional measures of food distribution. Distribution is normally calculated as the dispersion
of the primary dietary item per observation period, but because redtails and mangabeys
typically consumed multiple primary food items (each with a different dispersion index), I
chose to calculate the dispersion of feeding quadrats rather than food species.

•

Food patch size per quadrat: patch size is often measured as the basal area of individual food
trees, but this measure does not account for the fact that some species are spatially clumped
(Leighton and Leighton 1982). I calculated patch size as the weighted mean patch size of all
food species eaten by a group in an observation period. Patch size per species was calculated
as the mean basal area of food trees of that species, multiplied by the stem density (described
above), and I log-transformed the data because it spanned two orders of magnitude and had a
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lower bound of zero. Each species’ patch size was weighted by its proportional
representation in the group’s plant diet per observation period, to indicate whether groups
were feeding primarily on large or small patches. I chose to calculate the basal area per
quadrat because the mean area covered by group spread for both monkey species during
feeding bouts was similar to the size of a quadrat (mangabeys: mean 54 m ± SD 23 m;
redtails: 42 m ± 10 m). Although food abundance and patch size both included mean basal
area and stem density per quadrat, they were not correlated (Appendix 3) and therefore
represented different aspects of food spatial patterns.
•

% fruit in diet: the percentage of plant feeding records per group that were fruit and/or seeds;
this measure was inversely correlated with the proportion of leaves and flowers in the diet
(Appendix 3).

•

Site feeding value: the percentage of the focal group’s feeding records that occurred in the
IGE quadrat (i.e., the quadrat containing the focal group’s center-of-mass at the start of the
IGE), or in the surrounding eight quadrats, during an observation period (as per Fashing
2001; Harris 2010; Korstjens et al. 2005).

•

Location in range: Redtails, but not mangabeys, have roughly circular home ranges (unpub.
data) so I calculated this variable differently for each species. For each redtail group, I used
all 10-minute scan locations to calculate a 95% kernel density polygon using Biotas software
(Ecological Software Solutions). I then calculated the X,Y coordinates of the home range
center by averaging the minimum and maximum vertices along the east-west and north-south
axes. The IGE location for redtails was the distance from the home range center to the IGE
location (as per Crofoot et al. 2008). For each mangabey group, I used all 10-minute scan
locations to create concentric minimum convex polygons in 10% increments. The location of
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an IGE was assigned to a zone, which I scored from 1 (outermost) to 10 (innermost). Home
ranges were well-known for the primary study groups, as evidenced by asymptotic curves of
home range area versus sampling effort, and less well-known for groups that we followed for
shorter periods (Appendix 2).

To calculate the frequency of aggressive participation in IGEs for each male, I divided
the number of IGEs in which he exhibited high-level aggression by the total number of IGEs for
which we were able to determine his level of participantion. We were able to determine the
identities of all, some, or none of the male participants in 62%, 10%, and 33% of the 83 IGEs. In
other words, when we were unsure of male identities, this was generally true for all males in the
group. For many of the IGEs in which we were unable to record every male’s level of
participation, the absence of data was tied to the timing of the IGE; these encounters occurred
near the beginning of the period in which we began following a group and not all observers had
fully learned the identities of all males.
Males whose participation frequencies were above and below the mean value were
labeled as frequent and infrequent participants respectively. To calculate each male’s copulatory
frequency, I divided the number of copulations in which he participated by the total number of
copulations observed for the group. I then evaluated whether males who participated most
frequently in IGEs copulated more often than males who participated less frequently.

Predictor variables: H3 (male mate defense). For mangabeys, the variable ‘estrous
females’ reflected whether any females with maximally-sized swellings were present on the day
of the IGE (as per Arlet et al. 2007).
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Redtail females do not exhibit sexual swellings so we determined the presence of estrous
females by noting copulations. If any copulations were observed in a group during a particular
observation period, I scored all IGEs during that period as occurring when an estrous female was
present (females are in estrus for approximately seven days; Cords and Sarmiento in press).
Estrous females were present in 10 of 18 redtail observation periods.
For both species, I counted the number of subadult males in the opposing group and
considered them to be potential immigrants; these males may be the group residents most likely
to move into neighboring groups and thus are potential mating competitors.

Predictor variables: H4 (numeric odds). Adult males are the primary participants in
mangabey IGEs, whereas among redtails, adults of both sexes participate equally often (see
below). Thus I defined group size as the number of adult males for mangabeys, and the sum of
adult and subadult males and females for redtails. I calculated group size difference as the focal
group size minus the opposing group size.

Statistical analyses. For both species, I considered the amount of time a group spent in
the IGE location prior to the encounter (specifically on the day of the encounter) to determine if
individuals were more likely to be aggressive if they had recently arrived at the IGE location,
and presumably not had a chance to exploit local resources. For mangabeys, I also considered
whether the focal group initiated the IGE by approaching the other group and establishing visual
contact (Putland and Goldizen 1998; Chapter 2). Mangabey groups hear each other’s short-range
calls before they can see each other, at distances of up to 300 m (pers. obs.); thus encounters
appear to be initiated intentionally, rather than by chance. For redtails, it appeared that groups
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could generally see each other when they were close enough to hear each other’s short-range
calls because they looked intently and vocalized in the direction of the opposing group. Many
redtail encounters appeared to be initiated by chance. Groups moved through the habitat and
appeared to almost bump into each other, and their first reactions were alarmed chirps which
later gave way to either aggression or ignoring the presence of the neighboring group. In
addition, rather than vocalizing aggressively before being able to see the neighboring group (as
was the case with mangabeys), redtails usually gave the first signs of recognizing the presence of
another group only after seeing the neighbors.
Logistic multilevel modeling, combined with the information theoretic approach, is the
ideal means of determining the extent to which many continuous predictors affect a binary
response with repeated measures (Burnham and Anderson 2002; Rabe-Hesketh and Skrondal
2008). I used the G*Power software program (Faul et al. 2009) to calculate the required sample
size for detecting a medium effect size (r = 0.30, odds ratio = 2.19; Cohen 1988) with α = 0.05
and 80% power: for mangabeys, I would need 83 and 93 observations for females and males
respectively, and for redtails, I would need 71 and 73 observations for females and males
(different sample sizes are associated with each species and sex because each exhibits a different
frequency of aggressive participation; see below). The mangabey sample sizes are substantially
lower than those needed for logistic multilevel modeling, while the redtail sample sizes are near
or above these minima. However, the information theoretic approach requires that all models use
exactly the same set of observations, which means that the models are constrained by the
variable with the fewest observations. For redtails, this would be the potential immigrants and
group size difference variables, which require data on both the focal and opposing groups and
reduce the dataset to 74 IGEs. This partial dataset is further reduced to 69 IGEs by the lack of
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food distribution data for several encounters. In consideration of the reduced dataset, which is
somewhat smaller than the minima described above, and to make the mangabey and redtail
analyses as similar as possible, for both species I used t-tests when the data fit parametric
assumptions and Wilcoxon rank-sum tests (aka Mann-Whitney U test) when the data were nonnormally distributed after transformation. With these tests, I evaluated whether there was a
difference in the values of a predictor variable (e.g., food abundance) between IGEs with and
without aggression by a particular sex. I used χ2 and Fisher exact tests to evaluate categorical
predictors. All tests were two-tailed and performed using STATA v11 software.
I then examined interactions between different pairs of predictor variables to determine
whether there were non-linear effects on female and male aggression. I centered each variable
about its mean and constructed 2 x 2 tables where each variable state was either above or below
the mean. I counted the number of IGEs per cell in which a sex was aggressive out of the total
number of IGEs per cell. I then compared these frequencies to the expected frequency, which
was the overall frequency of that sex’s aggression during IGEs, using one-tailed binomial
probability tests. I examined interactions for redtails but not mangabeys because of the extremely
limited sample size for the latter, which resulted in many empty or nearly-empty cells.
Evolutionary game theory predicts that contests are affected by the animals’ strength and
the potential payoffs associated with winning the contest (Maynard Smith 1974; Maynard Smith
and Parker 1976); Crofoot (2008) demonstrated that these factors can be represented by group
size (or group size difference) and location in range. Accordingly, I tested interactions between
location in range and group size, and location in range and group size difference. I predicted that
each sex would be least likely to be aggressive when in the outer portion of the home range and
the focal group is smaller than the mean group size or is outnumbered by its opponent;
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conversely, I expected them to most likely to be aggressive when in the inner home range and
either large or larger than their opponent. I also expected an interaction between location in
range and site feeding value, such that high-use locations in the core of the range would elicit
aggression more often than in the periphery of the range. For similar reasons, I tested an
interaction between site feeding value and % fruit in the diet, expecting that high-use sites would
elicit aggression more freuqently when fruit consumption is high than when it is low; i.e., when
the diet consists mainly of non-fruit items, high-use sites likely yield non-fruit items and may be
considered less important than a high-use site during a period of high fruit consumption. The last
pair of food-related variables for which I examined an interaction were food abundance and food
distribution, which relates to primate socioecological theory (van Schaik 1989); the prediction is
that food defense during IGEs is most likely when overall food abundance is low and food
distribution is patchy. I then tested an interaction between estrous females and site feeding value
to determine whether the expression of mate and food defense are synergistic; I predicted that
males would participate least often when estrous females are absent and encounters occurred in
low-value sites, and that they would participate most often when estrous females are present and
encounters are in high-value sites.

RESULTS
Mangabey whole group IGEs. We observed 31 mangabey whole group IGEs and for 14
of these, we observed both groups. Aggressive responses by females in focal and opposing
groups matched in these 14 IGEs, but male responses did not match (Fisher exact test; females: P
= 0.027; males: P = 0.396; Table 2AB). The matching of female responses in focal and opposing
groups was driven by a preponderance of non-aggressive responses; however, on occasions when
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females of one group were aggressive, the proportion of IGEs in which females in the opposing
group were also aggressive was no different from 50% (binomial probability test, P = 1.000).
Thus for the whole group IGEs with data for both groups, I included responses from both the
focal and opposing groups; this resulted in 45 group-observations. Six of the study groups (M1,
M2, Meast, Mnorth, Mnw, Msouth) were focal groups during whole group IGEs (Table 1) and
the median duration of these encounters was 1.93 hrs (IQR 1.02-2.75). Females and males
exhibited high-level aggression in 13 (29%) and 38 (84%) whole group IGEs respectively, and
females exhibited high-level aggression only if males did so as well (Table 3A). Females
exhibited aggression less often than males (two-sample proportion test, Z = -5.262, P < 0.001).
Neither females nor males were more likely to be aggressive if their respective sex had
participated in initiation of the IGE than if they had not initiated (Fisher exact test, N = 44 groupIGEs; females: P = 0.507; males: P = 1.000). Time spent in the encounter location did not differ
for IGEs in which females or males did or did not participate aggressively (Wilcoxon-MannWhitney test; females: Nnonaggressive = 27 group-IGEs, Naggressive = 10 group-IGEs, Z = 0.642, P =
0.521; males: Nnonaggressive = 5 group-IGEs, Naggressive = 32 group-IGEs, Z = 1.285, P = 0.199).
None of the food-related variables differed for IGEs with and without female aggression
(H1; Table 4A). Among the predictor variables, the only significant difference was focal group
size (i.e., number of adult males): females exhibited aggression only if there were ≥ 3 adult
males in the group (H4). We were able to observe the targets of female aggression in 10 of 13
IGEs in which females were aggressive: the frequency with which they targeted each age/sex
class (females and juveniles, and adult and subadult males) did not differ from the expected
rates, based on the proportional representation of each class in the opposing group (Figure 1A).
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For male mangabeys, IGEs with aggressive participation differed from those without
aggression in several respects: IGEs characterized by male aggression occurred during periods of
lower overall food abundance (H2), when feeding quadrats were more patchily distributed (H2),
when average food patch size per quadrat was larger (H2), when estrous females were absent
(opposite the predicted pattern; H3), and in focal groups with ≥ 3 adult males (H4; Table 4B).
Some males never exhibited aggression during IGEs but did copulate, and some males
participated in IGEs but were never observed to copulate. Subadult males were more likely than
adult males to visit neighboring groups (Table 5): the number of estrous females in a group was
positively correlated with the number of subadult males, but not with the number of adult males
(Spearman rank correlation, N = 891 group-days; subadult males: Rs = 0.0819, P = 0.0145; adult
males: Rs = -0.0336, P = 0.3158). However, adult males did not appear to target potentiallyimmigrating subadult males in neighboring groups: IGEs with and without male aggression did
not differ in the number of potential immigrating subadult males in the opposing group (H3;
Table 4B). We observed the targets of male aggression in 36 of the 38 IGEs in which males were
aggressive: they targeted females and/or juveniles less often, and subadult and adult males more
often than expected, based on the proportional representation of each age/sex class in the
opposing group (Figure 1B).

Mangabey subgroup IGEs. We observed 28 mangabey subgroup IGEs and for 10 of
these, we observed both groups. Responses by focal and opposing groups did not match in these
10 IGEs (Fisher exact test; females: P = 1.000; males: P = 0.133) so for the IGEs where we had
data for both groups, I included both responses; this resulted in 38 IGE group-observations. Six
of the study groups (M1, M2, Meast, Mnorth, Mnw, Msouth) were focal groups during subgroup
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IGEs (Table 1) and the median duration of these encounters was 0.51 hours (IQR 0.27-1.75).
Females and males exhibited high-level aggression in 7 (18%) and 29 (76%) subgroup IGEs
respectively (Table 3B), and females exhibited high-level aggression only if males did so as well.
Females exhibited aggression less often than males (two-sample proportion test, Z = -5.065, P <
0.001). Neither females nor males were more likely to be aggressive if they had participated in
initiation of the IGE than if they had not initiated (Fisher exact test, N = 38 group-IGEs; females:
P = 0.467; males: P = 1.000). Female and male aggression did not vary with the amount of time
spent in the encounter location prior to the beginning of the IGE (Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test;
females: Nnonaggressive = 26 group-IGEs, Naggressive = 6 group-IGEs, Z = -0.877, P = 0.380; males:
Nnonaggressive = 6 group-IGEs, Naggressive = 26 group-IGEs, Z = -1.024, P = 0.306).
None of the food-related predictors differed between subgroup IGEs with and without
female aggression (H1; Table 4C). Neither group size nor the difference in focal and opponent
group sizes distinguished IGEs with and without female aggression. We were able to observe the
targets of female aggression in 6 of 7 subgroup IGEs in which females were aggressive: they
targeted adult and subadult males more often than expected, and females/juveniles as often as
expected, based on the proportional representation of these sex classes in the opposing group
(Figure 2A).
For male mangabeys, only one variable differed significantly in aggressive vs. nonaggressive subgroup IGEs: IGEs with male aggression occurred deeper within the focal group’s
home range (H2; Table 4D). The presence of estrous females and the number of potential
immigrating subadult males in the opposing group (H3) did not differ between IGEs with and
without male aggression. We observed the targets of male aggression in 27 of the 29 subgroup
IGEs in which males were aggressive: they targeted females and/or juveniles less often than
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expected, adult males more often than expected, and subadult males as often as expected, based
on the proportional representation of each age/sex class in the opposing group (Figure 2B).
Males who participated frequently in subgroup and whole group IGEs did not copulate
more often than males who participated infrequently in IGEs (Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney U test,
Nfrequent = 8 males, Ninfrequent = 9 males, U = 48.50, P = n/s; Table 5).

Differences between mangabey IGE types. All groups participated in whole group and
subgroup IGEs (Table 1). There was no significant difference in the frequency of male or female
aggression between whole group and subgroup IGEs (Fisher exact test, N = 59 IGEs; females: P
= 0.311; males: P = 0.410). Whole group IGEs were significantly longer in duration (WilcoxonMann-Whitney test, Nwholegroup = 31 IGEs, Nsubgroup = 28 IGEs, Z = -3.586, P < 0.001) and
occurred in periods of higher proportions of fruit consumption in the plant diet than subgroup
IGEs (Table 6AB). Whole group and subgroup IGEs did not differ in the number of estrous
females present in the focal group, number of potential immigrant subadult males in the
opposing group, focal group size, or any other food-related characteristics.

Redtail IGEs. We observed 125 redtail IGEs and for 42 of these, we observed both
groups. Responses by focal and opposing groups matched (Fisher exact test, N = 42; females: P
< 0.001; males: P = 0.006) so for the 42 IGEs where we had data for both groups, I included
responses from only one, randomly-chosen group. All groups participated in IGEs as focal and
opponent groups (Table 1) and the median duration of these encounters was 0.88 hours (IQR
0.52-1.37). Females and males exhibited high-level aggression in 44 (35%) and 41 (33%) IGEs
respectively. In most redtail IGEs, male and female responses matched; either both sexes or
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neither sex exhibited high-level aggression (Table 7; Pearson χ2 = 67.315, DF = 1, P < 0.001).
Only 40% of redtail IGEs included high-level aggression by the focal group. Pre-IGE site
occupation time did not vary in IGEs with and without aggression (Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney
test; females: Nnonaggressive = 67 group-IGEs, Naggressive = 36 group-IGEs, Z = 0.035, P = 0.972;
males: Nnonaggressive = 70 group-IGEs, Naggressive = 33 group-IGEs, Z = -0.485, P = 0.628).
IGEs in which redtail females exhibited high-level aggression differed from IGEs without
female aggression: the percentage of fruit in the diet and site feeding value were higher in
aggressive IGEs than in non-aggressive IGEs (H1; Table 8A). The same pattern was exhibited by
males (H2; Table 8B). The presence of estrous females in the focal group did not differ between
IGEs with and without male aggression (H3), and the numeric odds faced by a group did not
differ for either females or males (H4). In addition, there were several significant interactions
among independent variables. Females were aggressive at higher frequencies when encounters
were in high-use sites in the inner area of the home range, compared to encounters that were in
high-use sites in the outer home range area and encounters that occurred in low-use sites (Table
9C). Both males and females were aggressive at the highest frequencies when encounters were in
high-use sites during periods of high fruit consumption, and were aggressive least often when
encounters occurred in low-use sites during periods of low fruit consumption (Table 9E). Males
were also significantly less likely to be aggressive when estrous females were absent and the
encounter location was a low-use site (Table 9F). They appeared more likely to exhibit
aggression when estrous females were present and encounters were in high-use sites, but this was
not a significant pattern, likely due in to a small number of samples.
We were able to observe the targets of female aggression in 39 of the 44 IGEs in which
females were aggressive: they targeted females and/or juveniles more often than expected, and
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adult and subadult males as often as expected, based on the proportional representation of each
age/sex class in the opposing group (Figure 3A). We observed the targets of male aggression in
36 of the 41 IGEs in which they exhibited aggression: males targeted females and/or juveniles,
and subadult males, as often as expected and adult males more often than expected (Figure 3B).
Subadult males were more likely than adult males to visit neighboring groups: more subadult
males were present in periods when redtail females were observed copulating (Wilcoxon-MannWhitney test, Nmating = 11 group-observation periods, Nnomating = 50 group-periods, Z = -3.336, p
< 0.001), but not the number of adult males (there were never any days with < or > 1 adult male
per group). However, adult males did not appear to target potentially-immigrating subadult males
in neighboring groups: IGEs with and without male aggression did not differ in the number of
potential immigrating subadult males in the opposing group (H3; Table 8B).

Differences in food availability for mangabeys and redtails. Because different food
variables corresponded with aggression by different species, I evaluated whether these
differences arose from mangabey and redtail IGEs occurring under differing ecological
conditions. Mangabey IGEs occurred when feeding quadrats were more patchily distributed
(Table 6AB). This difference between redtail IGEs and mangabey IGEs likely arose from each
species’ ranging patterns. Though groups of mangabeys and redtails traveled approximately the
same distance per day (redtails: N = 58 full-day follows, mean 1.39 ± SD 0.33 km; mangabeys:
N = 234 full-day follows, mean 1.39 ± SD 0.40 km), redtail groups ranged within much smaller
home ranges than mangabey groups (redtails: N = 3 groups, 0.35 ± 0.04 km2; mangabeys: N = 5
groups, 1.68 ± 0.12 km2). Consequently, redtail groups tended to feed within a large proportion
of their home range quadrats in each observation period (20 ± 11% per observation period, N =
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46 group-observation periods), and these quadrats were usually evenly dispersed (variance-tomean ratio of inter-quadrat distances 0.69 ± 0.48, N = 46 group-observation periods). By
contrast, mangabey groups tended to feed from a smaller proportion of home range quadrats (5 ±
3% per observation period, N = 103 group-observation periods) and these quadrats were often
highly dispersed (variance-to-mean ratio of inter-quadrat distances 1.37 ± 1.19, N = 103 groupobservation periods).

DISCUSSION
I predicted that male and female aggression in mangabeys and redtails would be affected
by food availability and numeric odds, and that male aggression would also be affected by the
presence of estrous females in the focal group or potential migrating males in the opposing
groups. My observations indicated support for female food defense among redtails, male food
defense in both species, some support for male mate defense in redtails, and numeric odds for
male and female mangabeys during whole-group IGEs. There was no support for female food
defense by mangabeys, male mate defense by mangabeys, or numeric odds for redtails (Table
10).

H1: food defense by females. During mangabey whole-group and subgroup IGEs, female
aggression did not correlate with food-related predictors, indicating that females did not defend
feeding sites. The absence of female food defense might have been the result of male
interference: i.e., perhaps females tried to defend food resources but were prevented from doing
so by the behavior of male group-mates. In some primates, males prevent females from
participating during intergroup encounters by herding (chasing) them away from the opposing
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group: during herding events, males either target estrous females (Kitchen et al. 2004), or
females of all reproductive states (Cheney 1981; Henzi et al. 1998; Kumar and Kurup 1985;
Stanford 1991; Steenbeek 1999; Zhao 1997). We observed male mangabeys herding females of
all reproductive states and juveniles on at least 18 occasions but were unable to collect
systematic data on this behavior. Males herded females and juveniles downward, rather than
horizontally, apparently to prepare group members for rapid flight from the IGE location on the
ground. Herding certainly prevented females from participating in some IGEs, but was not
observed in all encounters (and was absent in some encounters where females were on the front
lines of the focal group and even chased members of the opposing group).
A second alternative is that female mangabeys might have defended feeding sites but
their aggression was related to unmeasured food characteristics. For instance, different food
species, and different trees of a species, may vary widely in nutrient characteristics (Chapman et
al. 2003). Thus females might have participated aggressively only when feeding sites were of
particularly high nutritional ‘quality,’ either in terms of calories or specific nutrients (relative
either to other members of the species or to habitat-wide food availability). However, nutritional
quality may have correlated positively with site feeding value (measured as the frequency of
feeding observations; e.g., Chancellor and Isbell 2009). The absence of an effect of site feeding
value suggests that females were not more aggressive at sites of high nutritional value, though
more explicit studies of the relationship between nutrient characteristics and female aggression
remain to be done.
Unlike mangabeys, redtail females were aggressive under some of the predicted
conditions; i.e., when the diet consisted primarily of fruit and when encountering other groups in
high-use feeding sites. In addition, interactions indicated that females were more likely to be
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aggressive when encounters occurred in high-use sites that were deep within the home range, and
in high-use sites during periods when fruit consumption levels were high. These patterns indicate
that redtail females used aggression to gain access to feeding sites, particularly when feeding
conditions were good. This finding is consistent with other observations: when groups met at
shared borders where there were no large food trees, there was no aggression; when groups met
at a large food tree, they were highly aggressive; and when groups met in an area without food
resources and then traveled in parallel to a large food tree, the IGE began peacefully and erupted
into intense aggression only when the groups arrived at the food tree. We never observed males
herding females, and females participated as frequently as males.
This study only partially supports the female food defense hypothesis (Wrangham 1980):
while redtail females clearly participated aggressively to defend access to high-use feeding sites,
mangabey females showed no evidence of food defense (even though it was predicted to occur in
mangabeys because females are philopatric and their diet appeared to consist of defendable
foods, as confirmed by patterns of male aggression). Grey-cheeked mangabeys are one of several
species for which female food defense is predicted to occur but appears to be absent (bonnet
macaque, Macaca radiata: Cooper et al. 2004; white-faced capuchin, Cebus capucinus: Crofoot
2007; Japanese macaque, Macaca fuscata: Majolo et al. 2005; Moor macaque, Macaca maurus:
Okamoto and Matsumura 2002). In these species, females are philopatric and appear to consume
defendable foods, yet are infrequently aggressive during IGEs (generally < 25% of encounters).
It is unlikely that male herding obscured a potential correlation for these species because it was
observed in only two of the four studies. However, none of these studies directly evaluated the
effect of food spatial characteristics, nutrient composition, or dietary composition on female
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aggressive participation, so it is too early to rule out the possibility that females participate at low
rates because food is infrequently defendable (Sicotte and MacIntosh 2004).

H2: food defense by males. During whole group IGEs, male mangabeys were aggressive
when between-group feeding competition was likely most intense (i.e., low overall food
abundance with large, patchily distributed feeding sites; Sterck et al. 1997; van Schaik 1989;
Wrangham 1980). Nevertheless, site feeding value was not a significant predictor of male
participation, possibly because of the distances involved in a mangabey encounter. If one group
was feeding in a particular quadrat and another group approached, the feeding group sometimes
intercepted the approaching group before the latter arrived at the feeding quadrat. Given the
distance between the two groups at the start of the IGE (100 m), the spread of the feeding group
(approximately 50 m), and whatever distance the feeding group may have put between itself and
the feeding quadrat while intercepting the approaching group, the edge of the approaching group
could be > 150 m from the feeding quadrat at the start of the IGE.
The pattern of mangabey male aggression during subgroup IGEs was very different from
the pattern in whole group IGEs: rather than males being aggressive during periods when
limiting, defendable foods were consumed, in subgroup IGEs male aggression was dependent
upon home range location (i.e., aggression was more likely in inner areas). It is unclear whether
inner areas were more valuable, or if there was some other difference between inner and outer
areas. My impression from watching dozens of mangabey IGEs was that subgroups approached
whole groups as a means of ‘pushing’ the latter away from an area of overlap. As described
above, the subgroup’s group-mates sometimes ran away while the subgroup approached the
neighbor, and high-use feeding sites did not appear to be contested during these encounters.
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Broadly speaking, aggression during whole group IGEs appears related to gaining immediate
access to feeding sites, whereas aggression during subgroup IGEs appears related to preserving
exclusive long-term access to inner home range areas.
The predicted relationship between male mangabey participation in IGEs and copulatory
success was not supported. Females are likely to use a range of indicators to choose mating
partners (see Arlet et al. 2007) and male defense of feeding patches may not be as important as
other factors, such as male dominance rank, relationship status with estrous females, or a
female’s need to indicate or obscure paternity.
Redtail males also exhibited aggressive patterns that clearly indicated food defense. In
contrast with mangabeys, however, redtail males and females were aggressive under the same
conditions (during periods of high fruit consumption and in high-value feeding sites).

Food defendability. I encountered two problems with the existing hypotheses of female
and male food defense (Fashing 2001; Wrangham 1980). First, the female hypothesis predicted
that mangabey females would exhibit food defense, but they did not. One version of the
socioecological model (Sterck et al. 1997) inferred that mangabeys consume a defendable diet,
and it appears that this assumption is correct: male aggression during whole group IGEs
corresponded with spatial food characteristics indicative of a defendable diet – low overall food
abundance, highly-dispersed feeding sites, and large patch sizes (van Schaik 1989). As
mentioned previously, mangabeys are not the only species for which female food defense is
predicted but appears to be absent; also in contrast with the hypothesis, female food defense is
unexpectedly present in some non-female philopatric species (Borries 1993; Chaput 2002;
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Korstjens et al. 2005; Siex 2003). The female food defense hypothesis appears to lack strong
predictive power as to which species will or will not exhibit food defense.
Secondly, the spatial food characteristics predicted to elicit defense (low overall
abundance and large, dispersed patches; Sterck et al. 1997; van Schaik 1989; Wrangham 1980)
did not correspond with redtail aggression, though they were clearly defending feeding sites. I
used somewhat unusual measures of abundance, distribution, and patch size, but the fact that
mangabey males responded to these variables in the predicted direction suggests that the
measures used here were appropriate. My study is not the first to find unexpected relationships
between spatial food characteristics and aggression during IGEs: some found positive
relationships between aggression and food abundance (Crofoot 2007; Hausfater 1972; Kumar
and Kurup 1985; Mitani and Watts 2005) or no effect of food distribution (Koenig 2000).
The largest difference between mangabeys and redtails, which might explain their
differing relationships to spatial food characteristics, lies in their ranging patterns. Both species
travel approximately the same distance per day, but redtails do so within much smaller ranges
than mangabeys, and consequently cover much of their range within a few days. Mitani and
Rodman (1979) noted that when daily travel distance is equal to or greater than the home range
diameter, groups are likely to be ‘territorial,’ meaning that they aggressively defend the home
range from intrusions by neighboring groups. The relationship between daily travel distance and
home range area is quantified as the defendability index (Di); groups with values less than and
greater than one are respectively predicted to be non-territorial and territorial. Ngogo redtails had
defendable ranges (Di = 1.90, 2.15, 1.95) whereas mangabeys ranges were not quite defendable
(mean Di = 0.95 ± SD 0.11).
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The observed patterns of food defense by mangabeys and redtails suggests that when the
entire home range is defendable, defense may not be limited to periods of low food abundance
with large, highly-dispersed patches; conversely, when the home range is not defendable,
aggressive defense is most economical at monopolizable sites. Comparison of grey-cheeked
mangabeys with Tana River crested mangabeys (Cercocebus galeritus) reinforces this idea: Tana
mangabeys have defendable home ranges (Di = 1.63), and though aggressive IGEs were most
common when groups consumed highly-dispersed foods, these were also periods of high food
abundance (Kinnaird 1992; Kinnaird and O'Brien 2000), which contrasts with theoretical
expectations (Isbell 1991; Sterck et al. 1997; van Schaik 1989; Wrangham 1980). Moreover,
female Tana mangabeys are described as frequent participants in aggressive IGEs. Thus when Di
> 1 (as was the case for redtails and Tana mangabeys), it appears that females are likely to
defend feeding patches, regardless of the precise spatial characteristics of those foods. However,
male defense (as indicated by mangabeys) appears independent of Di. I explored whether this
relationship between Di and female (but not male) food defense held for other species in
Appendix 5.
When the frequency of female aggressive participation in IGEs is compared to Di values,
there appear to be two general types of populations (Appendix 5): those in which the frequency
of female participation increases with Di values (and where females participate in > 50% of
aggressive encounters), and those for which female participation is inversely correlated with Di
values (and where females participate in < 50% of encounters). Furthermore, in populations
where female participation correlates positively with Di values, male participation correlates
negatively with Di values; in populations where female participation correlates negatively with
Di values, frequencies of male participation are consistently high (generally 90-100% of
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aggressive encounters) and are independent of Di values. Thus, in some populations, there is an
inverse relationship between the frequencies of female and male participation (e.g., redtails),
whereas other populations are marked by an independence of female and male participation (e.g.,
mangabeys). Two questions arise from this pattern and require additional study. First, what
social or ecological characteristics differ between these two types of population, that might
account for their different patterns? Second, which spatial food characteristics are associated
with aggressive defense of food resources by males and females in these populations? No other
studies have explicitly examined how food abundance, distribution, and patch size affect the
frequency of aggressive participation by males and females. Consequently, better food defense
hypotheses cannot be constructed until more data, from a broader array of species, are available.
Most studies of primate IGEs consider only one or two food spatial characteristics
(Crofoot 2007; Fashing 2001; Harris 2010; Harrison 1983; Kinnaird 1992; Kinnaird and O'Brien
2000; Korstjens et al. 2005; Sicotte and MacIntosh 2004). Had I done the same as the studies that
examined only site feeding intensity, I would not have detected evidence of male food defense
among mangabeys. Alternatively, had I examined only food abundance and distribution, I would
not have seen evidence of food defense among redtails. The importance of considering multiple
aspects of food spatial characteristics (including the overall defendability of the home range)
cannot be overstated, especially because it appears that a single set of food characteristics may
not apply to all species. Other, well-supported models of animal sociality predict different
relationships between food patterning and defense. For instance, Ostfeld (1985; 1990) predicts
female territoriality when food is “sparse, patchy, and slowly renewed.” In contrast, Emlen and
Oring (1977) predict monogamous territoriality when resources are “abundant and stable through
time,” and male territoriality (i.e., resource defense polygyny) when resources are “unevenly
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distributed or spatially clumped.” Though Ostfeld was concerned with non-group living animals,
it is clear that different spatial patterns of availability can lead to food defense. It may be
unreasonable to expect that feeding sites are defendable only when they meet a particular set of
criteria regarding abundance, distribution, and patch size (as predicted by Sterck et al. 1997; van
Schaik 1989; Wrangham 1980).

H3: male mate defense. Unexpectedly, male mangabeys were actually less likely to be
aggressive during whole group IGEs in which estrous females were present than when they were
absent. This pattern may be related to mate-guarding; i.e., mate-guarding males (those who stay
near an estrous female for a period ranging from minutes to hours; Arlet et al. 2008) may be less
likely to leave an estrous female to approach a neighboring group. Additionally, non-guarding
males may be more interested in monitoring estrous females than in participating in IGEs.
However, the mangabey pattern is the opposite of that seen among savannah baboons, where
mate-guarding males were more likely to approach the neighboring group than non-guarding
males (Kitchen et al. 2004). Though the savannah baboon pattern is somewhat surprising, mate
defense by males should be most advantageous when there is a possibility that a female will mate
with a male in a neighboring group during an IGE (e.g., Saito et al. 1998). Aggression by male
redtails did not vary with the presence or absence of estrous females, but there was an interaction
between this variable and site feeding value, such that male aggression was least likely during
encounters in low-value sites at times when estrous females were absent. This pattern does not
constitute strong evidence of mate defense, but it indicates that males are not insensitive to the
presence of estrous females. We never observed extra-group copulations in redtails or
mangabeys, though we were explicitly watching for such behavior. A lack of observations does
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not rule out the potential existence of extra-group copulations, but if it occurs, it is clearly a rare
event.
Subadult males were the primary age class that visited mangabey and redtail groups when
estrous females were present, and Alum’s observations of subadult male mangabeys copulating
with estrous females (Table 5) support the possibility that subadults enter neighboring groups
specifically to obtain mating opportunities. Adult male mangabeys did target subadults
significantly more often than expected during whole-group IGEs, suggesting that exclusion of
potential immigrants may have been a long-term mate defense strategy during this type of IGE;
however, adult males were not more aggressive toward groups with more subadult males than
toward groups with fewer subadult males, so it is unlikely that exclusion of immigrants is a
strong motivator for adult males. During mangabey sub-group IGEs and redtail whole-group
IGEs, males of the two species did not defend female mates by discouraging subadult males from
immigrating. Among mangabeys, subadult males appeared to be more accessible as targets of
aggression than females, because the latter were often located behind subadult males (pers.
obs.).
Male herding of female group-mates is generally interpreted as a form of mate defense
(Cheney 1987; Cooper et al. 2004; Fashing 2001; Henzi et al. 1998; Kitchen et al. 2004; Stanford
1991), but male mangabeys did not appear to target estrous females when herding, and not all
estrous females were herded by males (pers. obs.). Of the 18 IGEs in which we documented
herding, estrous females were present in just 5 encounters. While herding may have affected
female behavior to some extent, it is not strongly indicative of mate defense by mangabey males.
There were usually many intragroup fights during IGEs, and herding may simply have been a
male expression of anxiety or redirected aggression.
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Male participation in IGEs has often been assumed to function as either direct or indirect
defense of mates (Cheney 1987; Dunbar 1988), but like Korstjens et al. (2005) and Sicotte and
MacIntosh (2004), I found only weak support for the male mate defense hypothesis in
mangabeys and redtails. Furthermore, it cannot be argued that male mangabeys and redtails
might defend their access to female mates, regardless of whether those females are estrous. If
this were true, then males should have participated aggressively in all IGEs, but they did not. It is
unclear why some species do not exhibit male mate defense, and others do (e.g., Cooper et al.
2004; Harris 2010; Kitchen et al. 2004; Majolo et al. 2005). Overall, it is clear that male
participation in IGEs is not necessarily indicative of male direct defense of female mates.

H4: numeric odds. Evolutionary game theory predicts that animals competing over a
resource should assess an opponent’s ability to control the resource and avoid contests with
stronger opponents (Maynard Smith and Parker 1976; Parker 1974); an animal thereby avoids
the costs of aggression when gains are highly unlikely. One measure of group strength during
IGEs is the number of potential participants, so I expected males and females in large groups to
be aggressive more often than males and females in small groups (Kitchen 2003; Kitchen 2006;
Kitchen et al. 2004b; McComb et al. 1994; Wilson et al. 2001). This prediction was supported
for mangabeys in whole group IGEs (but not in subgroup IGEs); furthermore, group size
difference was unimportant, which indicates that larger groups were generally more likely to be
aggressive than small groups, even when the opponent was another large group. I was unable to
evaluate other measures of competitive ability, such as the number of actual (rather than
potential) participants (Kitchen 2003; Zhao and Tan 2010) or the body size of individual
contestants (Harris 2010). It is possible that larger mangabey groups are aggressive more often,
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not because they have more males, but because their males are more aggressive; a male may
have to be extremely aggressive to reside in a large group and compete successfully with many
other males.
Evolutionary game theory also predicts that numeric odds may be unimportant when the
benefits of winning (i.e., resource values) are very high (Enquist and Leimar 1987; Maynard
Smith 1982; Maynard Smith and Parker 1976). This appears to have been the case during
mangabey subgroup IGEs, where location in range, but not group size, was important (see also
Crofoot et al. 2008; Pride et al. 2006). Inner parts of the range may contain feeding sites that are
infrequently depleted by neighbors (Giraldeau and Ydenberg 1987; Ydenberg et al. 1986), and
residents may defend inner areas because failing to do so may result in loss of parts of the home
range (Putland and Goldizen 1998).
Redtail group sizes did not vary as much as mangabey group sizes, which may explain
why numeric odds did not affect male or female redtail behavior. Alternatively, group size may
never be an important determinant of sex-specific aggression in redtails, even when group sizes
(or group size differences) are larger. Redtails are usually described as ‘territorial,’ meaning that
a group wins encounters that occur on its side of a shared boundary, though this has never been
quantitatively demonstrated and at least one exception to this pattern has been documented
(Struhsaker and Leland 1988; Windfelder and Lwanga 2002). Nonetheless, if site-specific
‘ownership’ determines aggression patterns and the outcomes of IGEs (Leimar and Enquist
1984), group size should be largely irrelevant.

In summary, I found significant problems with the existing hypotheses of sex-specific
participation in IGEs: the female food defense and male mate defense hypotheses could not
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predict which primate species would defend food or mates, and neither food defense hypothesis
could predict which food spatial characteristics would elicit defense. I have suggested a new
perspective on the occurrence of female food defense, namely that in certain populations, female
participation increases as the home range becomes more defendablebut it remains unclear which
social and ecological factors shape male food or mate defense.
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Table 1. The number of IGEs in which each mangabey and redtail group was observed as a
focal group (including IGEs with non-study groups), the demographic composition of each
group, and the number of observation hours per group. AM, SM, Juv, Inf, and Fertile AFs are
given as ranges because these numbers fluctuated due to male movements, maturation and death
of juveniles and infants, and changing reproductive phases of adult females. Groups are arranged
in descending order by size.
#
IGEs1

Group
Size AM

Fertile
Obs
2
AFs
Hours

Group
SM AF SF Juv Inf
Mangabeys
M2
9/6
16-19 2-5 2-3
9
2
6-7
2-5
0-2
1,734
Ms
5/7
15-16 3-4
1
10
1
6
2-3
0-1
780
M1
16 / 7
13-14
3
1-2
8
1
6-7
1-3
0-2
2,023
Me
11 / 9
12
3
1
7
1
7-8
0-4
0-3
2,015
3
Mnw
2/6
10-11 2-3 1-2
5
1
4
0-2
0-2
1,429
M8
0/0
11
3
1
6
1
6
2
0
54
Mse
0/0
7
1
0
5
1
5
2
0-1
225
Mn
2/3
2-3
0-1
0
1
1
1
0
0-1
487
Total:
45 / 38
8,747
Redtails
R1
37
12-13
1
2-3
8
1
8-10 0-3
1,034
R2
52
10-11
1
1-2
7
1
5-7
1-7
938
R3
30
10-11
1
1-2
7
1
7-8
2-4
919
R4
6
10
1
1
7
1
6
1-3
230
Total:
125
3,121
1
The number of IGEs (mangabeys: whole group IGEs / subgroup IGEs) in which the study
group was the focal group. M8 and Mse participated in IGEs, but only as the opponent of another
study group; they are included in this table to indicate their group sizes, relative to the other
study groups.
2
3

“Fertile AFs” is the range in the number of mangabey females with peak swellings per day.

One IGE was between Mnw and a non-study group but is included in the analyses because the
non-study group (M8) was followed for that week, so the value of M8’s resource variables are
known for this IGE.
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Table 2. High-level aggression by (A) females and (B) males in focal and opposing groups
during 14 mangabey whole group IGEs.

(A)

Opposing
Group

No
Yes

(B)
Focal Group
No
Yes
9
2
0
3

No
Yes

Focal Group
No
Yes
1
1
2
10
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Table 3. The number of IGE group-observations in which mangabey females and males did or
did not exhibit high-level aggression during (A) whole group IGEs and (B) subgroup IGEs.

(A)
Females
Males

No
Yes

No
7
25
32 (71%)

Yes
0
13
13 (29%)

7 (16%)
38 (84%)
45

(B)
Females
Males

No
Yes

No
9
22
31 (82%)

Yes
0
7
7 (18%)

9 (24%)
29 (76%)
38

214

215

216

217

218

219

220
Table 5. Copulatory activity and aggressive participation in IGEs by male mangabeys. Adults
are indicated by their initials, subadults are lumped per group and labeled “SM”; unidentified
males during copulations are labeled “?.” Subadult male participation during IGEs was not
recorded or included in the analyses. Observation time is the summed duration of all estrous
female focal follows per group.

Group
M1

Obs.
Hrs
19.25

Male
ID
DG
BM
KT
?
SM

# (%)
Copulations
14 (48%)
6 (21%)
4 (14%)
3 (10%)
2 (7%)

Whole
group IGEs1
7/5/4
7/8/1
4/9/3

Subgroup
IGEs1
2/5/0
4/3/0
1/6/0

All
IGEs1,3
9/19 (47%)
11/22 (50%)
5/20 (25%)

M2

18.53

KN
SL
SM
MZ
?
BK2

22 (51%)
13 (30%)
3 (7%)
2 (5%)
2 (5%)
1 (2%)

3/2/4
0/5/4

3/0/3
0/3/3

6/8 (75%)
0/8 (0%)

2/5/2

2/1/3

4/10 (40%)

1/2/2

0/1/0

1/4 (25%)

Meast

5.00

DB
BC
SS
SM
?

8 (38%)
8 (38%)
2 (10%)
2 (10%)
1 (4%)

0/4/7
1/3/7
2/2/7

0/3/6
1/2/6
2/1/6

0/7 (0%)
2/7 (29%)
4/7 (57%)

Mnw

20.47

EC
KJ
FR
?
SM

6 (35%)
4 (24%)
4 (24%)
3 (17%)
0 (0%)

1/0/1
0/0/2
1/0/1

4/1/1
2/3/1
4/1/1

5/6 (83%)
2/5 (40%)
5/6 (83%)

Msouth

22.73

KN
SH
SM
?
UN
KL

6 (60%)
1 (10%)
1 (10%)
2 (20%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)

2/0/3
1/1/3

1/2/4
0/3/4

3/5 (60%)
1/5 (20%)

1/1/3
1/1/3

1/2/4
2/1/4

2/5 (40%)
3/5 (60%)
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1

Numbers in each cell indicate the number of IGEs in which that male exhibited high-level
aggression, the number of IGEs in which that male did not exhibit high-level aggression, and the
number of IGEs for which I do not have data on his participation.
2

BK is excluded from the analysis because he joined the group late in the study and was not
present for most of the focal follows.
3

The number in parentheses is the percent of all observed IGEs in which the male exhibited
aggression.
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Table 7. The number of redtail IGEs in which females and males exhibited high-level
aggression.
Females
Males

No
Yes

No
75
6
81 (65%)

Yes
9
35
44 (35%)

84 (67%)
41 (33%)
125

225

226

227

228

229

230

231
Table 10. Observed patterns of sex-specific participation in redtail and mangabey IGEs. “Yes”
indicates a correlation between the response and predictor variables and “No” indicates either no
relationship or one in the opposite direction of what was predicted.

Redtails
Mangabeys
Whole group IGEs
Subgroup IGEs

H1:
Females
defend food
Yes

H2:
Males
defend food
Yes

H3:
Males
defend females
No

H4:
Numeric
odds
No

No
No

Yes
Yes

No
No

Yes
No
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CHAPTER 4
THE EFFECTS OF BETWEEN-GROUP CONTEST COMPETITION
ON GREY-CHEEKED MANGABEYS (LOPHOCEBUS ALBIGENA)
AND REDTAIL MONKEYS (CERCOPITHECUS ASCANIUS)

ABSTRACT
If a consistent pattern of food-related contest competition occurs among groups, winning
groups displace losing groups from feeding areas; this pattern is expected to result in an
immediate skew in resource access and a long-term skew in home range quality and reproductive
success. I examined the outcomes of intergroup encounters in groups of grey-cheeked
mangabeys (Lophocebus albigena) and redtail monkeys (Cercopithecus ascanius) in Kibale
National Park, Uganda, to determine whether between-group contests resulted in differential
access to resources. In 39 mangabey encounters, success was unrelated to group size, did not
result in greater short-term access to the feeding site, and did not result in higher long-term
access via increased home range quality. However, mangabey encounters were clearly motivated
by the presence of high-value feeding patches and resulted in different travel costs for winning
and losing groups. The absence of skewed resource access may have arisen from symmetries in
resource-holding potential and fluctuating payoff asymmetries. In 54 redtail encounters, group
size (but not territorial boundaries) predicted success in limited contexts, and losing groups did
not exhibit reduced food intake but did travel farther after encounters. Larger redtail groups had
higher-quality ranges, and intergroup dominance relationships existed. The combination of longterm skew in resource access and dominance relations indicates that contest competition may
have differentially affected the average fitness of redtail groups. Overall, between-group contests
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appeared to have greater potential fitness effects for redtails than for mangabeys, which
demonstrates that aggressive contests do not have consistent effects on fitness.

Keywords: intergroup encounters, food defense, scramble competition, contest competition

INTRODUCTION
Primate social groups often encounter each other at food trees and appear to fight over
access to these resources (Cheney 1987; Dunbar 1988). Encounters in which one group attempts
to exclude another group, either through aggression or other forms of agonism, are termed
between-group contest competition (Sterck et al. 1997; van Schaik 1989). Over time, a consistent
pattern of contest competition for food may lead to between-group differences in individual
reproductive success, and such differences may act as selective pressures on the nature of withingroup social relationships (Sterck et al. 1997; van Schaik 1989). However, the existence of
aggressive between-group encounters does not constitute proof that groups experience
differential fitness; instead, direct quantification of the interacting groups’ access to feeding
patches (which could be individual trees or clusters of trees), both in the immediate aftermath of
the encounter and over longer periods, is necessary to demonstrate that between-group contest
competition results in differential fitness (Janson 1988; Koenig 2002; Koenig and Borries 2009).
Both grey-cheeked mangabeys (Lophocebus albigena) and redtail monkeys
(Cercopithecus ascanius) are predicted to exhibit between-group contest competition for access
to feeding patches because they meet the conditions associated with female food defense (Sterck
et al. 1997; van Schaik 1989; Wrangham 1980) and male food defense (Fashing 2001). Namely,
females are philopatric (Struhsaker and Leland 1979), they consume apparently-defendable
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foods (Conklin-Brittain et al. 1998), redtails live in one-male groups with a high potential for
male monopolization of estrous females (Cords 1984; Struhsaker and Pope 1991), and
mangabeys live in multi-male groups in which all males copulate (Arlet et al. 2007; Arlet et al.
2008) and may attract female mates through aggressive participation in IGEs. I previously
demonstrated for mangabeys and redtails that aggression during intergroup encounters is
associated with spatial characteristics of feeding patches (Chapter 3). Redtail males and females
were more likely to be aggressive when a large proportion of the plant diet consisted of fruit, and
when encountering other groups in high-use feeding patches. Mangabey males were more likely
to be aggressive in periods when overall food abundance was low, feeding quadrats were highlydispersed, and patch size per feeding quadrat was large. In this chapter I sought to determine
whether groups of these species experienced differential fitness as a result of between-group
contest competition.
The fitness effects of intergroup contests are indicated by the average energetic state of
individuals in competing groups, and are measured as physical condition or the levels of food
intake and energy expenditure (Janson 1988; Koenig 2002; Koenig and Borries 2009). The
ultimate effect of between-group contest competition – differential reproductive success – is
measured using birth and survivorship rates. In some primates, larger groups displace smaller
groups at feeding sites, have higher food intake rates and lower levels of energy expenditure,
and/or higher average reproductive success (Cheney and Seyfarth 1987; Koenig 2000; Pride et
al. 2006; Robinson 1988; Williams et al. 2004). In contrast, these same measures of resource
access and reproductive success revealed that between-group contest competition did not result
in differential fitness in other species (Borries et al. 2008; Janson 1985; van Noordwijk and van
Schaik 1999). Precise measurement of physical condition, food intake, energy expenditure, and
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lifetime fitness can be extremely difficult in wild primate populations, so proxies such as home
range quality, post-encounter resource use, and travel distance are also used to determine
whether between-group contests affect the fitness of group members (Cheney and Seyfarth 1987;
Harris 2006; Williams et al. 2004).
Success in intergroup encounters is generally defined as remaining in the encounter
location after the departure of the opposing group, regardless of whether a discrete resource is
present (Crofoot et al. 2008; Harris 2006). Occasionally, a broader definition is necessary to
account for situations in which both groups continue traveling after the encounter; in these
situations, the group that maintains its pre-encounter travel direction is recognized as the winner
and the group that changes direction is the loser (Kitchen and Beehner 2007; Zhao and Tan
2010). Intergroup encounters can also end in a draw, where neither group clearly wins the
encounter (either both groups continue moving in their pre-encounter travel direction, or both
change direction). I identified four types of encounter outcome based on the possible
combinations of post-encounter movements; two of these encounter types, displacements and
deflections, resulted in decided outcomes with a clear winner and loser, and two, mutual
avoidance and mutual ignoring, resulted in a draw (Figure 1).
Feeding patches are likely to be contested among groups when their availability limits
female reproduction, patches are large enough to feed the majority of the group, and they are
discrete, monopolizable areas from which other groups can be evicted (Brown 1964; van Schaik
1989; Wrangham 1980). Groups are expected to win, lose, or draw encounters based on
asymmetries in resource-holding potential (RHP) and ‘payoffs’ (the benefits associated with
winning an encounter; Giraldeau and Ydenberg 1987; Hammerstein 1981; Maynard Smith and
Parker 1976; Ydenberg et al. 1986). A group’s RHP may be a function of its size (i.e., the
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potential or actual number of participants; Kitchen 2003; McComb et al. 1994; Wilson et al.
2001; Zhao and Tan 2010), the body size or strength of contestants (Harris 2010), or a
combination of these factors (Harris 2010). I evaluated an indicator of RHP asymmetry (group
size) to determine if it affected the likelihood of winning or losing an intergroup encounter. In
addition, I evaluated several characteristics of food abundance and spatial patterning as potential
payoff asymmetries. First, I expected the group with lower food abundance within its range,
and/or a lower proportion of fruit/seeds in the plant diet, to be more motivated to contest
resources, and thus to win encounters (Harrison 1983). I also expected the duration of site
occupancy before an encounter to be a relevant payoff asymmetry; i.e., if the group that occupied
the encounter location prior to the arrival of the second group was there for several hours, it was
likely to have satiated itself and would be more willing to ‘lose’ the encounter by moving away.
Conversely, the group that recently arrived might be hungry and more motivated to win by
staying in the location. I also considered the encounter location within the two groups’ ranges to
be a payoff asymmetry. Because groups sometimes exhibit territorial boundaries (Cords 2007;
Jolly et al. 1993; Leighton 1987; Nievergelt et al. 1998; Pride et al. 2006) or defend core areas of
the range more vigorously than peripheral areas (presumably to ensure that inner feeding areas
are reliably available and not depleted by other groups; Crofoot et al. 2008), I expected redtail
and mangabey groups to do the same.
To determine whether groups experienced differential resource access as a result of
winning or losing intergroup encounters, I examined their post-encounter behavior. I expected
winning groups to feed immediately after the encounter, whereas losing groups would take
longer to find alternative resources and might switch from fruits/seeds to other items such as
flowers and leaves. Because groups with uncontested access to a feeding site typically returned
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to the site for several consecutive days (pers. obs.), I also expected winning groups to return later
in the day or on the next day, whereas losing groups would take several days to return to the
encounter location or not return at all. I expected losing groups to travel farther than winning
groups after the encounter, as a result of being evicted from one feeding patch and having to
travel to an alternative patch. Lastly, I examined the availability of food trees within the home
range of each group to determine if groups that tended to win encounters were able to translate
their success into higher-quality ranges with more food than losing groups. Consistent success in
intergroup encounters may allow groups to expand or shift their ranges into resource-rich areas
(Cheney and Seyfarth 1987; Putland and Goldizen 1998; Williams et al. 2004).

METHODS
Data collection. I studied eight mangabey groups (M1, M2, M8, Meast, Mnorth, Mnw,
Msouth, Mse) and four redtail groups (R1, R2, R3, RGLT7) at the Ngogo site in Kibale National
Park, in western Uganda. Kibale is an evergreen tropical forest (Struhsaker 1997) which
currently supports high densities of mangabey and redtail groups (Chapman et al. 2010; Teelen
2007). Conspecific groups interact at relatively high rates (redtails: mean 0.38 ± SD 0.04
IGEs/11 hrs, mangabeys: 0.12 ± 0.14 IGEs/11 hrs; Chapter 5). Nine field assistants participated
in data collection and all observers were able to identify several individuals in each study group
and record observational data. All individuals in the study groups were habituated to observers
and tolerated our approach to within 5 m.
From the beginning of the study, we followed three groups of each species; as the study
progressed, I added more groups when it was feasible to do so, resulting in an uneven number of
observation hours per group (Table 1). Within each observation period, we followed multiple
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groups of redtails simultaneously, then switched to follow the mangabey groups. There were 18
observation periods in January - December 2008, which consisted of an average of 6.2 ± SD 1.0
days with redtails, followed by 7.5 ± 2.2 days with mangabeys. Observation periods were
separated by approximately five days. In January – March 2009, we followed the mangabey
groups nearly continuously; I arbitrarily separated this period into nine observation periods,
averaging 10.1 ± 2.2 days, with no breaks between them.
Two assistants followed each group and recorded data from 0730 h (when it became clear
enough to see individual characteristics) until 1830 h. I moved among groups every day, aiding
and monitoring the assistants during observations. We used a map of the trail system overlaid
with a 50 m x 50 m grid to determine the location of the group’s estimated center-of-mass every
10 min (where the center-of-mass was defined as the point around which most group members
were evenly distributed). We conducted scan samples within a 5 min window at 30 min intervals,
in which one observer walked through the group and recorded the activity of half the adults and
subadults, after watching each animal for 5 sec. We recorded an animal’s activity as ‘foraging’ if
it was looking for or ingesting insects or plant parts. When an individual foraged on plant parts,
we noted the part eaten (fruit/seed or other) and the tree location. All data were entered into a
FileMaker Mobile template on hand-held computers during follows. We recorded the number of
adult and subadult males in a group because males sometimes left or visited the group for short
periods (Olupot and Waser 2005; Chapter 3). We also recorded the number of estrous females
(i.e. those with inflating, maximum-sized, or deflating sexual swellings, and/or who copulated)
every day.
To determine total group size, we conducted group counts at least once per observation
period, in which two observers counted and identified the age and sex class of individuals as they
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moved through an opening in the canopy. Adults and subadults of both sexes have bright pink
ischial callosities that are clearly visible against their black fur, and along with bright pink
genitalia, enable identification of sex. Though we included juveniles and clinging infants in
group counts, I did not include them in the analyses because mature individuals are the main
participants in intergroup encounters (pers. obs.).
I defined an intergroup encounter as a period when the nearest edges of two groups were
≤ 100 m (mangabeys) or ≤ 50 m (redtails) apart, including those instances when neither group
exhibited aggressive behavior; the encounter ended when the groups were separated by > 100 m
or > 50 m. This definition was based on my observations of the normal distance within which
individuals exhibited behavioral reactions that indicated monitoring of or aggression towards the
opposing group (i.e., staring, producing alarm or aggressive vocalizations, and lunging at,
chasing, or physically attacking members of the other group). We discontinued group scans at
the start of an encounter and did not resume them until the encounter ended. For each encounter,
we recorded whether any males or any females exhibited mild aggression (visual or vocal
threats) or intense aggression (chase, hit, grapple, or bite a member of the opposing group).
Encounters with neither mild nor intense aggression were scored as ‘no aggression.’ I defined the
encounter location as the 50 m x 50 m quadrat where the edge of the focal group (facing the
opposing group) was located at the beginning of the encounter.

Data analysis. For each encounter, I used the interacting groups’ pre- and post-encounter
movements to determine the type of outcome as well as which group won or lost, if it was a
decided outcome. Movements were determined from the 10 min location scans. Displacements
occurred when one group (the winner) remained in the encounter location for at least 30 min
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after the departure of the other group (regardless of either group’s pre-encounter movement;
Figure 1). Deflections occurred when one group (the winner) continued moving in its preencounter travel direction, whereas the other group turned > 45⁰ from its pre-encounter travel
direction (or, if it was stationary before the encounter, it left in any direction). Mutual avoidance
occurred when both groups changed their travel direction > 45⁰ (or if one was stationary
beforehand, it left its position, and the other group changed its travel direction). Mutual ignoring
occurred when both groups continued moving in their pre-encounter travel directions. The
outcome for both groups was labeled a draw if the outcome type was mutual avoidance or
ignoring.
Though success in an intergroup encounter may be affected by the number of participants
(Bonanni et al. 2010; Zhao and Tan 2010) or the frequencies of aggressive acts, I was unable to
quantify these aspects in the dense Ngogo habitat. Instead, I evaluated the following variables as
potential predictors of whether a group won or lost a displacement encounter. For the first five
variables, I subtracted the opposing group’s score from the focal group’s score to measure payoff
asymmetries.
•

Food abundance: I calculated abundance as the summed availability of fruits, flowers, and
leaves in quadrats where the group fed in a given observation period. Each food species’
availability was the product of its density (stems per quadrat), basal area (m2 per stem), and
percentage of quadrats with food-bearing stems. Density was determined from 158 50 m x 50
m botanical plots that we surveyed at the end of the study, where we measured the DBH of
all stems ≥ 10 cm (≥ 1 cm for lianas) of each important food species (≥ 1% of the annual diet;
redtails: N = 19 species; mangabeys: N = 24 species). We located plots to achieve
proportional representation inside and outside the core area for study groups. The plots
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sampled a mean of 11 ± SD 3% of five mangabey ranges and 29% ± 1% of three redtail
ranges. Density was calculated as the mean number of stems per quadrat; for species with
densities < 1 stem/quadrat, I substituted a value of 1 because abundance was assessed only
for quadrats that had at least one stem of the species. Basal area (DBH converted to area) was
the mean value for trees eaten in by redtails and mangabeys, and log-transformed because the
range of values spanned two orders of magnitude. Percentage of quadrats with food was the
number of quadrats in which any group was observed to feed on that species, divided by the
total number of quadrats in which any groups were observed eating that species throughout
the study. I used quadrats across all groups, not just the group of interest, to most closely
approximate the habitat-wide availability of the species. I used a somewhat novel measure of
food abundance (using the subjects’ feeding behavior, rather than phenology censuses)
because the phenology censuses I conducted did not accurately measure the availability of
redtail and mangabey foods (Appendix 4).
•

% fruit in plant diet: the percentage of the plant feeding records per group, per observation
period, that were fruit and/or seeds. Fruit consumption is inversely correlated with the
proportion of leaves and flowers in the plant diet (Appendix 3).

•

Site feeding value: I quantified the feeding value of the encounter location as the percentage
of group feeding records that occurred in the encounter quadrat, plus the eight surrounding
quadrats, during the observation period.

•

Site occupation time: the number of 10 min scans prior to the encounter for which the
group’s center-of-mass was in the encounter location or the eight surrounding quadrats.

•

Location in the range: redtail ranges are roughly circular and mangabey ranges are highly
irregular, so I used different methods to calculate location for each species. For redtails, I
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used all 10 min scan locations to calculate 95% kernel density polygons using Biotas
software (Ecological Software Solutions). I then calculated the X,Y coordinates of each
home range center by averaging the minimum and maximum vertices along the east-west and
north-south axes. The location for redtails was the distance from the home range center to the
encounter location. For mangabeys, I divided the home range of each group into 10
concentric zones, each zone a minimum convex polygon at 10% intervals, from 10 – 100%;
the innermost zone was scored as 10 and the outermost as 1. I calculated location in range
only for those groups whose home ranges were adequately sampled, as determined by
whether the home range area curve reached an asymptote (Appendix 2).
•

Group size: number of adults and subadults of each sex.

•

Order: I labeled each encounter as either the first or second encounter of the day for the focal
group. Groups might be more weary and less likely to win the second encounter of the day.

•

Initiation: in some taxa, the initiating group is likely to win the encounter (e.g., Putland and
Goldizen 1998). I coded initiation for mangabeys according to whether any male or female
established visual contact with the opposing group at the start of the encounter. Initiation was
specific to mangabeys because their short-range, intragroup vocalizations could be heard <
300 m away (pers. obs.), which enabled groups to hear each other before they could see each
other; thus they had an opportunity to decide whether to approach the other group. Redtails
did not usually experience this pre-IGE decision window.

•

Aggression: Because not all encounters are aggressive, I expected groups to be more likely to
win if its members were actively aggressive. For each sex, I evaluated whether any individual
exhibited mild aggression (visual or vocal threats), intense aggression (chase, hit, or bite
members of the opposing group), or no aggression.
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For each encounter, I used the outcome from only one of the interacting groups. Most of
the predictors were non-normally distributed, even after transformation, so I used nonparametric
tests to determine which factors affected outcome type and group success. I used Fisher exact
tests when evaluating categorical predictors because one or more cells contained < 6
observations.
Redtails are generally described as territorial, with a strongly spatially-based IGE system
(Cords and Sarmiento in press), where outcome is determined largely by which side of a shared
boundary the encounter begins (Cords 2007; Struhsaker 1967). Because this system depends on
invisible boundaries between groups rather than distance from the range center, the location
variable described above is unlikely to be informative in a territorial system. To determine
whether the Ngogo redtail (and mangabey) groups exhibited territoriality, I mapped the locations
and outcomes of encounters (Appendix 6); the spatial pattern of wins and losses suggests that
these groups were not territorial. Blue monkeys (a species closely related to redtails) in the
Kakamega Forest in Kenya exhibit a clear pattern of spatially-mediated dominance, in which an
intruding group runs to its side of a shared boundary when confronted with a neighboring group;
afterwards, the formerly intruding group sits on its side of the boundary (Cords 2002; pers. obs.).
The redtails and mangabeys at Ngogo never exhibited this behavior.
Contest competition is most likely to occur in displacement encounters, where the
winning group remains in the encounter location and the losing group moves away. Though
deflections also have winners and losers, neither stays in the encounter location to consume
whatever resources might be present. To determine whether displacements occurred at higher-
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value sites than other types of encounters, I calculated the feeding value of each encounter
location as the average of the focal and opposing group scores.
I used several measures to determine whether losing groups experienced reduced food
intake after an encounter. After an encounter ended, I examined the first group scan to determine
whether either group was feeding; if not, I counted the number of scans until its members began
consuming plant parts. I determined whether groups consumed fruit/seeds or other plant parts
when they resumed feeding. I also examined whether losing groups traveled farther than winning
groups after an encounter. I calculated relative distance as the focal group’s distance minus the
opposing group’s distance, divided by the sum of the two groups’ travel distances. The
denominator controlled for the fact that the difference between the two groups’ travel distances
were greater for early encounters than for those that occurred late in the day, when groups had
little opportunity to travel.
I counted the number of days that elapsed before a group returned to the encounter
location (i.e., the encounter quadrat plus the eight surrounding quadrats) within the same
observation period. For redtails, the maximum number of days that passed before a group
returned to the site within an observation period was five days. On some occasions, the
observation period ended before the group returned to the encounter location. If this happened,
and at least six days had passed before the end of the observation period, I recorded six days as
the number of elapsed days before the group returned to the site; thus, six days was a catch-all
category for redtails, indicating that at least six days, possibly more, had elapsed. The same
situation occurred for some mangabey groups, but because the maximum number of elapsed days
was three, I recorded four days as the catch-all category.
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For the eight groups for which we had good estimates of home range size and use, I
estimated the quality of each group’s core (inner 50%) and periphery home range areas using
information on important food species (those constituting ≥ 1% of the annual diet) from
botanical plots. I determined the number of quadrats in each region, the percentage of each
region in which we evaluated plots, the basal area of stems within the plots, and finally the basal
area for the entire core or periphery area. I compared these measures against total group size
(adults, subadults, and juveniles) and the frequency of success in IGEs (the percentage of IGEs
won against study and non-study groups).
I used STATA v11.1 for all analyses and report two-tailed P-values, with α = 0.05. For
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney tests where the sample size was below the thresholds listed by Mundry
and Fischer (1998), I used the exact test statistic rather than the normal approximation (i.e.,
where N1 and N2 represent the sizes of the two samples, the normal approximation can be used
when N1 = 3 or 4 and N2 > 12, or when N1 > 4 and N2 > 10).

RESULTS
We observed 75 encounters among mangabey groups, 44 of which were among study
groups. We were able to determine whether each group won, lost, or ended in a draw for 39
encounters; decided outcomes occurred more often than draws (74% vs. 26%; Figure 2), and
displacements occurred more often than deflections (54% vs. 21%).
We observed 151 encounters among redtail groups, 60 of which were among study
groups. I determined the outcomes of 54 encounters; as with mangabeys, redtail encounters
usually ended in decided outcomes rather than draws (70% vs. 30%), and displacements were
more common than deflections (59% vs. 11%; Figure 2).
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Displacements
Mangabey encounters with decided outcomes occurred in higher-value feeding locations
than encounters that ended in a draw (decided outcomes: median 37%, IQR 21 – 66%; draws:
9%, 3-43%; Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test, Ndecided = 29, Ndraw = 10, Z = 2.332, P = 0.020), but
there was no difference in the average feeding value of displacement and deflection sites
(Ndisplacement = 21, Ndeflection = 8, Z = -0.485, P = 0.627). Some mangabey dyads appeared to have
invariant relationships, characterized solely by decided outcomes (primarily displacements),
whereas other dyads exhibited more diverse relationships (Table 2).
Each factor that represented a payoff asymmetry was evaluated as the difference between
the focal and opposing groups’ scores. There were relatively few displacement encounters, which
limited the power of the tests, but mangabey groups that lost the encounter generally had a lower
percentage of fruit in their plant diet throughout the observation period than the winning group
(Table 3A). However, winning and losing groups did not differ significantly in their percentage
of fruit feeding in the days before an encounter (Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test, Nwin = 5, Nlose =
6, U = 19.5, 0.10 > P > 0.05), nor in the days after an encounter (Nwin = 3, Nlose = 6, U = 10.5, P
> 0.10). Mangabey groups were more likely to win the encounter if group males exhibited mild
or intense aggression against the opposing group.
For redtails, feeding value did not differ for encounters with decided outcomes versus
draws (decided outcomes: median 18%, IQR 9 – 29%; draws: 24%, 14 – 36%; Wilcoxon-MannWhitney test, Ndecided = 38, Ndraw = 16, Z = -1.457, P = 0.145). The feeding value of
displacements and deflections did not differ, either (Ndisplacements = 32, Ndeflections = 6, Z = -0.789, P
= 0.430). As with mangabeys, some redtail dyads interacted in diverse ways whereas others
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exhibited only displacements, but dyad identity did not significantly predict encounter type
(Fisher exact test, P = 0.133; Table 2).
Among redtails, asymmetry in group size (i.e., the number of females) determined
whether a group won or lost: groups with fewer females than their opponents were more likely to
lose an encounter (Table 3B). However, there was very little variation in the number of females
per group (Table 1): group R1 had nine females, and all other groups had eight females. Thus the
number of females per group was able to predict R1’s relationship with its neighbors, but not the
relationships among those neighbors.

Short-term consequences of encounters
Mangabey groups that won an encounter were not more likely than losing groups to feed
on plant parts immediately after an encounter ended (Fisher exact test, P = 0.252; Table 4A). The
amount of time that passed before a group began feeding on plant parts after an encounter also
did not differ between winning and losing groups (Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test, NLose = 9, NWin
= 11, Z = 0.989, P = 0.323; Table 5A). When winning and losing groups resumed feeding, they
were equally likely to consume fruit/seeds (winners: 92%; losers: 90%; Fisher exact test, P =
1.000). Though winning and losing groups did not exhibit different feeding behavior, they
differed in post-encounter travel: losing groups traveled farther than winning groups (WilcoxonMann-Whitney test, NLose = 11, NWin = 8, Z = 2.148, P = 0.032; Table 6A). The difference in
travel distance between winning and losing groups did not arise from losing groups being farther
from the center of their range; distance from the home range center did not differ between
winning and losing groups (Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test, NLose = 10, NWin = 11, Z = 1.096, P =
0.273). Within the remainder of the observation period, winning groups did not return to the
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encounter location sooner than losing groups (Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test, NLose = 14, NWin =
21, Z = 1.821, P = 0.069; Table 7A).
Redtail groups that won an encounter were not more likely than losing groups to feed on
plant parts immediately after an encounter ended (Fisher exact test, P = 1.000; Table 4B). The
amount of time that passed before a group began feeding on plant parts did not differ between
winning and losing groups (Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test, NLose = 11, NWin = 22, Z = 0.792, P =
0.428; Table 5B). When winning and losing groups resumed feeding, they were equally likely to
consume fruit/seeds (winners: 74%; losers: 78%; Fisher exact test, P = 1.000). Losing groups
traveled farther than winning groups after an encounter (Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test, NLose =
11, NWin = 11, Z = 2.202, P = 0.028; Table 6B). The difference in travel distance between
winning and losing groups did not arise from losing groups being farther from the center of their
range; distance from the home range center did not differ between winning and losing groups
(Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test, NLose = 13, NWin = 25, Z = -0.046, P = 0.963). Within the
remainder of the observation period, winning groups did not return to the encounter location
sooner than losing groups (Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test, NLose = 9, NWin = 14, Z = 0.941, P =
0.347; Table 7B).

Long-term consequences of encounters
Among the five mangabey groups for which we had accurate information on the size of
the annual home range, there did not appear to be a relationship between success in IGEs and
either the size of the core area or the basal area of food trees within the core area (Table 8).
However, core areas should be more valuable than peripheral areas only if the core is largely
exclusive to the resident group; since the entirety of a mangabey group home range is overlapped
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by the ranges of neighboring groups (Appendix 6), I also examined the quantity of food trees
throughout the total home range. More successful groups did not have larger home ranges with
greater basal area of food trees, nor were there more food trees per capita in the range of
successful groups.
We had accurate information on the sizes of three redtail home ranges. Though the
number of groups was too small to reach firm conclusions, there did not appear to be a
relationship between total group size (males, females, and juveniles) and either core area size or
the basal area of food trees in the core area (Table 8). Contrary to my predictions, groups that
were least successful in IGEs had the highest basal area per hectare in the core area. As with
mangabeys, core areas were not exclusive to the resident group. There was a positive relationship
between group size and the basal area of food trees per hectare across the entire home range, but
no relationship between success in IGEs and home range quality.

DISCUSSION
Mangabey encounters. Approximately half of all mangabey encounters occurred in highuse feeding patches and resulted in displacements, suggesting that winning groups gained access
to valuable feeding areas. Groups were more likely to win if resident males exhibited mild or
intense aggression than if they exhibited no aggression, but female participation had no effect on
the likelihood of winning. Groups were likely to lose if they had a lower percentage of fruit in
their plant diet than the opposing group, which may indicate that groups were unable to compete
successfully when they had fewer resources than their opponents. The effects of male
participation and fruit consumption on encounter outcome are consistent with my predictions. In
terms of the short-term effects of winning and losing, there was no skew in resource access
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immediately after an encounter but losing groups did experience higher travel costs, and took
longer than winning groups to return to the encounter location. Losing groups may have traveled
farther to avoid the encounter location to reduce the likelihood of future confrontations with the
winning group.
There was no effect of group size on encounter outcome or resource access. The absence
of a short-term effect of group size was mirrored in long-term patterns of resource access: larger
groups were no more likely than smaller groups to have larger or higher-quality ranges. Though I
was unable to measure other potential types of RHP asymmetry and there were relatively few
encounters among study groups, the pattern of outcomes suggests the absence of consistent,
dominance-like relationships between groups (Figure 3, Appendix 6). Of the 13 dyads, only four
had ≥ 3 IGEs with decided outcomes, and of those, only one dyad had a unidirectional pattern of
wins and losses.
Though RHP asymmetries lead to a pattern in which one group tends to win against
another, contest outcome can also be affected by location. An incomplete form of territoriality,
referred to as ‘core area defense,’ is seen among some species in which there are no explicit
boundaries between groups; instead, the likelihood of winning an encounter increases with
decreasing distance from the center of the home range (e.g., white-faced capuchins, Cebus
capucinus; Crofoot et al. 2008). The pattern of wins and losses within pairs of mangabey groups
was not a product of either territoriality (Methods; Appendix 6) or core area defense (the
location in range variable, Table 3A).
In sum, there were differences between winning and losing groups in energetic
expenditure, but no difference in resource access immediately after an encounter, nor was there
evidence of consistent asymmetries in resource skew.
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Redtail encounters. Most redtail encounters ended in displacement, but unlike mangabey
encounters, displacements did not occur in higher-use sites than deflections or draws. Another
departure from the mangabey pattern is that none of the payoff asymmetries predicted whether a
redtail group won or lost an encounter. Outcome was, however, partially predicted by an RHP
asymmetry: the number of females in the group predicted R1’s success against its neighbors, but
not the outcomes of encounters among those neighbors. In the immediate aftermath of an
encounter, there was no evidence of differential resource access between winning and losing
groups, though losing groups traveled farther. Larger groups (measured as total group size) had
larger and higher-quality home ranges than smaller groups, indicating long-term skew in
resource access. However, group size and home range quality were unrelated to the overall
frequency of success in IGEs.
Though none of the asymmetries proved to be very good at predicting outcome, it is clear
that for four of the five redtail dyads, there was a pattern in which one group won most of its
encounters against the other (Figure 3). Redtails are generally described as territorial (Cords and
Sarmiento in press; Struhsaker and Leland 1988), but my observations of Ngogo redtails
(Appendix 6) do not support this claim. There was also no indication of core area defense (the
location in range variable in Table 3B). While there were clear boundaries within several dyads
that were generally respected during non-aggressive encounters, these boundaries were shortlived; i.e., a boundary that groups visited frequently in one season would disappear during other
seasons, at which time a group would intrude deeply into another’s range and proceed to win the
encounter by remaining in place after the retreat of the resident group. Some boundaries
disappeared multiple times during the year in which we observed the redtail groups. The absence
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of strict territoriality is not unprecedented: Struhsaker and Leland (1988) reported that one
Ngogo redtail dyad appeared to have a non-spatially-based dominance relationship, in which the
dominant displaced the subordinate in all locations. It appears that this pattern of non-sitedependent dominance has spread among Ngogo redtail groups, perhaps resulting from a high
population density relative to the quantity of food trees (as predicted by Dunbar 1988); the
density of Ngogo redtail groups has increased from 4.45 groups/km2 (Butynski 1990; Struhsaker
1980) to 6.35 groups/km2 (both estimates were calculated using the block method as per
Chapman et al. 1988; Struhsaker 1981; Whitesides et al. 1988), and the number of adults per
group has remained approximately the same (c.f. Struhsaker 1980).
Within dyads, the identity of winning and losing groups appeared to be independent of
size differences (measured either as the number of females or total group size) because the larger
group did not always win against the smaller group. It is unclear what sort of RHP asymmetry
could have caused these between-group dominance relationships because I did not measure other
potential factors (i.e., the actual number of participants or their strength). Dominance
relationships among groups supposedly reflect the maintenance of skewed access to resources
(Janson and van Schaik 1988; van Schaik 1989), and while they do not prove the existence of a
skew in fitness, they suggest that such skew may exist. I did not find evidence of differential
resource access in the immediate aftermath of an encounter, though there was a difference in
energetic expenditure and larger groups had larger, higher-quality ranges. It is possible that
groups experienced differential food intake as a result of intergroup encounters, but that I was
unable to detect this skew because of the coarseness of my methods. For example, redtail groups
often fed during the course of an encounter, but we discontinued group scans during these
periods so I was unable to determine whether winning groups were more likely than losing
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groups to feed during the encounter. More precise measurements of food intake and energetic
balance are preferable to group scans, but were not possible in the context of this study.
In sum, there were differences between winning and losing groups in energetic
expenditure and a difference in long-term access to resources (home range quality) based on
group size, but no obvious differences in resource access immediately after an encounter.

Contest competition and energetic skew. Contest competition for access to feeding
patches is thought to give rise to differential fitness among contestants, such that successful
contestants have higher food intake, lower energetic expenditure, and higher reproductive
success than their opponents (Janson and van Schaik 1988; Koenig 2002; Sterck et al. 1997; van
Schaik 1989). However, this pattern is not always observed: fights between groups may not
result in differential energetic status in the immediate aftermath of the contest (Janson 1985;
Pride et al. 2006) or in differential reproductive success over longer periods (van Noordwijk and
van Schaik 1999). Similarly, not all contests in the context of within-group aggression result in
skewed food intake, energetic balance, or reproductive output among contestants (Cords 2002;
Koenig 2000; Pazol and Cords 2005; Vogel 2005). Contests that do result in differential food
intake are usually confined to specific contexts (e.g., seasons of particularly low food abundance,
or feeding trees with insufficient space for all group members). Aggression not leading to
immediate differential resource access may be a suppression tactic to ensure that aggressors can
access resources in future encounters, when such access might be more critical for fitness
(Forkman and Haskell 2004; Van Doorn et al. 2003). Despite the intermittent relationship
between contest competition and energetic skew, relatively small or infrequent imbalances in
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food intake and travel costs can, over time, accumulate and become biologically meaningful
differences in reproductive output (van Noordwijk and van Schaik 1987).
A situation in which there is frequent contest competition without differential fitness
among contestants is described as a Red Queen effect (Dawkins and Krebs 1979; Koenig and
Borries 2009; van Valen 1973); i.e., a contestant must compete in order to realize its maximum
potential fitness, but is unable to achieve greater fitness than its opponents. In the immediate
aftermath of an encounter, there may be no skew in food intake because (a) the losing group fed
at the encounter location prior to the contest, and by depleting resources, prevented the winning
group from feeding after the encounter, or (b) alternative resources may be available nearby, and
are consumed by the losing group. For mangabeys, both scenarios are feasible explanations for
the lack of skew in food intake immediately after an encounter: pre-IGE site occupation time
tended to be very long for losing groups, and it did not take long for them to move to an
alternative fruit-feeding site. For redtails, there was no difference in pre-IGE site occupation time
between winners and losers, and losers did consume alternative fruit resources. It is unclear why
groups would engage in aggressive contests if alternative fruit/seed resources are available,
unless those alternative foods are of lower nutritional value (Chapman et al. 2003); this
possibility remains to be tested.
An absence of skew in long-term energetic balance or reproductive success may arise
either because (a) short-term skew is absent, or (b) short-term skew is present, but irregularly
favors a particular group. In the latter scenario, a group may win one encounter and have greater
food intake than its opponent, but loses the next encounter against that opponent. Such a
situation is expected to arise when RHP asymmetries are negligible, causing contest outcomes to
be determined by fluctuating payoff asymmetries or by ‘ownership’ conventions (Enquist and
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Leimar 1987; Maynard Smith 1982; Maynard Smith and Parker 1976). It is likely that RHP
asymmetries were generally minor for mangabeys and redtails, because most groups had equal
numbers of potential participants (adult males for mangabeys, and adult males and females for
redtails). Though there was a trend for payoff asymmetries to determine the outcomes of
mangabey encounters, there was no such trend for redtails.
Though the results presented here are limited by small sample sizes, they nonetheless
indicate that contest competition among mangabey groups resulted in differential short-term
energetic expenditure, but not short-term food intake or long-term resource access; this is best
described as a Red Queen effect (Koenig and Borries 2009) and may have been caused by nearly
symmetrical RHP in combination with fluctuating payoff asymmetries. Contests among redtail
groups resulted in differences in short-term energetic expenditure, but not short-term food intake.
There was, however, a pattern of differential long-term resource access that corresponded with
total group size, as predicted by socioecological models (Janson and van Schaik 1988; Koenig
2002; van Schaik 1989; Wrangham 1980). The redtail pattern of long-term skew and dominance
relationships between groups suggests that short-term skew in food intake may occur
intermittently, though it was undetected in this study.
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Figure 2. Distribution of encounter outcome categories for mangabeys and redtails.
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Table 2. Number of encounters of each outcome type for each dyad, for (A) mangabeys and (B)
redtails. ‘Total IGEs per dyad’ = # intergroup encounters with observed outcomes / total #
encounters observed per dyad. ? = non-study group.
(A)

Dyad
Mangabeys
M1-M2
M1-Me
M1-Mn
M1-Mnw
M1-Ms
M1-?
M2-Ms
M2-Mse
M2-?
Me-Mn
Me-Mnw
Me-Ms
Me-Mse
Me-?
Mn-Mnw
Mnw-M8
Mnw-?
Ms-Mse
Ms-?
Mse-?
Total

Intergroup Encounter Outcome Type
Mutual
Mutual
Displacement Deflection
Avoid
Ignore
1
5
1
3
1
3
1
2
1

1
1
1
1

1
1

1

1

1

2
1
1
1

1

1
1

1
1

2

21

8

7

3

Total IGEs
per dyad
4/6
7/9
1/1
3/3
3/5
1/5
4/6
0/2
1/8
4/4
3/3
1/4
1/2
1/2
2/7
1/1
0/1
2/3
0/1
0/2
39 / 75
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(B)

Dyad
Redtails
R1 - R2
R1 - R3
R1 - RGLT7
R1 - ?
R2 - R3
R2 - RGLT7
R2 - ?
R3 - ?
RGLT7 - ?
Total

Intergroup Encounter Outcome Type
Mutual
Mutual
Displacement Deflection
Avoid
Ignore
6
5
5
5
3
4
2
2
23

2

6
2

3
1

5
1

2

6

14

2

Total IGEs
per dyad
12 / 19
9 / 12
5 / 13
5 / 22
13 / 19
6 / 27
2 / 20
2 / 17
0/2
54 / 151
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CHAPTER 5
INTERGROUP ENCOUNTER RATES
IN REDTAIL MONKEYS (CERCOPITHECUS ASCANIUS)
AND GREY-CHEEKED MANGABEYS (LOPHOCEBUS ALBIGENA)

ABSTRACT
Rates of intergroup encounters vary across species, populations, and seasons, and are
known to reflect population density, dietary composition, and food spatial characteristics. I
examined the effect of these factors, as well as the effect of varying degrees of home range
overlap, on the intergroup encounter (IGE) rates of three groups of redtail monkeys
(Cercopithecus ascanius) and three groups of grey-cheeked mangabeys (Lophocebus albigena)
in Kibale National Park, Uganda. I compared observed IGE rates with null expectations
generated using the ideal gas model, and determined that redtail IGE rates were sometimes
higher and sometimes lower than expected across observation periods, whereas mangabey IGE
rates were almost always lower than expected. Neighboring redtail groups had overlapping
ranging areas for many more observation periods than mangabey groups. Overall IGE rates were
much higher for redtails than for mangabeys, but the rates of aggressive encounters were similar.
Rates of aggressive and non-aggressive redtail IGEs were affected by the size of the overlap area
and associations with sympatric mangabey groups; in addition, the rate of aggressive IGEs
increased with the percentage of fruit in the plant diet. Mangabey IGE rates were also affected by
the extent of range overlap, and were also correlated with patch size and the proportion of fruit in
the plant diet. These results indicate that redtails are much more willing to approach neighboring
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groups than are mangabeys, but that the rate of aggressive encounters correlates with similar
dietary trends for the two species.

Keywords: intergroup encounters, home range overlap, food availability, ideal gas model

INTRODUCTION
Primates living in cohesive social groups encounter neighboring groups as they move
within the environment (Cheney 1987; Waser and Wiley 1979). Aggressive or not, these
encounters can affect food intake rates in both groups through either contest competition (where
one group gains greater access to feeding patches by displacing another group) or scramble
competition (where both groups have reduced food intake because of the increased number of
consumers in the area; Nicholson 1954). Over time, the effects of these encounters may
accumulate, resulting in differential reproductive success among groups or an overall reduction
in reproductive success across all groups (Sterck et al. 1997; van Schaik 1989; Wrangham 1980).
In addition to its effects on food intake, IGEs are costly because of the risk of injury during
aggressive encounters (Cheney 1987).
The frequency of intergroup encounters (IGEs) varies widely within and between species
(Cheney 1987; Dunbar 1988; Waser and Wiley 1979). Given the potential short- and long-term
effects of IGEs on individual fitness, IGE rates may be an important indicator of the degree of
competition within a population. IGE rates are generally affected by group density (Butynski
1990; Chapman and Fedigan 1984; Robinson et al. 1987; Siex 2003) and food spatial
characteristics (Crofoot 2007; Kinnaird 1992; Kinnaird and O'Brien 2000), but it remains to be
determined whether an underlying, inherent behavioral tendency to approach or avoid neighbors
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might differ among species. I sought to address this issue by studying IGE rates in two sympatric
species, grey-cheeked mangabeys (Lophocebus albigena) and redtail monkeys (Cercopithecus
ascanius). These species consume broadly similar diets (Conklin-Brittain et al. 1998; Struhsaker
1978) but tend to occur at very different group densities (Chapman and Lambert 2000; Plumptre
and Cox 2006; Teelen 2007b). As guenons, redtails are typically described as territorial and
highly confrontational (where groups aggressively exclude intruders from a clearly-defined area;
Cords and Sarmiento in press; Struhsaker and Leland 1979; Windfelder and Lwanga 2002),
whereas mangabeys exhibit strong mutual avoidance (Waser 1975; 1976; 1977).
One means of testing whether groups tend to approach or avoid each other utilizes the
ideal gas model, which was developed to create null expectations of the rate at which gas
molecules encounter each other in space; the model has since been applied to different aspects of
biology, including IGE rates (reviewed in Hutchinson and Waser 2007). In the latter context, the
model takes into account group density, travel distance, and encounter distances to generate a
predicted rate (or number) of encounters; the predicted IGE rate is what we would expect if
groups were meeting randomly in the habitat. Using the gas model to evaluate encounter rates in
six primate populations, Waser and Wiley (1979) found that some were far more likely and
others were less likely to encounter neighbors relative to random expectations. However, the data
for two of the three species that demonstrated strong approach or avoidance tendencies were
inappropriate. I re-examined Mason’s (1968) study and found that the calculation of the expected
number of IGEs for titi monkeys in Socay Forest, Colombia, was misleading because the total
study area was only 1/15 km2, many groups were situated at the edges of the forest, and group
ranges overlapped very little. This spatial configuration dramatically reduced each group’s
number of neighbors, as well as the area in which encounters occurred (because only ≤ 50% of
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each range boundary adjoined that of another group). As a result, there were very few observed
IGEs, relative to group density. For mountain gorillas in the Virunga Volcanoes in Central
Africa, I found that Schaller (1963) counted single, continuous IGEs that lasted multiple days as
separate encounters, and counted encounters with solitary males as IGEs. These practices
differed from those of other authors and resulted in an artificially inflated number of observed
encounters. Exclusion of these two species leaves grey-cheeked mangabeys, which exhibited a
much lower IGE rate than what was expected based on their group density. Current mangabey
group densities in the same national park are up to six times higher than that reported by Waser
(Chapman and Lambert 2000; Teelen 2007b; unpub. data), which begs the question of whether
mangabeys still avoid their neighbors. At higher densities, groups are likely to have higher IGE
rates simply because of an increase in random encounters. However, their IGE rates may exceed
the expected rate for random encounters if there is a need to secure access to (potentially)
limiting food resources through aggressive between-group confrontations.
In addition to determining whether redtail and mangabey IGE rates reflect an underlying
behavioral difference in the likelihood of approaching or avoiding neighbors, I also aimed to
determine which food-related factors, if any, affected their IGE rates across seasons. Food
abundance and distribution appear to be the two most common characteristics affecting IGE
rates; when food is patchily-distributed and occurs in large patches (which could be individual
stems or clusters of stems), groups are often simultaneously attracted to these resources (Crofoot
2007; Hausfater 1972; Kinnaird 1992; Kinnaird and O'Brien 2000; Korstjens et al. 2005; Kumar
and Kurup 1985; Sicotte and MacIntosh 2004; Steenbeek 1999). Thus IGE rates might change
along with food spatial characteristics because groups compete over food patches, or simply
because groups are attracted to the same resources. In some species, groups aggregate in areas of
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range overlap but aggression is used to secure access to estrous females (Kitchen et al. 2004;
Robbins and Sawyer 2007; Sicotte and MacIntosh 2004; Steenbeek 1999) or other resources, like
water (Anderson 1981; Wrangham 1981). One such resource for redtails may be the presence of
a mangabey group, as redtails often form polyspecific associations with mangabeys (Struhsaker
1981; T. Windfelder, pers. comm.; pers. obs.). Mangabey ranges are typically much larger than
and enclose several redtail ranges, and as a mangabey group moves through its range, it passes
from one redtail range and into another. When a redtail group hears a mangabey group
approaching from outside their range, the redtails rush to the edge of their range to meet the
oncoming mangabey group, and inevitably encounter the redtail group that had been traveling
with the mangabeys up until that point. In this case, the cause of the IGE is not food, but a
nearby mangabey group. Redtails associate with red colobus for protection from aerial predators
(Teelen 2007a), and may associate with mangabeys for the same reason (Struhsaker 1981; T.
Windfelder, pers. comm.).
A variable often overlooked in discussions of IGE rates is the extent of range overlap
among neighboring groups. Groups whose ranges do not overlap are unlikely to have IGEs, but
the factors that cause ranges to overlap are generally not investigated (but see Kinnaird 1992;
Kinnaird and O'Brien 2000). From one week to the next, groups may use different portion of the
home range; this pattern means that its weekly range might overlap with a neighbor’s in some,
but not all, weeks. Because food abundance and distribution generally have strong effects on
primate ranging patterns (Hemingway and Bynum 2005), food is likely the primary driver of
patterns of overlap. Thus food resources can affect IGE rates directly, by attracting multiple
groups to shared resources, and indirectly, by causing weekly ranges to overlap to greater or
lesser degrees. In this study, I examined several food-related factors to determine which ones
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might correlate with changes in the extent of range overlap among neighbors. I addressed three
questions:
1. After taking group density into account, is there evidence that mangabey groups (in a
relatively high density population) avoid their neighbors, and that redtails are more likely
than mangabeys to approach their neighbors?
2. What factors affect the extent of range overlap between neighboring groups?
3. What factors affect IGE rates in redtails and mangabeys?

METHODS
Data collection. I studied three mangabey and three redtail groups at the Ngogo Research
Station in Kibale National Park, Uganda, beginning in January 2008 and ending in December
2008 (redtails) and March 2009 (mangabeys). I also followed several additional, neighboring
groups for short periods (Table 1) because they interacted with study groups at high rates during
a few observation periods. All groups were habituated to observers and tolerated the approach of
a human to within 5 m, sometimes coming to the ground to forage and play during observations.
In the first 12 months of data collection, a typical observation period consisted of (mean) 6.2 ±
(SD) 1.0 consecutive days in which the redtail groups were followed simultaneously, then 7.5 ±
2.2 consecutive days of simultaneous mangabey follows. One such period was separated from
the next by about 5 days. In January – March 2009, we followed the mangabey groups nearly
continuously; I arbitrarily divided this portion of the data into observation periods of 10.1 ± 2.2
days (N = 9 periods) with no breaks between periods. There were 18 and 27 observation periods
for redtails and mangabeys, respectively.
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The team of observers included me and nine field assistants, all of whom were able to
identify a few males and females in each study group. On each observation day, two assistants
followed each group and recorded data from 0730 - 1830 h. I moved from group to group,
monitoring and aiding with data collection. We recorded the location of the group’s estimated
center-of-mass at 10 min intervals using a 50 m x 50 m gridded map of the trail system, and
conducted scan samples at 30 min intervals. During scans, one person walked through the group
(alternately walking along north-south and east-west axes) and recorded the activity of half of the
group’s adults and subadults, watching each animal for five seconds before recording its activity.
If the animal was looking for or ingesting insects or plant parts, we recorded its activity as
‘foraging.’ For each plant foraging record we noted the part eaten (fruit/seed, flower, young leaf,
mature leaf, bark, or other) and the tree species, location, and diameter at breast height (DBH).
Also during each scan, we measured group spread by pacing north to south and east to west
through the group, passing through the group center. Also during each scan, we measured group
spread by pacing north to south and east to west through the group, passing through the group
center. For redtail groups, we noted whether a mangabey group was within 50 m of any redtail
group member. We recorded all observed copulations and for mangabeys, we also noted the
presence of females with sexual swellings; I used these measures to determine whether estrous
females were present. All location and scan data were recorded using hand-held computers and
entered into a FileMaker Mobile template.

Intergroup encounters. We recognized the start of an IGE when we estimated the nearest
edges of two groups to be ≤ 50 m (redtails) or ≤ 100 m (mangabeys) from each other, regardless
of whether either group exhibited aggressive behavior. The IGE ended when the edges of the
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groups were > 50 m (redtails) or > 100 m (mangabeys) apart. These thresholds were based on the
typical distance within which individuals exhibited behavioral reactions (staring, producing
alarm or aggressive vocalizations, and lunging at, chasing, or physically attacking members of
the other group).
Mangabeys exhibited two types of IGE. In whole group IGEs, the majority of each
group’s members appeared to be in visual contact, based on their behaviors. In subgroup IGEs,
one or a few individuals left their group and approached the neighboring group to ≤ 100 m; in
these encounters, the subgroup appeared to be out of visual contact from the rest of its group,
which was often > 200 m behind the subgroup. Redtails exhibited only whole-group IGEs, but
encounters varied in the intensity of aggression (by contrast, mangabey IGEs almost always
included high-level aggression by one or both groups). Some redtail IGEs were neutral or mildly
aggressive (with aggressive or alarm vocalizations), whereas others were highly aggressive (with
chasing and occasional physical attacks toward members of the opposing group).
During an IGE, one person watched the focal group’s male(s), a second person watched
females, and a third person watched the leading edge of the opposing group. Immediately
following the IGE, all observers recorded the IGE location and their observations (i.e., IGE type
for mangabeys, and the presence or absence of high level aggression for both species) on
standardized check-sheets.

Data analysis. To calculate IGE rates per focal group per observation period, I counted
the number of IGEs that a group had with each of its neighbors, and divided this by the number
of observation hours with the focal group. I did not include IGEs with non-study groups, because
I could not calculate expected encounter rates using the ideal gas model (described below) unless
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we had followed both groups of an interacting pair. I included data for a group in a particular
observation period only if we had followed that group for ≥ 22 hrs; this ensured that I had at least
two full days of ranging and feeding data for that period. I drew 100% minimum convex
polygons around the location points for each group and used the ‘intersect’ function in Biotas
(version 2.0a 3.7, Ecological Software Solutions) to calculate the area of overlap per pair of
groups per observation period. Home ranges were well-known for the primary study groups, as
evidenced by asymptotic curves of home range area versus sampling effort, and were less wellknown for groups that we followed for shorter periods (Appendix 2).
I used the ideal gas model to calculate the frequency with which groups are expected to
‘collide’ randomly (8ρυ(s+d)/π; Hutchinson and Waser 2007). The model uses four parameters:
group density (ρ); total travel distance (υ); group spread (s); and the distance at which an IGE is
deemed to begin (d). I calculated the group density per home range, per observation period, by
first drawing a 100% minimum convex polygon around a focal group’s location points for an
observation period, then additional polygons around the location points of its neighbors within
that period. For each neighbor with a well-known home range, I calculated the percentage of its
range (for the period in question) that was overlapped by the focal group’s range; I then summed
these percentages for the focal group’s neighbors, then added 1 to represent the focal group’s use
of the area. For instance, if the area used by group R1 in a particular observation period included
20% of the area used by R2 and 10% of the area used by R3, the group density for the R1 range
was 1.30 in that period. For both study species, I calculated the total travel distance as the sum of
the distances between consecutive 10 min location points in each observation period. I
calculated group-specific spread by averaging the north-south and east-west axes across all halfhour group scans. IGE distance was 50 m for redtails and 100 m for mangabeys. After
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calculating the expected number of IGEs per group, per period, I also calculated the ratio of
observed : expected encounters; values greater and less than 1 indicate that IGEs occur more and
less frequently than expected, respectively. For a broad overview of the frequency of IGEs, I
repeated the procedure detailed above for each study group, but this time using data collated for
the entire study (rather than for separate observation periods); I included periods with no overlap
among groups in this analysis, but examined relationships only among groups with well-known
home ranges (R1, R2, R3, M1, M2, Meast, Mnw, Msouth).
I evaluated five food-related variables per group, per observation period. When I
compared these variables against home range overlap and IGE rates for particular pairs of
groups, I first averaged the food-related variables across the groups in the dyad, per observation
period. The first variable was food abundance, which was the summed availability of fruits,
flowers, and leaves in quadrats where the group fed in a given observation period. I calculated
availability for a plant species as the product of its density (stems per quadrat), basal area (m2 per
stem), and percentage of food-bearing quadrats; I then summed the availability scores for all
food species eaten by the focal group in the observation period. For density, I used data from 158
50 m x 50 m botanical plots that we surveyed after completion of behavioral observations, in
which we counted and measured the DBH of all stems ≥ 10 cm (≥ 1 cm for lianas) of each
important food species. Important food species comprised ≥ 1% of annual feeding records per
primate species (redtails: N = 19 species; mangabeys: N = 24 species). We located plots
throughout the home ranges of each of the six primary study groups and sampled 29 ± 1% of
each redtail home range and 11 ± 3% of each mangabey range. Because I calculated the
availability of food only within quadrats where the species was eaten, I adjusted species density
by rounding to 1 for species with density < 1 stem/quadrat (i.e., if the species was eaten in a
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quadrat, there was at least one stem present). I calculated basal area as the mean area (DBH
converted to area) of trees in which each primate species ate during that period. The percentage
of food-bearing quadrats was the number of quadrats in which any group ate the food species in
that observation period, divided by the total number of quadrats in which that species was
observed to have been eaten across the entire study period. I calculated food abundance using
behavioral data rather than observations from phenology censusing because the latter did not
accurately measure the availability of redtail and mangabey foods (Appendix 4).
The second food-related variable was food distribution, which I calculated as the
variance-to-mean ratio of the distances among all feeding quadrats in which the focal group ate
in that observation period. Values > 1 indicate a patchy distribution of quadrats and values < 1
indicate a uniform distribution of quadrats. As with food abundance, my measure of food
distribution differs from most other studies, in which food distribution is measured as the
dispersion index of a single, primary food species per observation period. This method was
inappropriate for redtails and mangabeys because they usually had several primary food species
per observation period, so I chose to calculate the distribution of feeding quadrats rather than
food patches. The third variable, food patch size per quadrat, was the mean basal area of each
food species eaten in the observation period, multiplied by the adjusted density (see the
description for food abundance) and weighted by its proportional representation in the diet.
Though patch size contained two of the same components as abundance, the two variables were
not significantly correlated (Appendix 3) and therefore represented different aspects of food
availability. Plant foraging was the fourth variable, and was the percentage of activity scans in
which individuals foraged on plant foods. The last variable, fruit in diet, was the percentage of
plant-feeding scans in which individuals foraged or fed on fruits and seeds. Both primate species
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appeared to prefer fruits/seeds, which correlated negatively with the percentage of leaves and
flowers in the plant-based diet (Appendix 3). I also scored whether estrous females were present
in either group per observation period, because groups might be less likely to encounter each
other if males attempt to prevent estrous female group-mates from interacting with males of
neighboring groups.
I coded the redtail IGEs according to whether they included high-level aggression, and
the mangabey IGEs according to whether they were whole group or subgroup IGEs. Mangabey
whole group IGEs appeared to be the functional equivalent of aggressive redtail IGEs, because
both appeared to function as food defense; in contrast, mangabey subgroup IGEs were unaffected
by food-related variables (Chapter 3). Most mangabey IGEs (88%) included high-level
aggression by one or both groups. Many of the analyses presented here are for pairs of groups
(dyads); the number of observation periods per dyad varied, as did the types of IGEs. I calculated
the IGE rate per dyad, per observation period, as the number of IGEs between the pair, divided
by the number of days in which one or both groups were followed in that period, and multiplied
this number by 7 days to obtain a weekly IGE rate.
Many of the dependent and independent variables were non-normally distributed, even
after transformation, so I used non-parametric tests. All analyses were conducted in STATA
v.11, p-values are two-tailed, and α = 0.05. I did not use Bonferroni-adjusted P-values because,
among other issues, these adjustments inflate the probability of Type II errors (i.e., not rejecting
the null hypothesis when it is false; Nakagawa 2004). I evaluated the correlates of home range
overlap and IGE rates using the pooled datasets across dyads for each species. However, pooling
data across groups meant that many samples were not independent: for instance, several different
dyads included a particular group within a single observation period (i.e., R1’s interactions with
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R2 and R3). To address this issue and determine whether the non-independence of samples
affected the results, I repeated the same analyses for each dyad (if the dyad had been observed
for > 5 observation periods, and if they had non-zero values for their IGE rates). This approach
also allowed me to determine whether different dyads were affected by different social and
ecological predictor variables.

RESULTS
Ideal gas model. In periods when the study groups had overlapping ranges, the average
IGE rate per group, per observation period, was (mean) 0.38 ± SD 0.04 IGEs / 11 hrs for redtails
(N = 46 group-observation periods) and 0.12 ± 0.14 IGEs / 11 hrs for mangabeys (N = 51 groupobservation periods). These IGE rates were significantly different (Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney
test, Z = -3.926, P < 0.001). (Note also that these rates are very different from those calculated by
dividing the total number of IGEs per group by the total number of observation hours per group,
as in Table 1.) Redtails had IGEs more frequently than expected per observation period (ratio of
observed:expected number of IGEs: 1.26 ± 1.51, N = 46 group-observation periods) and
mangabeys had IGEs less often than expected (0.19 ± 0.27, N = 51 group-observation periods;
Figure 1). When comparing observed:expected IGE ratios for the entire study period, I found that
two of three primary redtail groups had encounters nearly as often as expected (Ratio: R1 = 0.76,
R2 = 1.00, R3 = 0.94), and all three primary mangabey groups had encounters far less often than
expected (Ratio: M1 = 0.10, M2 = 0.05, Meast = 0.09).

Range overlap. In the datasets of dyad-observation periods (redtails: N = 50; mangabeys:
N = 138), there were periods in which neighboring group ranges did not overlap, periods in
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which ranges overlapped but there were no IGEs, and periods with both overlap and IGEs
(Figure 2). Redtail and mangabey group ranges overlapped in 82% and 48% of dyad-observation
period samples, respectively. Of the periods with overlap, the mean number of shared 50 m x 50
m quadrats was 6.32 ± 4.50 for redtails and 20.43 ± 30.43 for mangabeys (in comparison, the
overlap of cumulative annual ranges among dyads was much larger; redtails: N = 3 dyads, 34.87,
40.10, and 48.84 quadrats; mangabeys: N = 9 dyads, 132.30 ± 82.32 quadrats). The difference in
the size of overlap areas between species mirrors the difference in home range size (redtails: N =
3 groups, 0.31, 0.35, and 0.38 km2; mangabeys: N = 3 groups, 1.58, 1.70, and 1.84 km2).
For the dataset of pooled redtail dyads, an increase in overlap area correlated with an
increase in the proportion of fruit in the plant diet (Table 2) and when at least one of the redtail
groups within a dyad was in association with a mangabey group on at least one day in the
observation period (Table 3). The presence of estrous females was not associated with changes in
home range overlap. When examining individual dyads, the correlation between fruit
consumption and range overlap was significant for two of three dyads, and the effect of
associating with mangabeys was significant for just one of those two dyads.
For the dataset of pooled mangabey dyads, the size of overlap areas increased with the
size of food patches (Table 4); this correlation was also evident for three of the seven dyads. In
addition, the percentage of fruit in the plant diet was a significant correlate with home range
overlap for one dyad, and the percentage of the activity budget spent on plant foraging was
nearly significant for two dyads. The presence of estrous females was not associated with
changes in home range overlap, either for the pooled dataset or for individual dyads (Table 5).
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Factors affecting IGE rates. Of the redtail IGEs, 35% included high-level aggression by
one or both groups, and aggressive IGEs occurred at a rate of 0.13 ± 0.01 IGEs / 7 days. The rate
of aggressive redtail IGEs was not significantly different from the overall mangabey rate (as
noted above, most mangabey IGEs were aggressive; Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test, N1 = 50
redtail group-observation periods, N2 = 46 mangabey group-observation periods, Z = -0.369, P =
0.712).
The rates of non-aggressive and aggressive redtail IGEs, when pooled across dyads, were
correlated with the area of home range overlap (Table 6). Redtail dyads always had IGEs in
periods when one or both groups were in association with a mangabey group; in contrast, they
had IGEs in only 29% of periods when neither group was in association with mangabeys (Fisher
exact test, N = 50 dyad-observation periods, P < 0.001; Table 7). Consequently, the rate of nonaggressive IGEs was higher in periods of association with mangabeys than in periods of nonassociation (using the pooled dataset; Table 8). The rate of aggressive IGEs was nearly
significantly different in periods with and without mangabey association. The presence of estrous
females had no effect on the rate of non-aggressive or aggressive IGE rates.
For individual redtail dyads, the extent of home range overlap was a significant predictor
for non-aggressive and aggressive IGE rates in one of three dyads, and was a nearly-significant
predictor of aggressive IGE rates for a second dyad (Table 6). Association with a mangabey
group was a significant (or nearly significant) predictor for IGE rates for two dyads. In contrast
with the other two dyads, the rate of non-aggressive and aggressive IGEs for the R1-R3 dyad
was completely unaffected by the extent of home range overlap and association with a mangabey
group.
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Because range overlap was a significant correlate of IGE rates for several redtail dyads, I
used Kendall partial correlations to control for the effect of range overlap while investigating the
effect of food-related variables on IGE rates. When the data were pooled across dyads, nonaggressive IGEs were not affected by food-related variables and aggressive IGE rates were
affected by the proportion of fruit in the plant diet (Table 9). For individual dyads, fruit
consumption and the overall abundance of food in the diet were occasionally significant
predictors.
For mangabeys, 58% of encounters were whole group IGEs, which occurred at a rate of
0.06 ± 0.13 IGEs / 7 days. Using the data from pooled dyads, the rates of subgroup and whole
group IGEs increased with the extent of home range overlap (Table 10) and the rate of subgroup
IGEs was significantly lower when estrous females were present (Table 11). However, the
pattern of results differed when analyzing the data for each dyad separately: range overlap was a
significant predictor of subgroup and whole group IGE rates for two of seven dyads; and the
presence of estrous females was not a significant predictor for any dyads.
When controlling for the effect of home range overlap with the pooled dataset, the rate of
subgroup IGEs increased with patch size and the rate of whole group IGEs increased with the
percentage of fruit in the plant diet (Table 12). For individual dyads, the rate of subgroup IGEs
was associated with patch size for only one dyad, fruit consumption was nearly significantly
associated with whole group IGE rates for one dyad, and plant foraging was a significant
predictor for that same dyad. For five of the seven mangabey dyads, none of the food-related
variables were significantly associated with the rates of subgroup or whole group IGEs.
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DISCUSSION
Redtail group ranges overlapped more often than mangabey ranges, but even after
restricting the analysis to periods of overlap and taking into account differences in group density,
travel distance, group spread, and encounter distances, there were marked differences in the IGE
rates of redtails and mangabeys. Redtails frequently exceeded the expected number of encounters
per period, whereas mangabeys nearly always had fewer encounters than expected. The ratio of
observed:expected IGEs was higher when calculated per observation period than when
calculated for the entire study period, likely because the latter included periods of no overlap
among neighboring groups, but the two methods exhibited a similar pattern for each species. The
null expectation generated from the ideal gas model is not always very accurate, however,
because it overestimates encounter rates in some situations (e.g., when groups spend more or less
time in areas of overlap than is expected by the size of the area) and underestimates the rate in
other situations (e.g., when groups move away from each other after an encounter; Hutchinson
and Waser 2007).
The difference between redtail and mangabey IGE rates may indicate that redtails were
more willing than mangabeys to approach neighboring groups. This difference in intergroup
relations likely arises because mangabeys use long-distance calls to regulate spacing among
groups, but redtail calls are less useful for this function (Marler 1973; Waser and Waser 1977).
Consequently, even when mangabey ranges overlap extensively, groups use neighbors’ calls to
avoid confrontations (unless fruit and plant consumption is high, or patch sizes are large),
leading to a lower overall IGE rate and fewer chance encounters (in which groups randomly
come across each other while ranging through the habitat) than were observed for redtails.
Additionally, the IGE rates that I calculated per observation period and per group differed for
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redtails; this difference demonstrates that group-specific rates yield inaccurate results when there
is high variance in IGE rates among observation periods. The difference in the mangabey IGE
rates per observation period and per group was not very large because of the low variance in IGE
rates across observation periods.
Though mangabeys typically had fewer IGEs than expected, the ratio of
observed:expected IGEs increased with population density: the ratio was 0.07 when the
population density was low (0.25 groups/km2; Waser and Wiley 1979), whereas the ratio was
2.7 times higher in the current, high density population (1.50 groups/km2, unpub. data). Thus,
although mangabey groups do not encounter each other at expected frequencies, they do so more
often as group density increases. The difference in the rates of redtail and mangabey IGEs
vanished when the analysis was restricted to aggressive encounters. If neutral encounters are a
form of scramble competition and aggressive encounters are a form of contest competition, then
redtails experience greater frequencies of scramble competition and the same frequencies of
contest competition as mangabeys. This comparison may be irrelevant in terms of fitness effects,
though, because aggressive IGEs do not necessarily result in differential access to food resources
among groups (Chapter 4). Alternatively, neutral encounters may be an alternate form of defense
in which the mere presence of a neighboring group prevents casual incursions by neighbors; in
other words, neutral encounters may be sufficient to protect the home range in a general way,
whereas aggressive encounters represent an attempt to defend specific resources of high
immediate value within the range.
There were persistent differences in the results, depending on whether I pooled the data
across groups or examined the correlations individually for each dyad. These differences indicate
that the non-independence of samples had a strong effect on the analyses. Thus it is important for
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future analyses of IGE rates to control for this issue, through either separate analyses for each
dyad, or through multilevel modeling where dyad identity and observation period are
incorporated as random effects (I could not use this approach because of the extreme nonnormality of the data). More importantly, the fact that IGE rates for specific dyads within a
population can be affected by different factors suggests that attempts to seek general
relationships between ecological factors and IGE rates is somewhat misguided. The varying
importance of a predictive factor for different group dyads may arise from differences in the
spatial and temporal availability of resources within individual home ranges. For instance, patch
size may vary dramatically across observation periods within some home ranges, but not in
others. In the following paragraphs, I disregard the results obtained using the pooled dataset and
concentrate solely on the results obtained for individual dyads.
What causes neighboring groups to range in overlapping areas in some periods, but not in
others? Or to have different types of IGEs in different periods? For some redtail dyads, overlap
areas increased in size with the percentage of fruit in the plant diet, which may indicate that they
were drawn to specific fruiting trees in the shared areas. Abundance likely was not a significant
correlate because it incorporated the abundance of flowers and young leaves, which appear to be
less-preferred foods. For one dyad, redtail shared areas also increased in size in periods where
one or both groups was in association with a mangabey group, likely because mangabeys
generally crossed the length of a redtail range, causing an associated redtail group to use more of
its home range per observation period than it would have in the absence of a mangabey group.
However, these associations were not apparent across all dyads, and it is unclear why fruit
consumption or mangabey associations would be important for some dyads and not others.
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When redtail groups have a larger shared area, the likelihood of chance encounters
increases; thus the rate of non-aggressive and aggressive IGEs increased with the extent of the
shared area (though again, this pattern was not apparent for all dyads). The rate of nonaggressive IGEs also increased (for just one particular dyad) with food abundance and the
percentage of fruit in the diet, and the rate of aggressive IGEs with the percentage of fruit in the
diet (for the same dyad). The importance of fruit consumption matches the pattern described in
Chapter 3, in which aggression by male and female redtails was more likely in periods of high
fruit consumption. Interestingly, the rates of non-aggressive and aggressive IGEs were not
associated with range overlap, the presence of a mangabey group, or any of the food-related
variables for the R2-R3 dyad (though these factors were relevant for the R1-R2 and R1-R3
dyads), which suggests that the relations within this one particular dyad may have been unlike
those of the other two dyads.
For three out of seven mangabey dyads, the size of overlap areas was positively
correlated with the size of food patches, which presumably indicates that these groups were
drawn to specific locations with large food patches. In addition, the percentage of fruit in the
plant diet was also a significant correlate for one dyad, and the percentage of plant foraging in
the activity budget was a nearly-signficant correlate for two other dyads. The rates of subgroup
and whole group IGEs were associated with changes in the size of overlap areas for two dyads.
The rate of subgroup IGEs also correlated with patch size (for one other dyad), whereas the rate
of whole group IGEs increased significantly with plant foraging and nearly-significantly with
fruit consumption (for yet another dyad). Overall, the associations between range overlap, the
rates of subgroup and whole group IGEs, and food-related variables are highly irregular and do
not exhibit consistent patterns.
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Overall, diet composition and food spatial patterning affected the rates of redtail and
mangabey IGEs for several dyads, indicating that seasonal variation in the availability of
particular foods does affect the occurrence of IGEs. However, the variables that are typically
assessed (abundance and distribution) were largely irrelevant for these species. The varying
results for different variables indicates that they were independent of each other (which is
confirmed in Appendix 3). These results contrast with the patterns observed for Tana River
crested mangabeys (Cercocebus galeritus) and Sulawesi crested black macaques (Macaca
nigra), which exhibit a mix of higher- and lower-than-expected IGE rates across seasons, and a
mix of neutral and aggressive IGEs (Kinnaird 1992; Kinnaird and O'Brien 2000). Tana
mangabeys had high encounter rates when fruit abundance was high, and aggressive encounters
specifically when fruit was patchily-distributed. Sulawesi crested macaques had high encounter
rates and more aggressive IGEs when fruit abundance was low and fruits were patchilydistributed. Fruit distribution appears to be the key predictor of intergroup aggression in these
species. Redtail and mangabey IGEs were unaffected by food distribution, perhaps because I
used a different measure (i.e., the distribution of feeding quadrats because group diets usually
consisted of several plant species per observation period and each species was distributed
differently; unpub. data). Nonetheless, the distribution of feeding quadrats should have an effect
similar to food tree distribution, because very dispersed feeding trees should scale up to a high
dispersion of feeding quadrats.
Other species exhibit a range of relationships between food-related variables and IGE
rates: rhesus macaque IGE rates increase with food patchiness (Hausfater 1972), white-faced
capuchin IGE rates increase with food patch size and abundance (Crofoot 2007), and chimpanzee
(Mitani and Watts 2005) and lion-tailed macaque (Kumar and Kurup 1985) IGE rates increase
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with food abundance. In sum, food is an important factor but either there is no single foodrelated characteristic that predicts IGE rates across all primate taxa, or there is such a
characteristic but it is difficult to measure appropriately for different species. A general
relationship between food and IGE rates is to be expected because of the pervasive effects of
food abundance and spatial patterning on ranging patterns (Hemingway and Bynum 2005).
A key difference between this and previous studies (excepting Kinnaird 1992; Kinnaird
and O'Brien 2000) is the examination of range overlap per observation period. IGEs are unlikely
to occur if there is no range overlap, yet the factors that affect temporal variation in overlap of
adjacent ranges are generally unknown. In addition, I distinguished among different IGE types
per observation period, which is rarely practiced (but see Sicotte and MacIntosh 2004), and I
evaluated correlations not just for the data pooled across dyads, but also for individual dyads.
The proximate causes of aggressive IGEs – whether these causes are food, mates, or other
resources – are revealed through patterns of aggressive participation by males and females
(Harris 2007), and their ultimate functions are revealed through patterns of winning and losing,
food intake, energy expenditure, and lifetime reproductive success (Chapters 3 and 4). While
encounter frequencies may be congruent with patterns of sex-specific aggression and outcome,
they do not necessarily reveal proximate causes or ultimate functions. For example, the rate of
mangabey subgroup IGEs correlated with food patch size per quadrat for some dyads, yet
aggression by males and females during subgroup IGEs was unaffected by food-related
variables: instead, aggression patterns indicated that subgroup IGEs occurred as a type of core
area defense (Chapter 3). Analysis of IGE rates is useful for identifying the factors that cause
groups to be in the same place, at the same time, which are opportunities to fight for access to
important resources. Contest competition cannot occur if groups do not encounter each other in
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the first place. Moreover, analysis of IGE rates is strengthened when rates across group dyads,
over time, and across species are compared, which allows for the effect of inter-group
communication and changes in density to be measured.
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Table 1. The period in which each mangabey and redtail study group was observed and the
number of IGEs it had with neighboring study and non-study groups. Primary study groups are
indicated in bold.

Species
Redtails

Study
Group

Observation
Period

R1
R2
R3
R4

1/2008 – 12/2008
1/2008 – 12/2008
1/2008 – 12/2008
6/2008 – 11/2008
Total or mean:

Observation
Hours IGEs
1,034
938
919
230
3,121

64
83
48
9
150*

IGEs /
11 hrs
0.68
0.97
0.58
0.43
0.67

Mangabeys
1/2008 – 3/2009
2,024
26
0.14
1/2008 – 3/2009
1,736
19
0.12
1/2008 – 3/2009
2,015
23
0.13
5/2008 – 3/2009
487
11
0.25
6/2008 – 3/2009
1,429
11
0.08
11/2008 – 3/2009
780
13
0.18
10/2008 – 11/2008
213
3
0.16
Total or mean:
8,684
75*
0.15
* The number of IGEs per group does not add up to the number indicated by the asterisk because
some IGEs were between two study groups.
M1
M2
Meast
Mnorth
Mnw
Msouth
Mse
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Figure 1. Percentage of observation periods in which redtail and mangabey groups had more, the
same number, or fewer IGEs than expected (see text for details of how observed and expected
frequencies were calculated). Obs = observed; Exp = expected.
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Figure 2. Frequency of dyad-observation periods in which short-term ranges (1) did not overlap,
(2) overlapped but in which there were no IGEs, and (3) overlapped and there were IGEs.
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Table 2. Spearman rank correlations of continuous predictors against home range overlap for all
redtail dyads combined and for each dyad separately (but only those dyads observed for > 5
observation periods). Significant correlations are in bold italics, and nearly significant
correlations are in italics. N = observation periods.
Response
Predictor
Variable
Variable
Area of home range overlap
Abundance

Dyad

N

Rs

P

All dyads combined
R1-R2
R1-R3
R2-R3

50
16
15
13

0.147
0.268
0.006
0.281

0.307
0.316
0.984
0.352

Distribution

All dyads combined
R1-R2
R1-R3
R2-R3

50
16
15
13

0.124
0.025
0.231
-0.036

0.390
0.928
0.407
0.908

Patch size

All dyads combined
R1-R2
R1-R3
R2-R3

50
16
15
13

0.002
-0.067
0.056
-0.094

0.988
0.806
0.844
0.761

Plant foraging

All dyads combined
R1-R2
R1-R3
R2-R3

50
16
15
13

-0.069
0.132
-0.314
0.460

0.634
0.627
0.254
0.114

Fruit in diet

All dyads combined
R1-R2
R1-R3
R2-R3

50
16
15
13

0.353
0.499
0.248
0.650

0.012
0.049
0.373
0.016
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Table 4. Spearman rank correlations of continuous predictors on home range overlap for all
mangabey dyads combined, and for each dyad separately (but only those dyads observed for > 5
observation periods and that had ≥ 1 whole group or subgroup IGE). Significant correlations are
in bold italics; nearly significant correlations are in italics. N = observation periods.
Response
Predictor
Variable
Variable
Area of home range overlap
Abundance

Dyad

N

Rs

P

All dyads combined
M1-M2
M1-Meast
M1-Mnorth
M1-Mnw
M1-Msouth
M2-Msouth
Meast-Mnorth
Meast-Mnw
Meast-Msouth

138
24
25
7
18
10
10
7
18
10

0.137
0.108
-0.027
-0.039
0.242
0.358
0.410
0.099
-0.095
-0.090

0.109
0.617
0.899
0.933
0.334
0.311
0.240
0.834
0.708
0.805

Distribution

All dyads combined
M1-M2
M1-Meast
M1-Mnorth
M1-Mnw
M1-Msouth
M2-Msouth
Meast-Mnorth
Meast-Mnw
Meast-Msouth

138
24
25
7
18
10
10
7
18
10

-0.028
-0.073
0.134
0.059
-0.027
-0.075
-0.300
0.039
-0.093
0.090

0.741
0.736
0.523
0.900
0.914
0.836
0.399
0.933
0.715
0.805

Patch size

All dyads combined
M1-M2
M1-Meast
M1-Mnorth
M1-Mnw
M1-Msouth
M2-Msouth
Meast-Mnorth
Meast-Mnw
Meast-Msouth

138
24
25
7
18
10
10
7
18
10

0.225
-0.085
0.550
0.079
0.501
0.398
0.662
-0.020
0.360
0.067

0.008
0.692
0.004
0.867
0.034
0.255
0.037
0.967
0.143
0.853
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Table 4, continued
Response
Predictor
Variable
Variable
Area of home range overlap
Plant foraging

Fruit in diet

Dyad

N

Rs

P

All dyads combined
M1-M2
M1-Meast
M1-Mnorth
M1-Mnw
M1-Msouth
M2-Msouth
Meast-Mnorth
Meast-Mnw
Meast-Msouth

138
24
25
7
18
10
10
7
18
10

-0.070
-0.261
-0.323
-0.158
-0.386
0.446
0.615
0.099
-0.450
0.360

0.415
0.217
0.115
0.736
0.114
0.197
0.059
0.834
0.061
0.308

All dyads combined
M1-M2
M1-Meast
M1-Mnorth
M1-Mnw
M1-Msouth
M2-Msouth
Meast-Mnorth
Meast-Mnw
Meast-Msouth

138
24
25
7
18
10
10
7
18
10

0.055
0.163
-0.021
-0.591
0.174
0.350
0.321
0.631
-0.013
0.674

0.520
0.447
0.922
0.162
0.490
0.322
0.366
0.129
0.960
0.033
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Table 7. Number of observation periods per pair of redtail groups with/without IGEs, and
with/without associations with mangabey groups.
Periods not in
association with
mangabeys

Periods in
association
with mangabeys

Periods with no IGEs

27

0

Periods with IGEs

11

12
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Table 8. Binomial tests of correspondence between redtail IGE rates (where non-aggressive and
aggressive encounters were scored as either absent or present during an observation period) and
the presence of either estrous females or mangabey groups. Pearson’s χ2 test was used for data
pooled across all dyads and Fisher’s exact test for individual dyads. N = observation periods.
Response
Predictor
Variable
Variable
Rate of non-aggressive IGEs
Estrous females

Mangabey association

Rate of aggressive IGEs
Estrous females

Mangabey association

Dyad

N

χ2

P

All dyads combined
R1-R2
R1-R3
R2-R3

50
16
15
13

0.102

0.750
1.000
0.525
1.000

All dyads combined
R1-R2
R1-R3
R2-R3

50
16
15
13

All dyads combined
R1-R2
R1-R3
R2-R3

50
16
15
13

0.397

0.529
1.000
1.000
0.308

All dyads combined
R1-R2
R1-R3
R2-R3

50
16
15
13

3.791

0.052
0.063
0.033
0.497

21.236 <0.001
0.001
0.009
0.192
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Table 9. Kendall rank correlations of food characteristics and redtail IGE rates, while controlling
for the size of overlap areas. Correlations are shown for all dyads combined, and for each dyad
separately (but only those dyads with N > 5 observation periods, and with ≥ 1 subgroup or whole
group IGE). Significant correlations are in bold italics. N = observation periods.
Response
Predictor
Variable
Variable
Rate of non-aggressive IGEs
Abundance

Dyad

N

T

P

All dyads combined
R1-R2
R1-R3
R2-R3

50
16
15
13

0.069
0.342
0.124
-0.064

0.412
0.035
0.389
0.796

Distribution

All dyads combined
R1-R2
R1-R3
R2-R3

50
16
15
13

0.017
-0.117
-0.086
0.090

0.844
0.492
0.566
0.698

Patch size

All dyads combined
R1-R2
R1-R3
R2-R3

50
16
15
13

-0.032
0.125
-0.038
-0.013

0.709
0.460
0.830
1.000

Plant foraging

All dyads combined
R1-R2
R1-R3
R2-R3

50
16
15
13

-0.058
0.142
0.000
-0.269

0.492
0.399
1.000
0.195

Fruit in diet

All dyads combined
R1-R2
R1-R3
R2-R3

50
16
15
13

0.087
0.325
0.019
-0.218

0.303
0.045
0.943
0.300
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Table 9, continued
Response
Predictor
Variable
Variable
Rate of aggressive IGEs
Abundance

Dyad

N

T

P

All dyads combined
R1-R2
R1-R3
R2-R3

50
16
15
13

0.095
0.075
0.210
0.128

0.220
0.632
0.177
0.488

Distribution

All dyads combined
R1-R2
R1-R3
R2-R3

50
16
15
13

0.048
0.200
-0.086
-0.128

0.536
0.168
0.607
0.488

Patch size

All dyads combined
R1-R2
R1-R3
R2-R3

50
16
15
13

0.036
0.117
0.124
-0.154

0.647
0.437
0.441
0.396

Plant foraging

All dyads combined
R1-R2
R1-R3
R2-R3

50
16
15
13

-0.019
-0.208
0.048
0.231

0.815
0.151
0.797
0.190

Fruit in diet

All dyads combined
R1-R2
R1-R3
R2-R3

50
16
15
13

0.198
0.392
0.219
0.205

0.010
0.006
0.158
0.247
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Table 10. Spearman rank correlations of home range overlap on IGE rates, for all mangabey
dyads combined and for each dyad separately (but only those dyads observed for > 5 observation
periods and that had ≥ 1 whole group or subgroup IGE). Significant correlations are in bold
italics; nearly significant correlations are in italics. N = observation periods.
Response
Predictor
Variable
Variable
Rate of subgroup IGEs
HR overlap

Rate of whole group IGEs
HR overlap

Dyad

N

Rs

P

All dyads combined
M1-M2
M1-Meast
M1-Mnw
M1-Msouth
M2-Msouth
Meast-Mnw
Meast-Msouth

138
24
25
18
10
10
18
10

0.251
0.196
0.293
0.173
0.748
0.180
0.031
0.646

0.003
0.358
0.155
0.492
0.013
0.618
0.903
0.044

All dyads combined
M1-M2
M1-Meast
M1-Mnw
M1-Msouth
M2-Msouth
Meast-Mnorth
Meast-Msouth

138
24
25
18
10
10
7
10

0.350
0.455
0.254
0.173
0.197
0.340
0.676
0.646

<0.001
0.026
0.221
0.492
0.586
0.253
0.096
0.044
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Table 12. Kendall rank correlations of food characteristics and mangabey IGE rates while
controlling for home range overlap. Correlations are shown for all dyads combined, and for each
dyad separately (but only those dyads with N > 5 observation periods, and with ≥ 1 subgroup or
whole group IGE). Significant correlations are in bold italics and nearly significant correlations
in italics. N = observation periods.
Response
Predictor
Variable
Variable
Rate of subgroup IGEs
Abundance

Dyad

N

T

P

All dyads combined
M1-M2
M1-Meast
M1-Mnw
M1-Msouth
M2-Msouth
Meast-Mnw
Meast-Msouth

138
24
25
18
10
10
18
10

0.008
0.011
0.023
-0.111
0.222
-0.067
0.033
-0.111

0.801
0.939
0.677
0.123
0.243
0.796
0.814
0.486

Distribution

All dyads combined
M1-M2
M1-Meast
M1-Mnw
M1-Msouth
M2-Msouth
Meast-Mnw
Meast-Msouth

138
24
25
18
10
10
18
10

0.004
-0.047
-0.027
0.033
0.022
-0.022
0.052
0.111

0.916
0.644
0.627
0.700
1.000
1.000
0.680
0.486

Patch size

All dyads combined
M1-M2
M1-Meast
M1-Mnw
M1-Msouth
M2-Msouth
Meast-Mnw
Meast-Msouth

138
24
25
18
10
10
18
10

0.093
0.207
0.080
0.059
0.067
0.022
0.150
0.067

0.004
0.031
0.111
0.441
0.796
1.000
0.194
0.728
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Table 12, continued
Response
Predictor
Variable
Variable
Rate of subgroup IGEs
Plant foraging

Fruit in diet

Rate of whole group IGEs
Abundance

Distribution

Dyad

N

T

P

All dyads combined
M1-M2
M1-Meast
M1-Mnw
M1-Msouth
M2-Msouth
Meast-Mnw
Meast-Msouth

138
24
25
18
10
10
18
10

-0.031
-0.091
-0.007
-0.033
0.111
-0.156
-0.046
0.111

0.331
0.355
0.945
0.700
0.605
0.437
0.724
0.486

All dyads combined
M1-M2
M1-Meast
M1-Mnw
M1-Msouth
M2-Msouth
Meast-Mnw
Meast-Msouth

138
24
25
18
10
10
18
10

0.031
0.062
0.020
-0.033
0.111
-0.289
0.177
0.200

0.328
0.538
0.729
0.700
0.605
0.120
0.125
0.164

All dyads combined
M1-M2
M1-Meast
M1-Mnw
M1-Msouth
M2-Msouth
Meast-Mnorth
Meast-Msouth

138
24
25
18
10
10
7
10

-0.047
0.004
-0.063
-0.059
-0.200
-0.111
0.286
-0.111

0.129
1.000
0.507
0.441
0.163
0.605
0.211
0.486

All dyads combined
M1-M2
M1-Meast
M1-Mnw
M1-Msouth
M2-Msouth
Meast-Mnorth
Meast-Msouth

138
24
25
18
10
10
7
10

0.044
-0.015
0.083
0.046
0.200
0.156
-0.286
0.111

0.159
0.876
0.376
0.563
0.164
0.437
0.211
0.486
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Table 12, continued
Response
Predictor
Variable
Variable
Rate of whole group IGEs
Patch size

Dyad

N

T

P

All dyads combined
M1-M2
M1-Meast
M1-Mnw
M1-Msouth
M2-Msouth
Meast-Mnorth
Meast-Msouth

138
24
25
18
10
10
7
10

0.007
-0.091
0.150
0.007
0.156
0.111
-0.286
0.067

0.827
0.211
0.105
1.000
0.296
0.605
0.211
0.728

Plant foraging

All dyads combined
M1-M2
M1-Meast
M1-Mnw
M1-Msouth
M2-Msouth
Meast-Mnorth
Meast-Msouth

138
24
25
18
10
10
7
10

0.424
0.011
-0.017
0.046
0.200
0.378
0.286
0.111

0.172
0.917
0.883
0.563
0.164
0.038
0.211
0.486

Fruit in diet

All dyads combined
M1-M2
M1-Meast
M1-Mnw
M1-Msouth
M2-Msouth
Meast-Mnorth
Meast-Msouth

138
24
25
18
10
10
7
10

0.085
0.076
0.110
0.085
0.156
0.333
0.286
0.200

0.006
0.297
0.238
0.248
0.296
0.070
0.211
0.164
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CHAPTER 6
AN INTEGRATED APPROACH TO INTERGROUP ENCOUNTERS

INTRODUCTION
In the parable of the blind men and the elephant, each man touches a different part of the
animal. One has the trunk, but not knowing it to be attached to an elephant, he thinks it a hose.
Another has the ear, but thinks it to be a sail. Still another has the leg, and is certain that it is a
tree. Because none of the men can see the entire animal and each explored just one small part of
it, their conclusions about the nature of the creature are fundamentally incorrect. In the same
way, primatologists (and behavioral ecologists more generally) have typically explored just one
or two aspects of intergroup encounters (IGEs), rather than the entirety of the encounter from
start to finish. A comprehensive view of intergroup relations requires examination of multiple
IGE ‘action phases’: long-range encounters for taxa that communicate via long-distance calls
(Chapter 2), the initial moments in which one or both groups approach and establish visual
contact at the start of a short-range encounter (Chapter 2), the expression of aggressive behaviors
during the encounter (Chapter 3), the outcome of the encounter (Chapter 4), and overall
frequencies of short-range encounters across seasons and populations (Chapter 5).
There are two additional aspects to consider with regard to IGEs. First, there is the
identity of participants: e.g., when studying aggression or initiation, behavioral responses can be
evaluated for the group as a whole, for members of a particular sex, or for specific individuals.
Of course, the behavior of individuals is the basis for sex-specific and group-wide behavior, but
it is not always possible to study individual actions during IGEs (as was the case at Ngogo).
Second, there are different motivating hypotheses to consider, each of which explains patterns of
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participation and success in IGEs (reviewed in Kitchen and Beehner 2007). The hypotheses can
be lumped into three sub-categories (Hammerstein 1981; Maynard Smith 1982; Maynard Smith
and Parker 1976): those relating to ‘payoffs’ (the benefits associated with success in an IGE),
those relating to resource-holding potential (the ability of a group to intimidate or fight off other
groups; RHP), and those relating to individual disposition (relatively stable characteristics that
affect individual predispositions for participating in IGEs). IGE action phases, participant
responses, and hypotheses can be paired in a variety of combinations (Figure 1). For example,
group-wide behavior in the context of IGE outcome may reflect numeric odds or spatial
dominance, whereas aggressive participation by males may reflect mate defense.
To understand the who, what, where, when, and why of aggressive IGEs, one examines
their proximate causes and ultimate functions (Tinbergen 1963). Payoffs are often the basis of
both levels of explanation; i.e., if the payoff in question is related to food, then patterns of food
availability are the proximate cause of aggression and increased access to food is likely to be the
ultimate function (Harris 2007). Thus, to determine whether a particular payoff is the proximate
cause of aggressive IGEs in a population, we examine patterns of aggression by males and
females in relation to the expected payoff (Chapter 3). While payoffs are broadly applicable to
individual behavior, they are best examined at the sex-specific level (Kitchen and Beehner
2007). For example, in species that exhibit frequent female IGE participation, not all females
participate in a given IGE; thus, it is most appropriate to evaluate whether food defense explains
general patterns of female behavior by using the presence of aggression by at least one female as
the response variable. To determine whether access to a payoff is the ultimate function of IGEs,
one examines the short- and long-term effects of IGE outcomes (Janson and van Schaik 1988;
Koenig 2002; Chapter 4).
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Though the proximate causes and ultimate functions of aggressive IGEs are best
examined in terms of aggressive participation and IGE outcome, the remaining IGE action
phases (long-range encounters, initiation of short-range IGEs, and IGE rates) may still provide
useful information on the nature of intergroup relations. In the following section, I discuss
whether patterns of IGE initiation can be used to evaluate the sex-specific payoff hypotheses.
More generally, the three IGE action phases listed above can be used to determine whether
groups tend to avoid, ignore, or approach each other, and the circumstances under which these
responses occur. As I discussed in Chapters 2 and 5, approach/avoid responses among mangabey
groups in Kibale National Park have changed dramatically along with population density.
Resource-holding potential and individual disposition are not the underlying causes of
aggressive competition, but can modify contestant behavior by reducing or increasing the
likelihood of aggression in specific contexts (Hammerstein 1981; Maynard Smith and Parker
1976). As such, it is necessary to take into account the potential effects of these factors.

REVIEW OF RESULTS
The objective of this study was to test the payoff hypotheses of female food defense,
male food defense, and male mate defense. These hypotheses predict that redtail and mangabey
females participate to defend food, and males to defend food and mates. Does the behavior of
redtails and mangabeys fit these predictions? In Chapter 3, I concluded that there was support for
female food defense in redtails, male food defense in both taxa, and weak support for male mate
defense in redtails; however, there was no support for female food defense or male mate defense
in mangabeys (summarized in Table 1). In the following sections, I compare the results from
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different chapters and IGE action phases to determine whether they tell a consistent story about
patterns of intergroup relations in redtails and mangabeys.

Mangabey patterns
Payoffs. Across all five IGE action phases, there was a largely consistent pattern in which
food variables significantly predicted mangabey behavior (the exception being subgroup IGEs,
which I discuss below; Table 1A). The precise food-related variables that affected mangabey
behavior varied widely across IGE action phases, though, which points to the importance of
testing multiple aspects of food availability. At the very least, a test of the food defense
hypotheses should evaluate whether food abundance, distribution, and patch size, as well as site
feeding intensity, correspond with aggressive participation in IGEs (Fashing 2001; Sterck et al.
1997; van Schaik 1989). Given the difficulty of accurately measuring these food characteristics
in a way that reflects the study subjects’ perspective (Chapman et al. 2003; Fleagle et al. 1999;
Houle et al. 2007; Rothman et al. 2009), though, it was necessary to cast an even wider net by
testing several additional food-related variables. Each variable was largely independent of the
others (Appendix 3) and represented a unique aspect of dietary composition, habitat-wide food
availability, or the IGE location. Previous studies evaluated the impact of just one or two food
variables (Cooper et al. 2004; Crofoot 2007; Fashing 2001; Harris 2007; Harrison 1983;
Kinnaird 1992; Koenig 2002; Mitani and Watts 2005; Sicotte and MacIntosh 2004; Steenbeek
1999), but as demonstrated here, such an approach can easily miss important connections
between food and behavior, especially when comparing among species. Five of the food-related
variables (patch size, percentage of fruit in the plant diet, site feeding value, site occupation time,
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and location in range) were significant predictors in multiple analyses. The two remaining
variables (abundance and distribution) were significant in just one IGE action phase each.
In contrast to the food-related variables, there was no evidence of mate defense in any
action phase of IGEs for mangabeys. The presence of estrous females actually reduced the
likelihood of male aggression in whole group IGEs, which is opposite the predicted pattern.
Thus, while there is consistent evidence that food was an important predictor, there is equally
consistent evidence that the presence of estrous mates did not incite higher levels of male
participation.

Numeric odds. In the “Resource-Holding Potential” column of Table 1, only numeric
odds is listed because I was unable to measure the strength or fighting ability of contestants.
Numeric odds (expressed as absolute group size or group size difference) significantly affected
male, female, and group-wide behavior, but only in a few combinations of IGE action phases and
participant responses. Though I evaluated several different forms of group size (i.e., as the
absolute or relative number of males, females, or total group size), it was the number of adult
males in the group that was usually the significant predictor, likely because they are the primary
participants in mangabey IGEs; females never participated in an IGE if males were not actively
participating, and females participated in a minority of encounters. Using the number of adult
males as an index of group size reduced the variation in numeric odds among groups; although
total group size (i.e., the sum of female and male adults, subadults, and juveniles) varied widely
among groups, the number of males did not. Five groups typically had three males each, two
groups had one male each, and one group had four males. Higher frequencies of aggression in
groups with more males (Chapter 3) may stem either from higher frequencies of aggression by
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one or two individuals, or from average frequencies of participation by more individuals. In this
population, it appears that the numeric odds effect stems from higher levels of aggression by a
few individuals (Chapter 3, Table 6). In the groups with the most males, the ‘extra’ individuals
either did not participate or did so at low rates. The apparently higher frequency of aggression by
a few individuals may be the result of a general increase in intrasexual competition in large
groups (Arlet and Isbell 2009; Arlet et al. 2008). To compete successfully and achieve high rank
in a group with many males may require a more aggressive, impulsive personality than is
necessary in a group with few males.
This study is the first to demonstrate intra-population variation in the significance of
numeric odds for competitive primate encounters. Group size difference affected the behavior of
females, but not males, in the context of IGE initiation; similarly, the number of males affected
male and female aggression in whole group IGEs but not in subgroup IGEs. Primate
socioecological theory posits that if between-group contest competition for food is present in a
population, larger groups should be able to displace smaller groups from important feeding sites
because of the larger number of actual or potential participants (Sterck et al. 1997; van Schaik
1989; Wrangham 1980). Consequently, larger groups should, on average, have higher levels of
food intake per capita, higher-quality home ranges, and higher reproductive success of individual
members than smaller groups. Among mangabeys, groups with more males were aggressive
more often than groups with fewer males (during whole group IGEs), but this higher frequency
of aggression did not result in a higher rate of winning IGEs, higher food intake in the immediate
aftermath of an IGE, or higher-quality home ranges. This pattern indicates that although groups
contested access to feeding sites and were able to monopolize resources, monopolization did not
result in a skew in resource access (Chapter 4). This pattern is known as a Red Queen effect
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(Koenig and Borries 2009), in which groups must be aggressive to maximize their resource
intake, but are never able to attain a higher level of resource intake than any other group.
The Red Queen effect may have been the product of relatively symmetrical RHP among
groups, combined with fluctuating payoff asymmetries (i.e., resource values changed across days
and observation periods). More specifically, site feeding value changed from one observation
period to the next, and pre-IGE site occupation duration changed from day to day. Site
occupation, while not quite statistically significant (likely because of the limited sample size),
appeared to be of some biological significance; losing groups were located in the IGE location
(and potentially feeding) extensively prior to the encounter, which explains their willingness to
leave the IGE location. This pattern points to a logical error in the argument that between-group
contest competition should result in skewed energetic balance among groups (Koenig 2002); the
prediction of skew assumes that the winning group arrives at the resource before the losing group
has had the opportunity to fully exploit it, but this may be an unrealistic assumption for species
with large home ranges. Species like mangabeys use long-distance calls as a means of
determining whether a neighbor has intruded into the home range (Chapter 2), but because the
calls can be heard ~ 1km away, it could take the listening group several hours to reach the calling
group’s location. In that time, the calling group would have ample opportunity to exploit food
resources before the arrival of the listening group.

Initiation. If patterns of initiation (Chapter 2) are another indication of the proximate
causes of IGEs, then the results of the initiation and aggression analyses for mangabeys should
be congruent (initiation could not be examined for redtails because they appear to rarely
experience a pre-IGE decision window in which they can hear, but not yet see each other).
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Instead, these patterns only partially match: both initiation and aggression patterns indicated
male food defense, but only initiation patterns indicated female food defense. Moreover, if
initiation and aggression both indicate the proximate causes of IGEs, then the same predictor
variables should affect male behavior, but they did not. Male aggression and initiation were
affected largely different variables. Furthermore, if initiation reflected aggressive intent to
defend food resources, then males of a focal group should have been aggressive more often in
IGEs initiated by the focal group than in IGEs initiated by the other group (ditto for females) –
however, this was not the case. Males and females were aggressive equally often in IGEs
initiated by their group versus those initiated by the opposing group. The independence of
initiation and aggression indicates that they are not equivalent: while initiation may be indicative
of curiosity or a general willingness to approach, it cannot be considered a form of aggression.
Evolutionary game theory predicts that contestants will approach each other and exhibit
ritualized displays when they have insufficient or inaccurate information about the other’s RHP
or motivation levels (Archer and Huntingford 1994; Arnott and Elwood 2008; 2009; Bridge et al.
2000). Thus, the initial phase of an IGE possibly serves as an assessment period in which
contestants advertise their own - and evaluate the opponent’s - RHP and motivation. After this
assessment, the approachers can then decide whether to retreat or escalate aggressively.

Subgroup IGEs. Subgroup IGEs (sometimes called forays or incursions) are observed in
several other primate and mammalian taxa and are variously hypothesized to function as male
defense or acquisition of female mates, assessment of neighboring groups for mating or
transfer/takeover opportunities, and as a means of conveying information to neighboring groups
about the intruders’ strength (reviewed in Sicotte and MacIntosh 2004). Mangabey subgroup
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forays do not quite fit the predictions of any of these hypotheses (Table 2). Mangabey males are
unlikely to use forays as a means of defending or acquiring mates: the presence of estrous
females had no effect on the frequency of forays or on male aggression during forays; we
observed no extra-group copulations; and females sometimes accompanied males on these forays
(Chapter 3). Subgroup forays are unlikely to function as a means of assessing transfer
opportunities for females, because female mangabeys appear to be consistently philopatric
(Chalmers 1968; Wallis 1979; Waser 1977). Subgroup forays are also unlikely to be a means for
males to assess transfer opportunities, because females sometimes participate in these forays and
males were never observed to transfer into groups which they had approached during a foray
(note that there were 27 instances in which male(s) of a focal group initiated an IGE by
approaching a neighboring group, yet the one male who transferred between groups never
participated in subgroup forays). Forays are also unlikely to function as a means of assessing
takeover opportunities for males, because immigrating males appeared to work their way up the
hierarchy rather than deposing the highest-ranking males (though this occurred only twice in the
study population; pers. obs.). In addition to being unrelated to mating or assessment, food was
not a proximate cause of male or female aggression during subgroup IGEs.
I hypothesized that mangabey subgroup forays functioned as a form of core area defense
because they tended to occur when the focal group was in inner areas of its range (Chapter 3).
Other species exhibit core area defense, but usually in the form of whole group IGEs rather than
subgroup forays (Crofoot et al. 2008; Da Cunha and Byrne 2006). The current mangabey pattern
of core area defense is dramatically different from the intergroup relations observed by Waser
(1975; 1976; 1977), in which groups universally avoided each other. Thus as group density and
feeding competition increased, mangabey groups shifted from avoiding each other to competing
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over food resources with an element of site-dependent defense. Core area defense may also be a
precursor to ‘territorial’ defense (meaning the active exclusion of neighbors from defended areas;
Cords 2007; Pride et al. 2006), which might occur if the group density were to continue to
increase (Dunbar 1988). This study appears to be the first quantitative demonstration of
increasing spatial bias in intergroup relations within a population.
Based on the conditions of each hypothesis (Chapters 1 and 3), I predicted that
mangabeys would exhibit female food defense (they did not), male food defense (they did, but
not in all IGE types, and their participation was unrelated to mating frequency), male mate
defense (they did not), and an effect of numeric odds (they did, but not in all IGE types).
Although aggressive participation in IGEs is the only action phase appropriate for evaluating the
proximate causes of IGEs, all phases pointed to the same conclusion: mangabey IGEs are about
food defense.

Redtail patterns
Diet composition and food spatial patterning were strong predictors of male and female
redtail aggression and affected overall IGE rates (Table 1B). There were fewer action phases in
which to examine redtail IGEs, relative to mangabey IGEs, but within comparable phases,
redtails were affected by fewer food-related variables than mangabeys (three vs. eight variables).
Furthermore, redtails were largely unaffected by the variables expected to be important for food
defense: abundance, distribution, and patch size (Sterck et al. 1997; van Schaik 1989). As
discussed in Chapter 3, redtails foraged uniformly throughout their ranges, which was likely to
have reduced the effects of food abundance and distribution on their intergroup relations. The
other potential payoff-related asymmetry – mates – had an indirect effect on male aggression
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during IGEs (i.e., there was an interaction between the presence of estrous females and site
feeding value, so the conditions under which mate presence affected male behavior were quite
limited).
Though numeric odds predicted the likelihood of winning an IGE and there appeared to
be dominance relationships among groups (based on the pattern of wins and losses within each
dyad; Chapter 4), these factors were largely unrelated. Numeric odds was assessed as the
difference in the number of females between the focal and opposing groups (unlike mangabeys,
redtail females are primary participants in IGEs; Chapter 4). Group R1 had more females than
any other group, and also dominated two of its three neighbors. The remaining groups did not
differ in the number of females, and yet they also appeared to have somewhat stable dominance
relations. Ultimately, the numeric odds effect was an artifact of one group’s relationships, and
did not account for the relationships among the other dyads. It is unclear what caused one group
to win consistently against another; the winner’s identity did not reflect total group size (males,
females, and juveniles), and there was no spatial dominance among groups (in which success in
an IGI is determined by which side of a mutual boundary it occurs; Cords 2007; Pride et al.
2006).
I predicted that redtails would exhibit female food defense (they did), male food defense
(they did), and male mate defense (they did, but weakly). As with mangabeys, different IGE
action phases pointed to the same conclusion: redtail IGEs are largely about food defense.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS FOR RESEARCH ON BETWEEN-GROUP CONTESTS

Economics of food defense
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Primate socioecological models posit that food abundance, distribution, and patch size
affect primate behavior during intergroup encounters (Sterck et al. 1997; van Schaik 1989;
Wrangham 1980), yet the results presented here only partially support this prediction: these three
food characteristics were significant predictors for male mangabey aggression, but not for male
or female redtail aggression. Previous studies have also found a mix of different relationships
between food-related variables and primate IGE patterns (reviewed in Chapters 1, 3, and 5), and
it appears that there is no single set of food abundance, consumption, or spatial patterning traits
that affects all primate species that contest access to food resources during IGEs. While
methodological differences may explain some of the variation in results among studies (see
Chapman et al. 1992; Chapman et al. 1994; Hemingway and Overdorff 1999), I have
demonstrated throughout these chapters that mangabeys and redtails respond differently to the
same set of ecological measures, and that mangabeys in particular respond to different aspects of
food abundance and spatial patterning in different contexts.
Based on the primate IGE literature and my observations of mangabeys and redtails, I
noted that primate populations appear to fall into two general categories in terms of the
frequency of participation by males and females (Chapter 3; Appendix 5). Redtails and Tana
River crested mangabeys (Cercocebus galeritus; Kinnaird 1992) have small, defendable home
ranges and in both species, females participate frequently in aggressive IGEs. In contrast, greycheeked mangabeys have large, undefendable ranges and are marked by an absence of female
food defense. ‘Defendable’ refers to the relationship between daily travel distance and home
range size (Di), as formalized by Mitani and Rodman (1979). Across a broader array of species,
however, the relationship between home range defendability and female participation is
somewhat more complex. Some populations (including the redtails studied here; indicated by
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green diamonds in Figures 1-3 in Appendix 5, and referred to as ‘female range defense’
populations) conform to a positive relationship between Di and the frequency of female
participation, and a negative relationship between Di and the frequency of male participation.
This pattern indicates that in these species, ‘territoriality’ is a female responsibility. Other
populations (including grey-cheeked mangabeys; indicated by grey squares and referred to as
‘male group defense’ populations) conform to a negative relationship between female
participation and Di, and male participation is consistently high (generally 90-100% of
aggressive IGEs), regardless of Di values. Thus, females falling within this second category of
populations do not defend home ranges.
The effects of particular food abundance or spacing traits on the occurrence of female
aggression have been investigated in only four populations within the dataset, two of which are
the redtails and grey-cheeked mangabeys in this study (see also Korstjens et al. 2005; Korstjens
et al. 2002; Sicotte and MacIntosh 2004). If the patterns observed in this study are broadly
consistent, it may turn out that none of the females in the ‘male group defense’ populations
defend food resources; instead, their aggression may reflect numeric odds, as was the case with
female mangabeys. The question remains, however, as to why these females, some of whom live
within defendable ranges, do not defend their access to food. It may be that high frequencies of
male participation make it unnecessary for females to participate at high frequencies (Majolo et
al. 2005); alternatively, perhaps some of these populations are not food-limited or simply do not
consume economically defendable resources (Brown 1964). Conversely, females in the ‘female
range defense’ populations may all defend food resources, as was observed for redtails. It
remains to be determined whether a specific set of dietary or food abundance or spatial
characteristics can consistently predict female aggression, even among those populations in the
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‘female range defense’ category. For instance, aggression by Tana mangabey groups was
predicted by food dispersion; if this characteristic applies specifically to female aggression, it
would be evidence against a unifying set of food spatial traits because redtail females were
unaffected by dispersion.
As with females, the effects of diet, food abundance, and food spatial patterning on male
aggression have been infrequently studied. Thus it remains unclear why males in the ‘male group
defense’ populations consistently participate at high frequencies, whereas males in the ‘female
range defense’ group exhibit a decreasing frequency of participation with increasing Di values. It
is also unclear whether other food-defending males in this group (e.g., Colobus guereza; Fashing
2001; Harris 2010) respond to food abundance, dispersion, and patch size in the way that greycheeked mangabey males did. Note, however, that not all males in the second group defend food
resources; Thomas’ langur males were explicitly demonstrated to defend mates and infants,
rather than food (Steenbeek 1999).
More broadly, this cross-species comparison begs the question of why some populations
fall into the ‘female range defense’ category, and others into the ‘male group defense’ category.
Three species are represented by two populations each; for one of these species (Colobus
polykomos), one population falls within the first category and the other within the second
category, indicating that populations of a species are not constrained to a single pattern. These
two groupings may be generally analogous to the defense patterns identified by Emlen and Oring
(1977) as products of different mating systems. They identified aggressive defense of the home
range (‘territoriality,’ much like the pattern exhibited by the ‘female range defense’ category) as
being associated with monogamous social systems, which arise when food is “abundant and
stable through time.” In contrast, active male defense of resources (like the pattern exhibited by
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at least some populations in the ‘male range defense’ category) is associated with resource
defense polygyny, which arises when food is “unevenly distributed or spatially clumped.” While
the two sets of populations do not appear to be associated with particular mating systems, the
patterns of defense are similar to those described by Emlen and Oring.
Though this comparison is suggestive, it is strictly preliminary. A broader taxonomic
sample is needed to further evaluate the robustness of these two groupings (particularly of
Platyrrhine and Strepsirhine taxa), as well as more explicit tests of the factors affecting male and
female aggression during IGEs. Such analyses will also help to determine the robustness of the
existing hypotheses of sex-specific participation in IGEs.

Evolutionary game theory
Of the studies that have examined the factors affecting the outcome of animal contests,
most have focused on contests between individuals (reviewed in Archer and Huntingford 1994;
Dugatkin and Reeve 2000). Of the studies that have focused on contests between groups, only
some have evaluated multiple types of predictors (RHP, payoff, and uncorrelated conventions;
Crofoot et al. 2008; Harris 2010; Harrison 1983; Kinnaird 1992; Kitchen et al. 2004; Pride et al.
2006; Putland and Goldizen 1998) or multiple IGE action phases (Harris 2010; Kinnaird 1992;
Kinnaird and O'Brien 2000; Putland and Goldizen 1998). As a result, it is unclear how well the
patterns observed for individuals scale up to group-level behavior. For instance, the relative
strength of individual contestants can affect contest outcome (Arnott and Elwood 2009; Taylor
and Elwood 2003), but whether individual strength is a relevant factor in group contests (where
more than two individuals interact) has not yet been evaluated.
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Evolutionary game theory indicates that asymmetries in payoff can affect contest
outcomes, whereas assessment and escalation behavior are affected by the value of the payoff
only to the focal contestant (Arnott and Elwood 2008; 2009; Bridge et al. 2000; Enquist and
Leimar 1987; Maynard Smith 1982; Maynard Smith and Parker 1976). Of the primate studies
that have evaluated the factors influencing IGE outcomes, only one explicitly examined payoff
asymmetries (Harrison 1983). Harrison’s research also differed from other primate studies in that
he evaluated food availability, rather than using location in the home range (e.g., core versus
peripheral areas, or distance from the center of the home range) as a coarse proxy for payoffs. It
is striking that in the last 30 years, no other studies have directly evaluated payoff asymmetries. I
have attempted to address this gap by simultaneously evaluating the effect of asymmetries in
payoff and RHP on contest outcomes for two primate species. I also evaluated the effects of
absolute values of payoff and RHP on other IGE action phases (long-range encounters, initiation
of short-range encounters, high-level aggression during short-range encounters, and rates of
short-range encounters). This multifaceted approach yielded the most comprehensive assessment
of primate intergroup relations to date, and also revealed that existing hypotheses are insufficient
to explain patterns in nature. Future IGE studies can help to refine existing hypotheses or create
new ones for group-level contests by considering multiple IGE action phases, evaluating a range
of food-related variables, and using a game theoretical approach to identify the factors affecting
contest characteristics.
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GENERALIZABILITY OF THE RESULTS
The results described above are merely a snapshot of grey-cheeked mangabey and redtail
intergroup relations in a particular place, at a particular time. How might these relations change
with population density, food availability, and overall habitat structure? For mangabeys, it is
clear that their relations varied over time (from Barrett’s study in 1992 to my study in 2007) and
across space (from Waser’s study at Kanyawara to my study at Ngogo; Chapter 2), likely
because of increases in group density and feeding competition. For redtails, it is unclear what
changes may have occurred over the last several decades because previous studies of their
intergroup relations did not examine the role of ecological variables or the factors that motivated
male and female participants (Struhsaker and Leland 1988; Windfelder and Lwanga 2002).
More generally, the results described in Chapter 3 suggest that if changes in group
density and food availability lead to changes in ranging patterns and home range size, intergroup
relations may change in predictable ways. For instance, if the mangabey group density increases,
causing a decrease in home range size (but no change in daily travel distance) and an increase in
feeding competition, individual home ranges would be more defendable, feeding quadrats might
be more evenly distributed, and as a result, groups would be more likely to defend high-use
feeding quadrats rather than large, rare food patches. Conversely, if the density of redtail groups
decreased and ranges became larger and less defendable, groups might be less likely to defend
high-use feeding sites and might instead defend large, rare food patches. Though the
relationships among home range size, day range, and patterns of food defense observed here are
suggestive, more explicit studies are needed to adequately test these relationships. Moreover, it
remains unclear what causes a population to fall within the ‘female range defense’ or ‘male
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group defense’ categories (Appendix 5), so it is unclear what could cause mangabeys to switch to
‘female range defense’ and redtails to switch to ‘male group defense.’
It is quite likely that group densities and levels of feeding competition for Ngogo
mangabeys and redtails will change in the coming decades. The Kibale forest normally exhibits
significant inter-annual fluctuations in fruit availability, in which certain species produce large
quantities of fruit supra-annually and limited quantities on an annual or seasonal basis, but more
generally, overall fruit abundance appears to be increasing over time (Chapman et al. 1997;
Chapman et al. 2005b; Chapman et al. 1999). However, this trend might be counteracted by
recent changes in the phenology patterns at Ngogo: three important mangabey and redtail food
species (Diospyros abyssinica, Mimusops bagshawei, Teclea nobilis) produced far less fruit in
2007 than in previous years and no fruit at all in 2008-2009 (J. Lwanga, pers. comm.; pers. obs.).
Their failure to fruit may be linked to the ever-increasing annual rainfall patterns in Kibale
(Chapman et al. 2005a), particularly if increasing rainfall causes changes in flowering cues. D.
abyssinica was formerly a particularly key food species for mangabeys, and its high density at
Ngogo is thought to have been the cause of the higher density of mangabeys at Ngogo compared
to Kanywara (Barrett 1995).
Given the absence of these important foods, the ranging and food defense patterns I
observed may have differed from what would normally have occurred. Mangabeys used to feed
on D. abyssinica, M. bagshawei, and Morus mesozygia around January each year (J. Lwanga,
pers. comm.), but because only M. mesozygia was available, neighboring groups frequently met
at these trees and had intensely aggressive IGEs. Had they been able to feed on all three species
(especially D. abyssinica, which is abundant in the study site and occurs in large groves; unpub.
data), the rate and intensity of aggressive IGEs would probably have been lower as there would
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have been less competition because of the abundance of feeding sites. The redtails appeared to be
particularly affected by the change in fruiting patterns. I noticed that, around September, many
females lost significant amounts of body fat and several infants disappeared, which is when
groups would normally feed heavily in groves of T. nobilis (J. Lwanga, pers. comm.); in the
absence of T. nobilis, the groups spent most of their time resting and the proportion of fruit in
their plant diet dropped dramatically. The groups appeared to be so energetically stressed as a
result of having so few food resources available to them that they had very few IGEs, most of
which were non-aggressive. Had T. nobilis fruit been available, it is likely that they would have
had more IGEs of higher aggressive intensity. If T. nobilis continues to be unavailable, it would
likely cause a decrease in population size through an increase in infant mortality.

CONCLUSIONS
•

A test of the existing sex-specific payoff hypotheses (female food defense, male food
defense, and male mate defense) revealed gaps in the predictive power of these hypotheses.
The female food defense hypothesis successfully predicted the behavior of redtails, but not
mangabeys. Neither the female nor male food defense hypotheses were able to successfully
predict which dietary, food abundance, or food spatial patterning traits affected redtail
behavior. The male food defense hypothesis predicted a relationship between male
participation in IGEs and mating success, but the evidence thus far does not support this
prediction. The male mate defense hypothesis incorrectly predicted the presence of mate
defense in mangabeys. Far more data regarding the effect of diet composition and food
spatio-temporal availability (and the presence of estrous females) on male and female
behavior are needed to create stronger payoff hypotheses.
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•

It is necessary to evaluate a variety of food-related variables (relating to dietary composition,
habitat-wide patterns of food availability, and food availability at the encounter location),
because different characteristics affect different species, for reasons that are not well
understood but which may relate to the defendability of the home range. Pre-encounter site
occupation time is a particularly important variable that merits broader use.

•

Initiation of intergroup encounters by males and females is not equivalent to aggressive
participation. Instead, initiation is akin to ‘assessment’ processes discussed in evolutionary
game theory, in which contestants may gather information about the strength of an
opponent’s motivation to defend contested resources.

•

Mangabey subgroup forays, in which one or a few individuals leave the focal group and
approach a neighboring group to initiate an encounter, do not fit the existing hypotheses of
male incursions and subgroup forays. Instead, they appear to be a form of core area defense
(whereas normal encounters are about food defense).

•

Mangabey intergroup relations at Kibale have changed dramatically over the last 40 years. In
contrast to earlier views of mangabeys as an ‘avoidance’ species, they exhibit variable
patterns of intergroup relations that vary with population density. Current mangabey groups
appear to defend feeding sites and the core of the home range.

•

Between-group contests do not necessarily result in differential food intake or long-term
resource access among groups. A Red Queen effect, where groups aggressively contest
access to food but do not achieve differential resource access, may be the result of RHP
symmetry in combination with fluctuating payoff asymmetries.
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Appendix 1. Top 20 diet species for three Kibale mangabey studies: (A) this study, (B) Barrett
(1995), and (C) Waser (1977).

(A) This study
%
Density
Basal
B.A.
Species
diet (stems/ha) Area (cm2)
/ ha
Celtis durandii
12.7%
43.11
661 28,496
Uvariopsis congensis
10.7%
41.54
177
7,353
Blighia unijugata
10.7%
4.08
979
3,994
Premna angolensis
7.9%
7.92
840
6,653
Morus mesozygia
7.7%
0.51
2,818
1,437
Millettia dura
7.3%
17.01
174
2,960
Monodora myristica
7.2%
6.33
1,698 10,748
Zanha golungensis
4.5%
0.23
5,863
1,348
Ficus mucuso
4.4%
0.63
5,242
3,302
Ficus brachylepis
2.9%
1.19
1,152
1,371
Warburgia ugandensis
2.1%
1.29
2,633
3,397
Erythrina excelsa
1.9%
0.71
973
691
Ficus dawei
1.5%
0.28
13,131
3,677
Trichilia splendida
1.3%
0.10
5,945
595
Pristimera graciliflora
1.1%
4.78
27
129
Diospyros abyssinica
1.1%
16.10
819 13,186
Ficus exasperata1
1.1%
0.40
6,082
2,433
Chrysophyllum albidum
1.1%
44.08
527 23,230
Markhamia platycalyx
1.0%
24.41
456 11,131
Casearia runssorica
0.8%
0.58
845
490
Total 89.1%
215.28
126,620
1
Species not included in botanical plots; basal area estimated from food trees.
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
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(B) Barrett (1995)
Basal
%
Density
Area
B.A.
2
(cm )
Rank Species
diet (stems/ha)
/ ha
1
Celtis africana
23.1
1.25
1,099
1,373
2
Celtis durandii
16.6
57.50
714 41,079
3
Blighia unijugata
6.7
0.42
1,851
778
4
Diospyros abyssinica
4.0
69.17
443 30,617
5
Monodora myristica
2.7
0.42
2,669
1,121
1
6
Trichilia splendida
2.0
0.09
5,945
535
7
Pseudospondias microcarpa
1.9
1.25
8,495 10,619
8
Neoboutonia macrocalyx
1.7
7.92
400
3,169
9
Mimusops bagshawei
1.4
3.13
4,599 14,394
10
Erythrina abyssinica2
1.3
0.70
968
677
1
11
Ficus dawei
1.0
0.42
13,131
5,515
12
Milettia dura
0.9
7.71
171
1,321
13
Premna angolensis
0.8
4.38
740
3,242
14
Funtumia latifolia
0.8
36.46
609 22,210
15
Ficus exasperata
0.7
0.42
13,396
5,626
16
Linociera johnsonii2
0.5
7.73
568
4,393
17
Spathodea campanulata
0.5
2.71
2,628
7,121
18
Ficus brachylepis1
0.5
1.46
1,152
1,682
19
Erythrina excelsa1
0.4
0.70
973
681
20
Euadenia eminens
0.4
0.63
312
197
Total 67.8%
204.47
156,351
1
Species basal area not reported; basal area estimated from this study’s botanical plots.
2

Species basal area not reported; basal area estimated from this study’s food trees.
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(C) Waser (1977)
%
Density Basal Area
B.A.
(cm2)
diet (stems/ha)
/ ha
23.4
43.09
265 11,433
7.9
37.20
327 12,183
6.8
4.33
1,764
7,637
6.4
1.38
1,152
1,590
4.2
2.60
56
146
3.8
1.04
567
589
3.7
2.77
815
2,257
3.6
3.29
1,331
4,378
3.5
4.67
435
2,031
2.8
0.17
13,131
2,232
2.6
0.35
165
58
2.4
5.19
171
886
1.4
47.59
221 10,512
1.3
0.87
813
708
1.1
18.00
91
1,634
1.0
10.73
348
3,738
0.8
1.04
58
60
0.7
0.17
661
112
0.7
0.17
13,789
2,344
0.7
0.17
88
15
Total 78.8%
184.82
64,542
1
Species basal area not reported; basal area estimated from this study’s botanical plots.
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

2

Species
Diospyros abyssinica
Celtis durandii
Parinari excelsa
Ficus brachylepis1
Pancovia turbinata
Ficus exasperata
Premna angolensis
Olea welwitschii
Celtis africana
Ficus dawei1
Erythrina abyssinica
Milettia dura
Markhamia platycalyx
Symphonia globulifera
Uvariopsis congensis
Strombosia scheffleri
Cordia millenii
Ficus natalensis1
Ficus congensis2
Blighia unijugata

Species basal area not reported; basal area estimated from this study’s food trees.
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Appendix 2. Cumulative home range area for each study group, calculated using the “data area
curve” function in Biotas (v.2.0a3.7; Ecological Software Solutions). The sample size (number
of half-hourly location scans) is plotted on the X-axis and the cumulative home range area
(calculated as a minimum convex polygon) is on the Y-axis. Home ranges are considered wellknown for groups whose home range area exhibited an asymptotic curve (groups M1, M2,
Meast, Mnw, Msouth, R1, R2, R3); ranges that did not reach an asymptote (Mnorth, Mse,
RGLT7) are considered incompletely known.

Figure 1. Home range accumulation curve for mangabey group M1.
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Figure 2. Home range accumulation curve for mangabey group M2.

Figure 3. Home range accumulation curve for mangabey group Meast.
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Figure 4. Home range accumulation curve for mangabey group Mnorth.

Figure 5. Home range accumulation curve for mangabey group Mnw.
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Figure 6. Home range accumulation curve for mangabey group Msouth.

Figure 7. Home range accumulation curve for mangabey group Mse.
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Figure 8. Home range accumulation curve for redtail group R1.

Figure 9. Home range accumulation curve for redtail group R2.
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Figure 10. Home range accumulation curve for redtail group R3.

Figure 11. Home range accumulation curve for redtail group RGLT7.
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Appendix 3. Spearman rank correlations among food-related variables. See methods sections
(e.g., pages 88-90) for a description of each variable. Strong correlations (|Rs| ≥ 0.50) are
indicated in bold. Data for groups Mse and RGLT7 are not presented in separate tables because
we followed them for ≤ 3 observation periods.
All mangabey groups (N = 117 group-observation periods)
Distrib.
-0.7275

Patch.
0.0052
0.0001

Insects
-0.5009
0.5338
0.1056

Plants
0.4368
-0.5303
-0.1566
-0.6992

Fruit
-0.0589
-0.0234
0.3013
-0.1635
0.1035

Flower
0.0599
-0.1326
0.0061
-0.0431
0.2028
-0.5279

Leaf
0.0944
0.0627
-0.2899
0.1836
-0.1950
-0.8770
0.1596

Bark
-0.0379
-0.1363
-0.2021
-0.0061
0.0844
-0.4324
0.3823
0.2953

Abundance
Distribution
Patch Size
Insects
Plants
Fruit
Flower
Leaf

Fruit
-0.0294
-0.0085
0.2108
-0.2835
0.0735

Flower
0.0331
-0.1464
0.1464
0.1122
0.2498
-0.6423

Leaf
0.0695
-0.0086
-0.2938
0.2675
-0.1624
-0.7496
0.1021

Bark
-0.0626
-0.2760
-0.0370
0.2199
0.1334
-0.5340
0.6168
0.4289

Abundance
Distribution
Patch Size
Insects
Plants
Fruit
Flower
Leaf

Fruit
0.0200
-0.0023
0.2238
0.0931
-0.0585

Flower
-0.0598
0.0727
0.0669
-0.1724
0.1060
-0.6240

Leaf
-0.0258
0.0412
-0.2031
-0.1089
0.1127
-0.8782
0.3596

Bark
-0.0846
-0.0515
-0.1226
0.0859
-0.0971
-0.4655
0.2662
0.3998

Abundance
Distribution
Patch Size
Insects
Plants
Fruit
Flower
Leaf

Group M1 (N = 26 observation periods)
Distrib.
-0.6212

Patch.
-0.2541
0.1074

Insects
-0.4721
0.4557
0.3129

Plants
0.5009
-0.6185
-0.2865
-0.7730

Group M2 (N = 25 observation periods)
Distrib.
-0.7323

Patch.
0.0915
-0.1969

Insects
-0.3962
0.3277
0.0800

Plants
0.5962
-0.5592
0.0769
-0.8415
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Group Meast (N = 26 observation periods)
Distrib.
-0.8817

Patch.
0.1897
-0.0058

Insects
-0.6909
0.7470
-0.0407

Plants
0.5590
-0.6526
-0.1275
-0.8906

Fruit
0.0974
-0.1050
0.2540
-0.2862
0.3887

Flower
0.0369
-0.0901
0.1384
-0.1433
0.1198
-0.4256

Leaf
-0.1214
0.1330
-0.2424
0.3525
-0.4687
-0.8715
0.0542

Bark
0.1731
-0.1004
-0.3074
-0.1546
0.1115
-0.2409
0.1263
0.1879

Abundance
Distribution
Patch Size
Insects
Plants
Fruit
Flower
Leaf

Fruit
-0.1429
0.0714
0.0000
0.1786
0.1429

Flower
0.4900
-0.4454
-0.3563
-0.2227
0.0891
-0.8018

Leaf
-0.4643
0.2857
0.6429
-0.3929
0.0000
-0.2143
-0.1336

Bark
0.4818
-0.4077
-0.7412
0.2224
0.2594
0.0741
0.0925
-0.7783

Abundance
Distribution
Patch Size
Insects
Plants
Fruit
Flower
Leaf

Fruit
0.1772
-0.0842
0.2754
-0.2018
0.0614

Flower
0.2149
-0.2939
-0.4287
-0.3162
0.4905
-0.5696

Leaf
-0.2474
0.1754
-0.2421
0.2719
-0.1719
-0.9404
0.3709

Bark
-0.0517
-0.1451
-0.2533
-0.2238
0.2533
-0.5657
0.7190
0.3960

Abundance
Distribution
Patch Size
Insects
Plants
Fruit
Flower
Leaf

Group Mnorth (N = 7 observation periods)
Distrib.
-0.9286

Patch.
-0.9286
0.8929

Insects
-0.5000
0.6786
0.3571

Plants
0.6429
-0.8571
-0.6786
-0.8214

Group Mnw (N = 19 observation periods)
Distrib.
-0.6070

Patch.
0.0474
0.1965

Insects
-0.2947
0.6860
0.5667

Plants
0.2561
-0.7053
-0.4947
-0.8912
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Group Msouth (N = 11 observation periods)
Distrib.
-0.9273

Patch.
-0.1276
0.1139

Insects
0.1727
-0.1636
-0.5285

Plants
-0.0636
0.0909
0.7244
-0.0727

Fruit
-0.1000
0.1545
0.7699
-0.2091
0.7636

Flower
0.0465
-0.0093
-0.4896
0.5350
-0.2885
-0.5443

Leaf
0.0727
-0.1273
-0.6743
0.0636
-0.7818
-0.9545
0.3117

Bark
-0.1349
0.2653
-0.0093
-0.0558
-0.2280
-0.3629
0.6262
0.2698

Abundance
Distribution
Patch Size
Insects
Plants
Fruit
Flower
Leaf

All redtail groups (N = 52 group-observation periods)
Distrib.
-0.3451

Patch.
0.3257
0.1990

Insects
-0.2107
0.4293
-0.0676

Plants
0.1919
-0.8048
-0.0913
-0.3890

Fruit
0.2927
-0.2071
0.0223
-0.3966
0.3762

Flower
-0.1867
0.0875
0.1237
0.1318
-0.0813
-0.6704

Leaf
-0.1582
0.1298
-0.0894
0.4035
-0.3092
-0.7548
0.2026

Abundance
Distribution
Patch Size
Insects
Plants
Fruit
Flower

Flower
-0.2693
0.2033
-0.1269
0.1311
0.1001
-0.7503

Leaf
-0.0909
-0.0341
0.0093
0.3986
0.2561
-0.7537
0.3820

Abundance
Distribution
Patch Size
Insects
Plants
Fruit
Flower

Group R1 (N = 18 group-observation periods)
Distrib.
-0.0671

Patch.
0.3189
0.4572

Insects
0.1373
0.3891
0.1352

Plants
-0.1393
-0.7317
-0.1992
-0.3498

Fruit
0.2466
-0.1228
-0.1785
-0.2570
-0.3106
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Group R2 (N = 16 group-observation periods)
Distrib.
-0.6659

Patch.
0.2396
0.0681

Insects
-0.2967
0.3538
-0.3231

Plants
0.5429
-0.8989
-0.1692
-0.4681

Fruit
0.4808
-0.3598
-0.1327
-0.8024
0.7080

Flower
-0.4459
0.6067
0.1244
0.6193
-0.6800
-0.7103

Leaf
-0.1087
-0.1326
0.1480
0.5511
-0.1570
-0.5952
0.0936

Abundance
Distribution
Patch Size
Insects
Plants
Fruit
Flower

Flower
-0.1856
0.0552
0.2216
-0.1730
0.1568
-0.3514

Leaf
-0.3771
0.3234
-0.1984
0.6613
-0.5862
-0.9062
0.0117

Abundance
Distribution
Patch Size
Insects
Plants
Fruit
Flower

Group R3 (N = 15 group-observation periods)
Distrib.
-0.5121

Patch.
0.3231
0.3802

Insects
-0.4066
0.6835
-0.0901

Plants
0.4901
-0.8637
-0.1736
-0.8330

Fruit
0.3786
-0.2176
0.1607
-0.5464
0.4750
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Appendix 4. Measuring food abundance: the disconnect between phenology census results and
primate feeding behavior.

I conducted phenology censusing between observation periods to determine the temporal
availability of plant food items. However, as time passed, I realized that the phenology data were
a poor fit with the redtail and mangabey feeding behavior. Consequently, I resorted to alternative
measures of food abundance, food distribution, and patch size, which are described in chapters 2
- 5. I explain the rationale for this decision in this Appendix.

Phenology Methods
To identify the plant species that were likely important dietary components for each
monkey species, I reviewed the literature (Barrett 1995; Freeland 1977; Struhsaker 1978; Waser
1974; Wrangham et al. 1998) and spoke with individuals who had previously studied redtails
and/or mangabeys in Kibale National Park (T. Windfelder, J. Lwanga; Table 1). I selected plant
species for phenology assessment if they represented at least one percent of the annual diet or
five percent of the diet for any month, and I could find at least ten stems within the Ngogo trail
system. I selected ten stems of each plant species, choosing individuals that were scattered
around the home ranges of mangabey groups M1, M2, and Meast (the three original mangabey
study groups, whose ranges had been previously described by T. Windfelder, pers. comm.). I
labeled each stem with an aluminum tag and recorded its diameter at breast height (DBH) and
location. Following common practice, I selected trees that were as large as possible to ensure that
the phenology census represented mature, fruiting individuals (at the very least, each stem was ≥
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10 cm DBH for trees, and ≥ 1 cm DBH for lianas; Chapman et al. 1994; Hemingway and
Overdorff 1999).
When censusing the phenological state of each tree between observation periods, one
field assistant (M. Norris) and I recorded the number of fruits, flowers, and young leaves on the
plant, as well as the percentage of fruit that appeared to be ripe. I used the method described by
Leighton and Leighton (1982) to quantify plant parts, in which the number of items is counted
within one section of the crown (where a section is usually 10-12.5% of the total crown volume),
then multiplied by the number of sections in the crown; the result is then recorded on a
logarithmic scale, with each power of 10 divided into three sub-categories (Table 2). I chose this
method because it maximizes the accuracy of the estimated fruit/flower/leaf crop while
minimizing the error introduced by human fallibility. For fruits, I estimated the proportion that
were ripe as 0%, 1-25%, 26-50%, 51-75%, or 76-100%.

Lack of Concordance Between Phenology and Feeding Patterns
Only 18 (44%) of the 41 species included in the phenology census were important dietary
components for the Ngogo mangabeys and redtails during my study period (Table 1).
Furthermore, the phenology census did not include many species that were important dietary
items (11 species for mangabeys, which constituted 13% of the total study period diet, and 7
species for redtails, which constituted 23% of the total study period diet). More specifically, in
42% of mangabey group-observation periods and 57% of redtail group-observation periods, there
was a plant species that comprised ≥ 10% of the observation period diet but was not included in
the phenology census. I was unable to insert these species into the phenology census when their
importance became apparent because of time limitations, and I did not want to remove existing
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species from the list because they could have become important items later in the study. This
mismatch between the phenology and dietary items lists means that the phenology data as a
whole are not strongly representative of the mangabey and redtail diets.
For those species that were both important dietary items and were included in the
phenology censuses, the latter often yielded data incompatible with the feeding records. In
particular, the phenology census often indicated that the fruit of a particular plant species was not
present, yet the monkey groups were observed feeding on these fruits in the same period. When
tallying the consumed food items – of which there were 23 species-parts for mangabeys and 13
species-parts for redtails – across the 17 observation periods, this occurred in 16% of the 391
possible combinations of food items and observation periods for mangabeys, and in 11% of the
221 possible combinations of food items and observation periods for redtails (Figure 1). The
sample of 10 stems per plant species may have been inadequate to fully capture phenology
patterns, which would lead to the pattern described above. In addition, the mangabeys were often
able to consume foods that were unavailable in the central study area by moving to nearby
valleys, where I did not have phenology census stems and where the fruiting patterns appeared to
differ from that of the main study area.
The opposite pattern also occurred, where monkeys did not consume food items that the
phenology census documented as being present (18% and 19% of species part-observation
periods for mangabeys and redtails). This pattern indicates that these plant species did not
constitute ‘food’ for the monkeys at those times, likely because more preferred items were
present. An argument could be made that uneaten plant species should nonetheless be included in
abundance estimates as they are potential foods (i.e., items that the monkeys might eat under
different circumstances). There is enormous fluctuation in the identity of foods items across
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groups and populations of a species, and over time (Chapman et al. 2002), which means that
virtually any plant item could be considered food under the ‘right’ circumstances; thus, the best
way to track the availability of potential foods is to measure all plant species within a forest. I
could not take this approach due to logistical constraints. In general, the issue of what constitutes
‘food’ can be considered in two ways: one could measure the availability of all potential foods,
or measure only the abundance of those foods that are actually eaten at a particular time. For the
purposes of determining when food is limiting (one of the hypothesized prerequisites for group
defense of food resources; van Schaik 1989; Wrangham 1980), it is more appropriate to measure
the abundance of foods that are actually consumed by the study species. In sum, adding the
instances where the phenology census and feeding behaviors differed (where one indicated the
presence of a food item and the other indicated the absence of the same item), the two methods
showed completely different patterns of food availability 34% and 30% of the time for
mangabeys and redtails.

Conclusions
In general, phenology censusing is limited in its usefulness because it is a human-centric
perception of food abundance and does not take into account whether specific items are
considered food by the study subjects. For instance, a human observer might estimate that 5,000
ripe fruits are available within a single tree, but the monkeys might never consume more than 1/5
of that quantity. Fruits and leaves vary substantially in nutritional quality among trees and over
time (Chapman et al. 2003; Ganzhorn 1995; Worman and Chapman 2005), and even vary within
a single crown (Houle et al. 2007; Houle et al. 2010). This variation in nutritional quality, in
addition to the availability of alternative foods and the effort required to travel to those foods,
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likely explains why primates sometimes do not exhaust the fruit crop within a crown, choose to
eat from one tree while avoiding another individual of the same species, or feed on a plant
species in some seasons but not in others (even though the fruits, flowers, or leaves are available;
Chapman et al. 2002; pers. obs.). Furthermore, estimates of food abundance based on phenology
censusing typically use the mean size of crowns in the habitat (Chapman et al. 1992; Chapman et
al. 1994) rather than the mean size of food tree crowns, which may differ (e.g., Wich et al. 2002;
unpub. data), and do not adjust species density calculations for dioecious species. As a result,
humans are likely to significantly miscalculate levels of food abundance.
Because the phenology census did not measure the availability of several key food
species and sometimes failed to record food items as being available, I chose to avoid using the
phenology data when calculating measures of food availability. Instead, I used feeding data to
calculate these parameters. Though this approach makes it difficult to compare my data directly
with those of other studies, it should be remembered that the ultimate goals of measuring food
availability are to determine when the availability of food resources is most likely to limit
reproductive success (for which overall food abundance is used as a proxy), and whether food
sites are monopolizable by groups (for which food distribution and patch sizes are measured).
The food-related variables I used in Chapters 2-5 meet these objectives, perhaps better than the
traditional measures of food availability, because they rely largely on the subjects’ behavior and
minimize the error introduced by human fallibility.
More broadly, the issue of which measure of food abundance is better is a moot point,
because what we should really be measuring is energetic balance (i.e., the sum of an individual’s
energetic inputs and outputs). Access to food resources limits the reproductive success of
individuals not just when food abundance is low, but when energetic expenditure is high. Thus
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overall food abundance might be relatively high, but if individuals are expending much of their
energetic intake on the cost of traveling between food patches, they may not have enough energy
left over for reproduction. Energetic balance can now be assessed non-invasively for wild
primates by measuring c-peptide levels in urine (Deschner et al. 2008; Emery Thompson and
Knott 2008; Emery Thompson et al. 2009; Sherry and Ellison 2007). C-peptide is a by-product
of insulin metabolism and increases in concentration as an animal’s energetic balance becomes
increasingly positive. Future tests of the male and female food defense hypotheses should
include assessments of c-peptide as a means of determining when (or if) individuals become
food-limited.
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Table 1. Tree and liana species included in phenology censuses. Species were included in the
census if they constituted ≥ 1% of the annual diet or ≥ 5% of the monthly diet in a previous study
on grey-cheeked mangabeys or redtail monkeys in Kibale National Park. A ‘Y’ in a ‘Predicted’
column means that the food was important dietary item during previous studies and enough
stems were present at Ngogo to allow for phenological censusing; a ‘Y’ in the ‘Observed’
column means that the food was observed to be an important dietary component during the
present study.

Species
Acacia brevispica
Acacia pentagona
Blighia unijugata
Bosqueia phoberos
Campylostemon spp.
Celtis africana
Celtis durandii
Chaetacme aristata
Chrysophyllum albidum
Dasylepis eggelingii
Diospyros abyssinica
Erythrina excelsa
Fagaropsis angolensis
Ficus brachylepis
Ficus dawei
Ficus exasperata
Ficus mucuso
Funtumia africana
Linociera johnsonii
Markhamia platycalyx
Millettia dura
Mimusops bagshawei
Monodora myristica
Morus lacteal
Motandra guineensis
Olea capensis welwitschii
Oncinotis tenuiloba
Parinari excelsa
Piper guineensis
Premna angolensis

Mangabey Food
Predicted Observed
Y
Y
Y
Y

Redtail Food
Predicted Observed

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
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Table 1, continued

Species
Pristimera graciliflora
Prunus africana
Pseudospondias microcarpa
Salacia elegans
Secamone africana
Spathodea campanulata
Strombosia scheffleri
Teclea nobilis
Toddalia asiatica
Urella trinervis
Uvariopsis congensis
Total

Mangabey Food
Predicted Observed
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
36

Redtail Food
Predicted Observed

Y

Y
Y

Y
16

Y
23

Y
13
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Table 2. Phenology categories, which are divided by logarithmic units.
Category
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N

Quantity of Plant
Parts Per Stem
0
1-3
4-6
7-9
10-39
40-69
70-99
100-399
400-699
700-999
1,000-3,999
4,000-6,999
7,000-9,999
≥10,000
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Figure 1. Comparison of feeding and phenology data for (A) mangabeys and (B) redtails. For
mangabeys, there were 23 important plant part-food species combinations (note that multiple
parts were consumed from particular species), and I compared these for each of the 17 phenology
censuses, resulting in a total of 391 plant part-phenology census units. For redtails, there were 13
important plant part-food species combinations and 17 phenology censuses, resulting in 221
plant part-phenology census units. The number in each cell is the proportion of units which met
the present/absent criteria in the relevant row and column.
(A)
Phenology

Feeding
Quadrats

Absent from
Censuses

Present in
Censuses

Absent from
Diet

27%

18%

Present in
Diet

16%

38%

(B)
Phenology

Feeding
Quadrats

Absent from
Censuses

Present in
Censuses

Absent from
Diet

30%

19%

Present in
Diet

11%

39%
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Appendix 5. Frequencies of female and male participation in aggressive intergroup encounters
in relation to home range defendability.

I used the PrimateLit and ISI Web of Science databases to find published literature
containing the three variables of interest (frequency of female participation in aggressive
intergroup encounters, mean daily travel distance, and mean home range size). The following
criteria were used to determine whether a published report contained appropriate data. (1) Data
were included only for intergroup encounters (IGEs) where the opposing groups were at least
within visual contact, and where “aggression” is defined as close-range facial or postural threats,
chasing, and/or physical contact between members of opposing groups. I did not include IGEs
consisting only of vocalizations as this appears to be a less intense form of aggression with lower
associated costs than behaviors such as chasing and physical contact. (2) Only those taxa living
in free-ranging social groups were considered for inclusion in the analyses. Captive groups and
taxa exhibiting fission-fusion social systems or solitary foraging were excluded. Fission-fusion
systems, in particular, limit the opportunity for females to be present during IGEs. (3)
Populations described as existing below the carrying capacity of the environment (blue monkeys
at Ngogo: Butynski 1990; e.g., vervet monkeys on St. Kitts: Chapman and Fedigan 1984; greycheeked mangabeys at Kanyawara: Waser 1976) were also excluded, as these populations are
unlikely to be food-limited and appear to avoid neighboring groups rather than engage in IGEs
(Dunbar 1988; Waser and Wiley 1979). (4) Last, I included data from a study only if specific
numbers were available for the three variables of interest. By calculating the frequency of
female aggression occurring specifically during aggressive encounters (rather than during all
encounters), I controlled for differing ecological and social variables among species and sites
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(Chapter 5). For instance, food might be defendable during most of the year for one population
but defendable for only a few months in another population; this variation is expected to yield
very different rates of aggressive encounters for the two populations. In a few instances, exact
numbers were not presented in published reports so I estimated the rate of female participation
from printed figures.
If the defendability index (Di) corresponds with both male and female patterns of
participation, then rates of participation by both sexes should increase with Di values. More
specifically, there should be a sigmoidal relationship between fe/male rates of participation and
Di values, where rates of participation are low when Di < 1, increase steeply when Di ≈ 1, and
eventually reach an asymptote when Di > 1 and participation reaches 100% of IGEs. However,
the implicit assumption of the defendability index is that the home range (and by extension, the
food within it) will always be defended when it is physically possible to do so, regardless of
whether animals are actually food-limited.
In all, I obtained complete data from 16 populations (some of which were of the same
species, so 13 species are represented) at 14 field sites (Table 1). For seven of these populations
(indicated by green diamonds), the rate of female participation increased as the home range
became more defendable (I hereafter refer to these as ‘female range defense populations’; Figure
1a). The remaining nine populations (indicated by grey squares) exhibited the opposite pattern:
female participation rates declined as the home range became increasingly defendable (referred
to as ‘male group defense’ populations). Interestingly, male rates of participation differed from
the female patterns (Figure 1b). For the ‘female range defense’ populations, male participation
decreased with Di. For the ‘male group defense’ populations, male participation was insensitive
to changes in Di and remained consistently high.
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The patterns described above do not conform to my predictions (i.e., that fe/male
participation rates will increase sigmoidally with Di values), but the fact that female participation
increases with Di (for the ‘female range defense’ populations) suggests that home range
defendability may be an important parameter for certain populations. Furthermore, the inverse
relationship between rates of female and male participation in the ‘female range defense’
populations suggests that home range defense is a female affair, and that male participation drops
off only when the home range is highly defendable, and presumably, when their participation is
no longer necessary. It is unclear why there are two types of populations, as there is no consistent
difference in social structure (e.g., one-male versus multi-male groups), food defense (as some
populations of each type are known to defend access to food resources), or Di values.
Additionally, a species may not be constrained to one population type, as demonstrated by C.
polykomos, which appears once as a ‘female range defense’ population and once as a ‘male
group defense’ population.
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Figure 1. Frequencies of (A) female and (B) male participation in aggressive IGEs versus
defendability indices for 16 primate populations. Populations indicating a positive correlations
between female participation and Di values are signified by green diamonds; populations
indicating a negative correlation are signified by grey squares. The red lines divide the two types
of populations and indicate a frequency of participation of 50%.

(A)
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(B)
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Figure 2. Frequencies of male vs. female participation in aggressive IGEs. The solid red line
divides the two types of populations and indicates a frequency of participation of 50%. The
dashed red line indicates a theoretical 1:1 relationship between the frequencies of female and
male participation, if both exhibited a positive relationship to the defendability index.
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Appendix 6. Maps of four redtail and seven mangabey home ranges (calculated as 100%
minimum convex polygons), as well as encounter outcomes. Each grey box is a 50 m x 50 m
quadrat. Encounter outcome is indicated as a draw (D), by the winning group’s number/letter, or
as a question mark if the outcome was unknown. Red dashed lines indicate temporary boundaries
among redtail groups that were ‘respected’ only during non-aggressive encounters.

Figure 1. Home ranges of redtail groups R1, R2, R3, RGLT7.
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Figure 2. Intergroup encounter outcomes for redtail groups R1 and R2.
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Figure 3. Intergroup encounter outcomes for redtail groups R2, R3, and RGLT7.
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Figure 4. Intergroup encounter outcomes for redtail groups R1, R2, and R3.
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Figure 5. Home ranges of the seven mangabey study groups.
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Figure 6. Intergroup encounter outcomes for mangabey groups M1 and M2.
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Figure 7. Intergroup encounter outcomes for mangabey groups M1 and Meast.
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Figure 8. Intergroup encounter outcomes for mangabey groups M1 and Mnorth.
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Figure 9. Intergroup encounter outcomes for mangabey groups M1 and Mnw.
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Figure 10. Intergroup encounter outcomes for mangabey groups M1 and Msouth.
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Figure 11. Intergroup encounter outcomes for mangabey groups M2 and Msouth.
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Figure 12. Intergroup encounter outcomes for mangabey groups Meast and Mnorth.
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Figure 13. Intergroup encounter outcomes for mangabey groups Meast and Mnw.
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Figure 14. Intergroup encounter outcomes for mangabey groups Meast and Msouth.
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Figure 15. Intergroup encounter outcomes for mangabey groups Meast and Mse.
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Figure 16. Intergroup encounter outcomes for mangabey groups Mnorth and Mnw.
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Figure 17. Intergroup encounter outcomes for mangabey groups Msouth and Mse.

